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AN OLD FRENCH TOWN
BV ALBKHT CR.\NE W.M.L.XCE

THE war has ravaged so much
fair land that we turn with

special gratification to the

spots of unhurt beauty. Happily,

most of France is still unspoiled,

and it is a delight to look in upon

a quaint town such as Chartrcs.

Chartres, lying southeast of

Paris—on the side opposite the

menacing hordes—is capital of the

Department of Eure et Loir, with

little river Eure winding past its
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CIIARTRKS CATHEDRAL FROM THE RIVER
Made with a Prciuo; Film Pack Film

curious old houses and under its

stone bridges, seared by time, and
recalling centuries of tradition.

The fact that Chartres was taken
from the English as long ago as

1432, reminds us of its age and of

the vastly different national con-

ditions prevailing at the time when
this conquest was accomplished.

Northern France, like Belgium, has

been the scene of much picturesque

and dreadful warfare.

Yet, the Chartres that survives

does not aggressively remind the

\-isitor of tragedies of the past.

The struggles of the present are

reflected, as they must be reflected,

in every hamlet of war-stricken

Europe. But the charm of the

venerable place makes a potent ap-

peal, perhaps, especially to a visi-

tor from a newer land, a land such

as our own, which had not been
discovered at a time when Chartres

was already old.

Of commanding interest in the

old town is the noble cathedral, one
of the most famous in the world.

How nobly it rises in the midst of

the clustered roofs, like some spirit

of aspiration pointing to the zenith,

is exquisitely suggested in some of

the photographs which accompany
this article. We look with the more
delight at these graceful spires

when we pause for a moment to

think of the sad wreckage of cer-

tain others, of ruin where there can
be no real restoration or atone-

ment.

It is, indeed, as a subject for

photography that we may look
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A RIVER VISTA
Made with a Premo; Film Pack Film
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INTERIOR OF ST. PETER'S CHURCH, CHARTRES
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slop S : 2 minutes' exposure

with genuine interest at an old

place like Chartres. Making pic-

tures in such a place is like photo-

graphing history. Every negative

will seem to remind us of the van-

ished figures of knights and ladies

in Norman splendor of raiment.

We may fancy horses in glittering

trappings, and the silk and velvet

and plumes of mediaeval times

—

we may go back to Joan of Arc's

day, and to later days of bright

colored life that underwent a great

change when the Bastile fell.

Streets and riverside are rich in

pictorial suggestions. With trusty

camera and sunlight in such a

scene we have but to do

the artist's part of choos-

ing the point of view.

After all, that phrase

"point of view" has a

wonderful double mean-
ing. If it is point of view

that gives us the beauty

of the picture, it is point

of view also that finds

in the historic signifi-

cance of a place like

Chartres, so many and

such vaiying impres-

sions. I am thinking par-

ticularly of the picture

point in the parallel.

Point of view in all mat-

ters of judgment is im-

portant, because facts

stand out differently

from different angles. It

is the same with picture

facts. We can emphasize

almost any fact before

us by the position we
take in making our pic-

ture. We can make a

cathedral, for example,

look incidental or com-

manding by the choice of a situa-

tion from which to view it. We
can make the river look incidental

or important in the same way.

And sheer beauty of line, whatever

the subject, is alwaj^s at the finger

end of the person who holds the

camera. Here we find one of the

pleasant and profitable allurements

of the Kodak.

Keep yoiu- lens clean. A dirty

lens invariably means flat, muddy-
looking pictures. »
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Made with a I'rcino; Film Pack Film
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WOKKING AGAINST THE LIGHT

IX
making snapshots we ordi-

narily photograph the side of

our subject on which the

strongest hght falls (or, as maj'

be wiser, choose a pleasing three-

quarter, if not a cross light), but it

sometimes happens that the most
pleasing lighting effects can be

obtained by picturing the shadow
side of subjects that are in bright

sunshine.

In order to photograph the

shaded side of a subject we natur-

ally point the lens either directly

or obliquely toward the source of

light, and when this is done on a

cloudless day we must, of course,

avoid letting the direct light of the

sun strike the surface of the lens,

for the sunlight that makes the

picture on the film will also fog the

film and spoil the picture if the

sun's raj's shine directly in the lens

while the exposure is bc:_g made.
This does not mean that it is

difficult to make pictures by point-

ing the lens directly toward the

east when the sun is in the east,

or toward the south or west when
the sun is in the south or west, but

it does mean that when tho lens is

pointed toward the direction from
which the bright sunshine comes
we must make sure that it is in

the shadow of some object that is

outside its field of view, or is by
some other means shaded during

the exposure.

We can frequently secure tho

picture we want from a point of
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view where the shadow of a tree

or a building will fall on the lens,

and when no such shadow is avail-

able we can alvays create oni? by
holding a hat or some other object

in such a position that it will cast

a shadow on the lens. In shading

the lens we should make sure that

the object that casts the shadow
cannot be seen in the finder, so

that it will not bo shown in the

picture.

Our illustrat'ons show four typ-

ical against-the-light pictures. To
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make clear how pictures with

similar lightings can be obtained

we will discuss them separately:

We can often observe such a

lighting effect as is shown in Fig. 1

when the overhead sky is obscured

by dark clouds while the horizon

is brightly illuminated. This kind

of lighting is more apt to be seen

in the early morning and late

afternoon than during other hours

of the day and it offers splendid

opportunities for making outdoor

silhouettes by photographmg sub-

jects with the strong horizon-

light for a background. As the

sun is always hidden by the

clouds when this kind of a light-

ing occurs the lens need not be

shaded when the exposure is being

made.
The shadow on the ground in

Fig. 2 tells us that the picture wa^

made when the sun was high in the

heavens, slightly to the left and

slightly behind the group. It is
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this side and back lighting that

put the important details— the

lights and shadows on the folds

of the dancers' gowns— into the

picture. Had the sun been in

front instead of behind the group

it would have shone directly into,

instead of across these folds, and
the delicate shadows, which add
so much to the rendering of the

costumes, would have been on the

other side of the group, where they

could not be seen from the position

of the camera.

The unique lighting effect shown
in Fig. 3 can be observed on any
sunny day. The shadows on the

ground show the direction from
which the sunlight came, and the

dark tone of the sky suggests that

the picture was made through a

color filter on a summer's day
when the sky was a deep blue. In

many parts of the world the sky
is a deep blue, in summer, for only

a few hours when the temperature

has dropped after a rain.

Beautiful pictures of the type

of Fig. 4 can be made on ever\'

large body of water when the sun

is near the horizon and is partly

hidden by clouds. Since it is im-

possible to keep the sunlight out

of the lens when the sun is to be
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included in the picture we must cloudy enough so that onl.y the

make the exposure for such sub- sun's position—not the sun itself

jects at times when it is hazy or —can be distinctl}^ seen.

^
REYNARD SITS FOR HIS PORTRAIT

BY HOWARD TAYLOR MIDDLETON

Illustrated U'itli a flashlight pi. by the Autlu

IX
the Autumn, when the frost

sends the dead leaves swirling

down in a multi-colored shower,

and the deer season is in full

swing in the New Jersey pines, the

hunter on a stand in the early

morning, waiting patiently for the

big buck that may come his way,

sees a flitting gray shape loping

easily along the woodland road

within easy range. He raises his

gun, then, remembering that he

is after bigger game, and that a

shot may spoil his chances, lowers

it again with an imprecation. Thus
does Rej^nard of the barrens laugh

at man; he is a very cunning

rascal and knows perfectly well

when he is safe.

If the camera man would outwit

Rej^nard, he must locate a den

and either stalk the parents as

they leave or return to their young,

or else set up a baited camera at

night, or "shine" them while at

the bait with a jack-light.

The gray fox photograph ac-

companying this article was ob-

tained by the jack-light method
in the following manner : A cotton-

tail, shot at close range, and,

therefore, too badly mangled even
for a stew, was laid at the foot

of a slender pine near a den in

which there were two j'oung foxes.

To make sure that the parents

would get the scent, the rabbit was
dragged from the tree to the en-

trance of the den and back again.

The Premo camera was set up
and focused on the bait, the East-

man Flash Pistol fastened to a

stake beside the camera and the

thread that was tied to the trigger

of the pistol was brought to our

hiding place ten yards away.
As soon as it was dark we

crawled into ambush and, at every

rustling iri the leaves, flashed the

rays of our electric lantern on the

scene of our hoped for triumph.

After what seemed many hours,

but which in reality was rather

less than fifty minutes, one of the

old foxes came to the bait.

I shall never forget the thrill

that ran through me when those

two balls of fire (the ej'es of the

fox) flamed in the rays of the jack-

light, nor how my hand trembled

as it pulled the thread that fired

the flash. As the great beam of

radiance swept skyward, for a

fraction of a second the figure of

Reynard stood out against the

inky blackness of the night like

a statue carved in marble—then

all was gloom again.
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SERBIAN' OFFICERS IX SXOW-Tl.ME
Made ivith ^A Folding Pocket Kodak, by Merle LaVoy

THE DATE OX THE FILM

"Y'YT^ASTE no opportunities.W When 3-ou make pictures

'
" be sure that j-our fihii is

fresh. If you make a bad print you
can throw it away and make an-

other. When 3'ou make a bad nega-

tive you may have wasted an op-

portunity that will never come
again. Take no unnecessary
chances. As a safeguard to pho-

tographers, an "expiration date"

is put on all Eastman Films, and
no film should be put to important

use after such a date. Because

films which have been kept imder

proper conditions are often good
long after the expiration date, some
people get careless about this mat-
ter of fresh film and sooner or

later disappointment follows.

RememlDer, too, that film will

deteriorate between the time of ex-

posure and the time of develop-

ment even more rapidly than be-

fore exposure, owing to the fact

that in the process of passing

through the camera it is exposed to

air and moisture as well as to the

light that comes through the lens

at the instant of exposure. In hot,

damp climates, especially, it will

take up moisture veiy rapidly and
then there's only one safe thing to

do—develop prompth'. It does no

good to wrap it up or put it away
in a tin box, for the moisture is

now in the film and the box acts

like a fireless cooker in retaining

The moisture.

Before development, whether ex-

posed or unexposed, the film should

be kept in a cool, drj'' place.

Always be sure films are fresh when
you purchase them, and develop
them or have them de^•eloped as

promptly as possible after exposure.
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AX AI.PIXI", \]IJ.A(

.l/<a/6' with ,U Folding rocket Kodak

THE FL NDAMEXTALS OF PHOTCKiH APII

Y

BV UK. C. E. K. MKES

Chapter VI

—

The Developing Solution

IN
the l;is;t chapter we saw that

the chemical process of devel-

opment consists of the removal

of the bromine from the silver

bromide in the emulsion so as to

leave the grains of silver behind.

There are many chemicals which

will remove bromine from silver

bromide in this way, but in order

to act as a developer, it is neces-

sary that a chemical should be

chosen which has the power of

turning the exposed silver bromide
into metallic silver, but which will

not act on unexposed silver bro-

mide, since, if the developer acted

on the unexposed, as well as on the

exposed grains, we should not get

an image at all. but the whole film

would go dark when put in the

de\-eloper, just as if it IkkI all hmi
fogged by exposure to light. ( )nl.\-

a very limited number of chemicals

ha\e this power of distinguishing

between exposed and unexposed
grains of silver bromide and, con-

sequently, there are only a few

substances which are suitable for

use as developei"s.

The chief of these developing

substances are pyrogallol, or "pyro"

as the photographer calls it, hydro-

quinone and elon, all of which are

chemically related to aniline, which
is used as the base of coal tar d.yes.

Hydroquinone and elon, indeed,

are made by the same methods as

those used for making dyes, but
pyro is made more easily by dis-

tilling gallic acid, which is produced
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density and the elon the detail,

and together they make a well

balanced developer.

These differences in the behav-

ior of developing agents are due

to a property of the developer

which can be explained very easily

by an analog}'. Suppose that we
had two automobiles of the same
kind, one of 20 horsepower and
the other of 100 horsepower. What
would be the difference between
them? Xaturally, the high horse-

power automobile would be able

to go faster than the other; but

in a city, at any rate, either of

them would be able to go as fast

as was safe, and no one would wish

to use the higher horsepower for

increased speed ; but the advan-
tage of the high horsepower would
be found whenever the automo-
biles were used against adverse

circumstances, as, for instance,

against high winds, in snow, or in

climbing hills, when the high-

power machine would be able to

keep up its speed against the diffi-

culties, and the lower power ma-
chine would be slowed and might
even be unable to get ahead. The
difficulties which affect develop-
ment in a manner corresponding

to the effect of hills or winds for

an automobile are cold and bro-

mide. The addition of bromide has
the same effect on a developer that

a hill has on an automobile—it

slows it down; but bromide has
far more effect on a low power
developer like hydroquinone than
it has on a high power developer
like elon; the effect of bromide on
elon is very small, while on hj^dro-

quinone it is very great. In the
same way, hydroquinone develops
veiy slowly when it is cold, while
elon is not nearly so much affected

by temperature.

The analogy between the horse-
power of the automobile and the
power of the developer is really

very close. The high horse-

power automobile will
start from rest very much
more quickly than the
machine of lower horse-

power, just as the elon

developer forces out the

image all over the film

much more rapidly than

-•*k
^^^ hydroquinone devel-

-« oper. Just as the horse-

^J5| power of an automobile
could be measured by the

effect of a hill on its speed
so the power of a developer
can be measured by the re-

duction of density produced
by the addition of bromide,

and just as one would not
wish to have an over-

powered automobile, hard
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to handle and always picking up
speed veiy rapidlj^, so it is difficult

to use the \ery high power devel-

opers, and elon, for instance, is

rarely used alone, but is generally

adjusted by a mixture with the

t^lower hydroquinone.

Pyro is an almost ideal developer

for negative making, but owing to

the fact that the pj'ro is changed

during development into a yellow

colored substance, some of which

remains with the silver m the

image, pyro tends to give a slightly

yellowish or brownish image. The
yellowish stain is prevented from
forming by sulphite, so that the

more sulphite there is in a devel-

oper the less tendency to warmth
the deposit will show, but, never-

theless, pyro is not used for papers
for which the blue-black image
obtained with elon and hydro-
quinone is preferred.

THE RISING MOON
From a photograph by J. S. Gordon, in which the path of the

is shown by the white streak in the sky
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KODAK SERVICE

IN
the first number of Kodakery, which was pubhshed five

years ago, we invited all amateur photographers who wished

assistance in their photographic work to send us negatives

and prints for criticism.

This invitation was instantly accepted and it soon became
evident that our readers were profiting more from our criti-

cisms and from the suggestions we offered for the improvement

of their future work than they could have profited from criti-

cisms of pictures which they had not made themselves.

We wish to help all amateurs in solving such photographic

problems as may confront them, and in order to render the

best possible service we invite all who care for our assistance

to send us prints and the negatives from which they were

made, together with all the data possible.

What we would like to know is the month, the time of day,

the stop used and the exposure given when the negatives were

made, and also the name and grade of paper on which the

prints were made.
By examining the negatives we can tell whether exposure

and development were correct, and by comparing the prints

with the negatives we can tell whether the trouble, if any, lies

in the printing or in the making of the negatives. Both nega-

tives and prints will be promptly returned.

The following extracts from a few of the many thousands of

letters we have received, suggest what Kodak service, whicii

is rendered free of charge, may mean to you.

''The information proved very valuable as I have had no

trouble since. I am only sorry I did not come to you with

my troubles at first, thereby saving many films.

"Your very cordial letter of the 24th is in hand. I thank

you for it and your concern in helping me to obtain the

desirable results in my attempt at photography."

"You have helped me out of my troubles before and I am
sure you always will, so I am .sending you some questions

I wish you to answer."

ADIiUKSS AI.I, fOMMUNK'ATION.S

KODAKKRY," Canadian Kodak Co.,

ToHONTO, Canada.
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KODAK SNAPSHOT FRAMES
There ure, in your collection, a good many small pictm-es that you,

at one time or another, thought worthy of framing, but the trouble

and expense of having frames specially made to fit, have kept these

little gems from the showing the}' desen-ed.

Xow, however, appropriate frames are available at any dealer's

and there's no trouble at all in placing the prints. Kodak Snapshot

Frames are provided complete with glass and a backing that can be

quickly fastened in position by means of tiny nails, after the picture

lias been placed. Further, with each frame, there goes a gummed

hanger, which may be attached in a moment, the framed picture

l)ping then ready for hanging vertically or h(jrizontally, according to

I lie position of the hanger.

Kodak Snapshot Frames are made of moulding about half an

inch in width in a quiet design, one that is free from excessive scroll

work or similar ornamentation. The finish is a Brownish Mission, a

neutral tone that goes well with sepia or black and white prints.

There's nothing imsubstantial or wiggly about the Kodak Snap-

shot Frames, for the corners are well mitred and securely joined.

Because they are inexpensive, 3'ou should by no means imagine that

tliey are cheap, flimsy trash, for they are not. and on this score they

will compare more than favorably.

These Frames are offered for the leading sizes of amateur pictures,

namely, 2^/4x314, 21/2x41/4, SVixVA, 2-/8x4%, SViXoV^ and 31/2x51/.

(postcards). The openings in the Frames are of the full dimensions

stated.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
r^ J HouLD you change your ad- old and new addresses, and also

^^ dress be sure to notify us the date when your subscription

fw at once, giving both your expires.
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The

Kodapod

THce, $2.22

Thk grip is in the clip—the jaws hold to

tree, fence or similar object so tightl}^ that

rigid tripod support is afforded the Kodak.

If you slip a Kodapod in your pocket, the

unexpected time-exposure can not find j^ou

unprepared.

By means of a clamping screw, the Kodak

nia}^ be adjusted to correct vertical or hori-

zontal position.

The Kodapod fits any camera that has a

standard tripod socket.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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POCKET PREMO
A NEW and attractive little

camera that makes 2}{ x
3^' pictures, and embodies

extreme compactness and

simplicity of loading and

operating.

No focusing or estimat-

ing of distances is required. The lens and shutter

is automatically extended and locked rigidl}' in

focusing position, when the bed of the camera is

drawn down.

The Pocket Premo is brought

into action very quickly, and un-

usual and interesting pictures,

that would be lost if adjustment

of focus were necessar}', may
easily be secured.

Dimensions: \}{yi.'^y{y.\
l\^ ; weight: 18 ounces.

Ask your dealerforfree copy oj

the 48 page Premo Catalogue.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, C.\NADA
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EASTMAN
PLATE
TANK

The Kodak Film Tank idea applied to plates

with Kodak Film Tank results — fog -free

negatives that, as far as developing goes,

could not be improved upon.

THE PRICE

Eastman Plate Tank, for 4x5, 3'4 xSU, and smaller

plates, includes solution cup, plate cage, loading fix-

ture and adjustable kit ---------- - $10<»

Ditto, 5x7 without kit - - - - - 5,00

Separate Kits, for 5x7 tank, to take 3X x 5)^ . 4 '+ x 6 '2

or 43^x6 '2 plates, each - ---------- 1.00

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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The Reasons fo?' a

GRAFLEX
CAMERA

The subject is shown \\ifullpicture size, right side up.

Focus and Composition are under absolute control

up to the very instant of exposure.

The shutter speeds range from "time" exposures to

m/oo of a second.

The shutter permits the lens to work at its full

efficiency throughout the period of exposure.

Well timed negatives obtainable with high shutter

speeds, or poor lighting conditions.

Simplicity and precision of operation.

Adaptability to speed work, general

views, or interiors.

These are the features that insure

certaintx' in the ])liotographic result.

high shutter

'\ si; your dealer or 'write usfor

Grajiex Catalogue.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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KODAK
FILM

NEGATIVE ALBUM
Keeps 3'our negatives well protected from dirt

and scratches as every negative lias its indi-

vidual envelope leaf.

A convenience always—but a real necessity

for autographic negatives with their all-impor-

tant date and title, not only to guard them

against loss, but to keep the in in an orderly,

systematic fashion.

The index of the album furnishes a means

of read}^ reference.

THE PRICE

For 100 negatives, 2>^x4X, or smaller SI. 00

For 100 negatives, 3^x4^1 or 4x5 ... . . 1.25

For 100 negatives, 3^4^x5 j^, or smaller 1.25

For 100 negatives, 5x7, or smaller 1.75

CANADIAN KODAK GO.
LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA m



With every roll of film, order two sets

of prints on

VELOX
—one set for yourself, the other for the

soldier.

\'elox is the photo^rraphic ])aper that

the poor negative demands and the good

negative deser\'es.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At Yoiir dealers.



3A

Autographic

Kodak Jr.

Pictures

Thkre is room in the amateur's equipment for a

camera in the 3A size—the 3A Junior offers the

opportunity, and at small cost.

From its size and proportions, the 3A picture is

the most satisfying of any of the amateur sizes. It

is this fact, coupled with its adaptability to the

various forms of amateur picture-making, that has

made the 3A size standard.

/hiail';:—Capacity, ten exposures without reloading. Size of

Kodak, 1 l;'Jx5>^x9;'/ inches. Weight, 3.") ounces. Lenses, meniscus

achromatic or Rapid Rectilinear, focus 6;'^ inches. Shutter Kodak
Ball Bearing No. 2. with cable release. Automatic focusing lock.

Two tripod .'sockets. Brilliant, collapsible, reversible finder.

Xo. 3.\ Autugraphic Kodak Jr. with nieniscu,s achromatic lens and Kodak
Rail Bearing Shutter ........... 517.50

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear lens -.--.-.._ 20.(HI

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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KODAKERY
MAGAZINE 7&A AMATEUR.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

DECE/ABER I9I5

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited

TORONTO, CANADA,



"KODAK
is our registered and common-

law Trade ]\Iark and cannot be

rightfull}^ applied except to goods

of our manufacture. When a

dealer tries to' sell you under the

Kodak name a camera or films

or other goods not of our manu-

facture you can be sure that he

has an inferior article that he is

tr3'ing to market on the Kodak

reputation.

// if isn't an Eastman, it is)i't a Kodak.
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BALLOON OBSKRN'ER ADJUSTING PARACHUTE TACKLE

THE EYES OF THE ARMIES
BY ALBERT CRANE WALLACE

Illustrated with British Official Photographs from British Pictorial Serz;

THE prolongation of the war, it

is frequently said, has been
due very largely to the fact

that the element of surprise has

been so greatly removed. The ex-

planation of this removal of .surprise

is found in the "eyes" in the air.

Airmen never can be wholly de-

ceived, no matter how far camou-
flage may be carried. And human
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PILOT AND OBSERVER WITH THEIR MASCOT PUP

THE FLIGHT

always solely occupied by observa-

tion is forcibly suggested by a

monster bombing plane seen on

page 4. The tremendous size of

these engines of death is vividly

brought out by a comparison of

wings and adjacent figures, or

by the seated figure of the alert

pilot. The great weight of bombs
carried by these gigantic planes is

sufficient explanation of their size

and ruggedness as compared with

the one-man Spads, for example.

Certainly there is something pic-

turesque in the glimpse of the sol-

dier on the Turkish observation post.

The expedient is a reminder of the

manj^ efforts, in tree tops and other

wise, made togive eyes to the armies.
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BRITJSH SOLDIER CLIMBING A TURKISH OI5SER\'ATION POST
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ways to photograph small objects

is shown by the illustration on

page 8. A common kitchen table

is usually long enough for holding

camera, subject and background,

when a Kodak Portrait Attachment

is used. This attachment enables

us to work close to the subject

and it gives us, in consequence,

a larger image of the object than

could otherwise be secured with a

compact folding hand or pocket

camera.

A wooden box, or almost any-

thing else that is high enough and

wide enough, will serve as a sup-

port for the background. What-
ever the support may be it must

have a top edge that is straight so

the background will hang without

folds or creases, for these would be

apt to show in the print.

The picture on page 10 shows the

result of working according to the

method illustrated on page 8.

Within its area are included, not

only the background behind the

flowers, but also a part of the table

top in front of the flowers. Since a

ground that photographed black

was used and the table top photo-
graphed dark, the line of separation

between the background and the

table is scarcely noticeable in the

picture, but had a ground that

photographs white or light gray

been used the line would have
shown quite plainly.

When it is desirable to have the

ground, both behind and in front of

the subject, of practically the same
tone, the background must extend
far enough along the table top in

front of the subject that the table

cannot be seen in the finder, and it

must hang in a curve from its sup-

port, as shown in the diagram
below.

The lighting should suit the

subject, and the onlj' way to see

the lighting as the lens sees it is

to examine it from the position the

lens occupies. In the picture on
page 8 we see it from the side of

the table that faces the window
through which the light came, and
from this position the lighting looks

very different than it does in the

I'lofilc Diaiinim of Method of Arranging Background. Curved line shows
smoothly draped background.
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SHOWING RESULT OF ARRANGEMENT PICTURED ON PAGE 8

picture above, which shows the

lighting as the lens saw it.

A straight side lighting may be

used for daisies and other flat or

disk-shaped flowers, but for roses,

lilies, geraniums and most other

flowers, and also for all other ob-

jects that are not flat, the best ren-

dering wiir usually be obtained

when the strongest light shines

downward at an angle of about 45

degrees on both the front and side

of the subject.

Stop 16 on rectilinear and anas-

tigmat lenses, and the second stop

on fixed focus cameras is recom-

mended for photographing objects

at short range.

It is impossible to tell the exact

exposure to give, for this will de-

pend on the strength of the light

that reaches the subject. When the

subject is from 4 to 6 feet from a

window through which the sun

floes not shine, we would suggest a

V2 to 1 second exposure.
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THE FISHERMAN
A Charming Example of Decorative Japanese Photography. Made b\

S. Honjo, of Kyoto, Japan, with a 3A Special Kodak
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confide;nt affection
Made with a Folding Pocket Kodak

FIXING, WASHING AND
A NEGATIVE consists of metallic

f\ silver and gelatine supported

-^^lA-on a sheet of film or glass.

All these substances are extremely

stable and there is no reason why a

negative that was thoroughly fixed

and thoroughly washed should un-

dergo any appreciable changes if

it is kept under favorable condi-

tions.

The causes that are known to

produce changes in negatives are

insufficient fixing, insufficient wash-

ing and the absorption of injurious

chemicals through prolonged con-

tact with, for instance, common
wrapping paper, newspaper or

other kinds of paper that are not

STORING NEGATIVES
made especially for photographic

purposes.

Since thorough fixing, thorough

washing and storing negatives in a

suitable container are the three

things needed for preserving them,

we will discuss these in detail.

When a creamy color (the emul-

sion containing silver bromide) is

seen in a negative it indicates in-

sufficient fixing. If this is discov-

ered bejore the negative has been

exposed to strong white light it can

be removed, so it will leave no

stain, by immediately placing the

negative in a fresh acid fixing bath

and leaving it there for half an

hour, after which it must be thor-
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oughly washed and dried. If the

creamy color is not discovered un-

til after the negative has been ex-

posed to strong white light it prob-

ably cannot be removed without

leaving a stain.

When a negative is removed
from the fixing bath too soon after

the creamy color has disappeared

it will also be insufficiently fixed

and will change to a rusty brown
after a time. This brown stain

cannot be removed without injur-

ing the negative.

In the fixing process the hypo
first dissolves the undeveloped
silver bromide. As soon as this has

occurred the creamy color has dis-

appeared and the negative is clear,

but it is not as yet thoroughly fixed.

It still contains an invisible double

salt which is insoluble in water and,

consequently, cannot be removed
by any amount of washing. This

double salt is, however, soluble in

hypo and if the negative is left in

the hypo long enough the salt will

be wholly dissolved.

Many photographers leave their

negatives in the fixing bath twice

the length of time it takes to clear

them. Experience has proven this

custom a wise and safe one, for it

insures the removal of the double

salt, providing the fixing bath has

not become exhausted by the time

the negatives are cleared.

The writer once fixed negatives

in a bath that had been so weak-
ened by prolonged use that it took

30 minutes for the negatives to

clear. The negatives were left in

the bath for 60 minutes. Some of

them were then fixed again in a

fresh bath while the others were

not.

After all the negatives had
been washed and dried they were

labeled and laid aside for observa-

tion. Those that were fixed in both

A ^,\\Is> SKV.
Made with iA Folding Kodak
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the old and the fresh baths are still

in perfect condition, but those that

were onb' fixed in the old bath

have become discolored.

A fixing bath that will not clear

negatives in less than 15 minutes

should be discarded, and a fresh

bath used. Hypo is cheap.

When a deposit resembling a

white powder forms on negatives

some time after thej- were made it

is evident that the negatives were
not thoroughly washed. This de-

posit consists of the dried chemicals

of which the fixing bath was com-
posed. If discovered and removed
by thorough washing very soon
after the deposit first appears the

negatives may be uninjured, but
if left on the negatives for a long

time, especially during the months
when the air is damp, the silver is

apt to be bleached and the nega-

tives ruined.

After fixing, negatives should

always be washed from 40 to 60

minutes in running water, which
is constantly passing over both
sides of each negative, or in from
10 to 12 changes of water, at inter-

vals of 5 minutes, if they are

washed in a tray.

Negatives should never be filed

away between the lea\es of a book.
Book paper usually contains chem-
icals that will injure a negative,

and ink from a printed page some-
times becomes indelibly impressed
on negatives.

Glass negatives can safely be
stored, face to iace and back to

back, without any paper between
them, in the box in which the

plates were packed. The face of a

glass-plate negative should not be
placed in contact with the back of

another negative, unless the back
(glass side) of the other is perfectly

clean, because, when gelatine comes
in contact with finger marks it ab-

sorbs them and finger marks on a

negative usually show in the print.

The best way to store film nega-

tives is to place them in an East-

man Film Negative Album, which

contains 100 numbered and in-

dexed compartments made of a

special kind of translucent paper

that is free from all impurities that

would injure a negative.

Thorough fixing, thorough wash-

ing and observance of the precau-

tions we have mentioned in the

storing of negatives will protect

them so thej' should remain in

perfect condition indefinitely.
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TUitl.l CAMI.i:. MCAR ROME
Mad,: ivith a Fuiduuj I'ocket Kodak

INCLUDE YOURSELF IN THE PICTURE

PLACE your camera on a tripod,

with a Kodak Self Timer
attached to the cable release,

then set the timer so it will oper-

ate the shutter in from 30 to 4o

seconds, and you will have plent>'

of time for taking your position in

the group.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
BY DR. C. E. K. MEES.

Chapter VII

—

The Rate at which the Image
Grows During Development

-TTT^HEX a film is developed, it

%/%/ is only the grains of silver

T T bromide which have been

changed by the action of light that

are affected by tha developer. The
grains that have not been changed

are not affected; at the beginning

of development there are a great

many exposed grains ready to be

developed, and then as develop-

ment proceeds, these exposed grains

are turned into grains of black sil-

ver, so that the number of develop-

able grains decreases during de-

velopment until at last there are

no developable grains left ; all those

which can be developed have been

acted upon, and development

ceases.

The rate at which the develop-

ment proceeds can best be under-

stood by an analog}^ from fishing.

Suppose one went out fishing and

found a pond where nobody had

ever fished and there were about

four hundred fish in the pond.

Now, in the first daj^'s fishing one

might catch half the fish in the

pond, or two hundred fish, but the

second day one would not expect to

catch the other half; all one could

expect to catch would be the same
proportion of the remaining fish,

that is, half of what were left, or

one hundred fish, and the third day

one might catch half of what were

left again, or fifty fish, and the

fourth day half of what were left

again, or twenty-five fish, and so

on. the catch growing smaller as the

number left decreased, until finalh'

no fish were left to catch, or more
probably until one got tired of

trj'ing to get the few remaining

fish.

This is what happens in develop-

ment. The rate at which the grains

develop depends upon the number
of undeveloped grains left, and as

the grains are developed up and
the number of undeveloped grains

remaining become less, fewer and
fewer grains develop in each

minute, until finally, it is not worth

while to prolong the development

in order to get any more density.

(See Fig. 1.)

If the development is prolonged

beyond the point at which all the

exT30sed grains are developed, then

there is a danger of developing

some of the unexposed grains,

which produces a veil over the

whole picture—exposed and unex-

posed portions alike—and this veil

is known as fog.

The growth of the image during

development is referred to as a

growth of density, that is to say,

the density is a measure of the

number of grains of silver which

are produced at any given point

because these grains of silver, after

the film has been cleared by the

fixing bath, obstruct the passage of

light through the film. The density

of an image is measured in units

which are based on the amount of

silver which will let through 1 /10th

of the light, so that if only 1/lOth

of the light falling on the negative

gets through a certain part of it,
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that of the lea-st exposed portion,

the negative being very dense all

over. It is necessarj' to keep clearl>-

in mind this difference between the

density and the contrast.

Since the contrast depends chiefly

upon the density of the highlights,

it grows duringdevelopment just as

the density does. It grows rapidly

emidsions, such as the him emul-

sion, give moderate contrast, but

the slow emulsions, such as those

Density ^

JDensity

Half Tones

Densities of Various Parts of a Negati

Fig. 2

Highlights

at first, when there are many
grains to be developed, and then

more slowly until, finally, when the

grains are all developed, the nega-

tive will not give any more con-

trast however long development

may be prolonged, and a continua-

tion of development will only re-

sult in the production of fog.

(Fig. 3). The final contrast which

can be obtained depends upon the

kind of emulsion used. The fast

used for copying p^urposes or for

making lantern slides, are specially

made to give great contrast when
development is prolonged. (Fig. 4.).

It is important not to stop develop-

ment early when a negative is

over-exposed, even though the

negative appears to be dense, be-

cause the contrast depends on the

time of development, and if an

over-exposed negative is imder-

developed, it will be flat.

.\fter 1 Minute After 2 :Minutes .\fter 3 Minutes

Growth of Contrast During Dczclopment

Fig. 3
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Highly Sensitive Film Medium Speed Plate Slow Lantern Plate

Greater Contrasts given by Different Kinds of Emulsions

Fig. 4

T
FOR THE SOLDIERS' CHRISTMAS

HE pictures that warm the all that he is fighting for are

heart of a soldier, that daily Kodak prints of the home folks

remind him of his home and and the familiar home scenes.

A HAYING STORY
Made with an O Brownii
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iill lLOUDS
J / Oiling Kodak. Season, Se[icin[,^

2 30F V Stop 4. I 23 filter.

CLOUDY DAY CLOUDS

VERY few of us who live in

cities or villages pay any par-

ticular attention to the sky,

and when we want to make a pic-

ture of a landscape that will show
clouds above it we are apt to wait

for a sunny day when white clouds

can be seen.

By watching the sky we will dis-

cover, however, that the finest

cloud formations do not alwaj's

occur on sunny daj's, and that the

clouds often show a longer range of

tones on days when there is no

sunshine.

Sunny day clouds are frequently

mere masses of white that contain

few if any dark tones, and when
these fleecy-looking masses are

outlined against a brightly lighted

pale blue sky it is more difficult to

obtain good photographic records

of them, when landscape detail is

also wanted, than it is to obtain

good photographic records of the

light, medium and dark gray clouds

that can so often be seen out-

lined against layers of much bright-

er clouds, on cloudy days when the

weather is unsettled.

In picturing clouds and land-

scape on sunny days our problem is

the recording of contrast between

the clouds and the sky. When the

clouds are white and the sky is deep

blue, a filter that makes blue pho-

tograph darker than white will

solve the problem, but when the

clouds are white and the sky is a

very pale blue or a bluish white,

the visible contrast between the

clouds and the sky is slight, and,

even with a filter, we must give the

minimum exposure that will record
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the landscape detail if we wish the

clouds to show in the print.

On the cloudy days when no blue

sk}^ is visible and the clouds show%

as they so often do, tones ranging

from white through the grays to

almost a black, there is no problem

to solve, for we can then record

both the clouds and the landscape

detail with a snapshot exposure,

without using a filter, as is demon-

strated by Mr. Merrill's picture on
page 22.

This picture was made on a

cloudy-dull day with an exposure

of 1/25 of a second through stop 4

(/.8). Had the day been cloudy-

bright an exposure of 1/25 second
through stop 8 (/.ll), or a snap-

shot through the largest stop on a

fixed focus camera, would have
been ample.

MAKING FILMS LIE FLAT

A FTER films have been de-

/\ veloped, fixed and washed
-^^they should be dried in a

gentle current of air that is free

from dust.

When films are placed in a cur-

rent of air in the summer-time they

dry gradually and evenly and when

wholly dry they will lie practicallj'

flat.

In cold climates films must be

dried in heated rooms during the

winter months, to prevent the

water in the gelatine from freezing

and ruining the negatives.

When films are dried near hot

PIAZZA DEL POPULO, RO.ME
Made with jA Folding Kodak; f.8, 125 sec.
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stoves or radiators, or over hot air

registers, they dry very rapidly,

but they do not dry evenly. Fre-

quently both edges of the films

and sections across their entire

width will be "bone dry" while

other parts of the films are still

moist. Under these conditions the

films will buckle in drying, and
when diy will not lie flat. This

difficulty can be avoided by dr.y-

ing the films ten feet or farther

from the source of heat, and it

can also be corrected after it has

occurred by placing the dry films,

say, half an inch apart, face down,

on a sheet of clean paper, a few

feet long, which is then rolled

aroimd an ordinary cardboard

mailing tube, 1^2 inches or more
in diameter, so the films will be
giA-en a backward curve, that is, a

curve like the letter U, with the

emulsion side of the film on the

outside of the U.

If removed from the roll at the

right time (usually at the end of

two or three hours) they will lie as

smooth and flat as a sheet of paper.

If left in the roll for several hours

they will retain the backward curve,

but this curve can be readily re-

moved and the films made perfectly

flat by again placing them in the roll

—other side up this time—and leav-

ing them there about half an hour.

The writer has experimented ex-

tensively with the flattening of films

that were dried under extremely

unfavorable conditions, and has

found that the roll will always per-

fectly flatten both roll films and
film pack films when pressure alone

would not accomplish this result.
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AN AIR ATTACK
Made with 3A Folding Kodak

ORDER FILM BY NUMBER

THERE are many models of roll

film cameras in use that make
negatives of the same size but

require film spools of different

lengths. This is owing to differ-

ences in the styles of the cameras.

Should you order a certain size

of film from your dealer, without

mentioning the style of camera you
are using, he might not know what
you need, but if you order by num-
ber he will know exactly what to

give you. To illustrate: The No. 3

Folding Pocket Kodak, the No. 3

Cartridge Kodak and the No. 3

Brownie all make 3% x 4Vi nega-

tives, but they are different styles

of cameras and require film spools

of different lengths. The film made
for one of these cameras will fit

neither of the others.

Eastman N. C. Film and East-

man Autographic Film are packed

in cartons. A number is placed on

the ends of each carton. This num-
ber indicates the size of negative

the film will make and the style of

spool on which the film is wound.

The ZVi X 4% size of Eastman
roll film is listed under four num-
bers, and is made for use in eight

styles of Eastman cameras. Three
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styles of these cameras use film No.

118, three styles use film No. 124,

one style uses film No. 119 and only

one style requires film No. A118.

The 3A size of film is listed under

three numbers, the 4x5 size under

four numbers and some other sizes

are also listed under two or more
numbers, for cameras of various

st^'les.

The letter A preceding the num-
ber on a film carton indicates that

the film is autographic. If you are

using an Autographic Kodak, a

Kodak fitted with an Autographic

Back, or an Autographic Brownie,

make sure ^-ou order Auto-

graphic Film. Autographic records

cannot be made on old style film.

Every year has witnessed im-

provements in Eastman Cameras.

Some of these improvements have
necessitated changes in the film

spools. Since all models of East-

man cameras, from the oldest to

the most recent, are in constant

use, films must be supplied for all

these models.

The number of the film used in

an}' size or style of Eastman roll

film camera is printed in large type

in the manual that accompanies

the camera.

Always order film by number
that you may be sure of obtaining

the film you need.

IN A FRENCH VILLAGE
Made with a Premo; Film Pack Film, K2 Filter; /.;
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KODAK SERVICE

IN
the first number of Kodakery, which was published five

years ago, we invited all amateur photographers who wished

assistance in their photographic work to send us negatives

and prints for criticism.

This invitation was instantly accepted and it soon became

evident that our readers were profiting more from our criti-

cisms and from the suggestions we offered for the improvement

of their future work than they could have profited from criti-

cisms of pictures which they had not made themselves.

We wish to help all amateurs in solving such photographic

problems as may confront them, and in order to render the

best possible service we invite all who care for our assistance

to send us prints and the negatives from which they were

made, together with all the data possible.

What we would like to know is the month, the time of day,

the stop used and the exposure given when the negatives were

made, and also the name and grade of paper on which the

prints were made.

By examining the nBgatives we can tell whether exposure

and development were correct, and by comparing the prints

with the negatives we can tell whether the trouble, if any, lies

in the printing or in the making of the negatives. Both

negatives and prints will be promptly returned.

The following extracts from a few of the many thousands of

letters we have recei\-ed, suggest what Kodak service, which

is rendered jree of charge, may mean to you.

"The information proved very valuable as I have had no

trouble since. I am only sorry I did not come to you with my
troubles at first, thereby saving many films."

"Your very cordial letter of the 24th is in hand. I thank

you for it and your concern in helping me to obtain the desir-

able results in my attempt at photography."

"You have helped me out of my troubles before and I am
sure you always will, so I am sending you some questions I

wish you to answer."

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS

"KODAKERY," Canadian Kodak Co., Limited

Toronto, Canada
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3^

Autographic

Kodak Jr.

Pictures

There is room in the amateur's equipment
for a camera in the 3A size—the 3A Junior

offers the opportunity-, and at small cost.

From its size and proportions, the 3A picture

is the most satisfying of any of the amateur
sizes. It is this fact, coupled with its adapta-

bility to the various forms of amateur picture-

making, that has made the 3A size standard.

Details:—Capacity, ten exposures without reloading. Size

of Kodak. lHx5'sx934' inches. Weight, 35 ounces. Lenses,
meniscus achromatic or Rapid Rectilinear, focus 6's inches.

Shutter Kodak Ball Bearing No. 2. with cable release. Auto-
matic focusing lock. Two tripod sockets. Brilliant, collapsible,

reversible finder.

No. 3.A. Autographic Kodak Jr. with meniscus achromatic lens and
Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter - $17.50

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear lens - - 20.00

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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For the techfiical iiw?^ke?

PREMO No. 10
Copying, enlarging and architectural work

are provided for in the long bellows draw, drop

bed and swing back construction.

The ground glass offers the advantage of

accurate focusing and composition. The cam-

era takes 5x7 films or plates with equal facilit}^

and while designed to meet all the require-

ments of amateur photography, it is also suit-

able for the technical and advanced photo-

graphic worker.

Ask for the Premo catalogue, free at your

dealer's or from us.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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The Kodak Album
With the summer's accumulation of

prints, an album is the very thing

—

and here's the very album.

One-piece black narrow grained cow-

hide—leather-lined. Leaves held in

place by black silk cord through

cover and metal tubes. Very flexible

—Oxford Bible style edges.

THE PRICE

434' X 7, A, 50 black leaves |3.7.5

7 X 11, B, 50 black leaves 5.50

Package 12 extra leaves, A, |0.15 ; I?, $0.18

CANADIAN KODAK GO,
TORONTO, CANADA

LIMITED
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^ Dull, Cloudy Day—
but a PerfeFi Snapshot

The remarkable speed of the Graflex does

more than stop motion— it makes fully exposed

snapshots possible in poor light. You'll save

many an otherwise hopeless picture with the

aid of the

GRAFLEX CAMERA
Ask for the 6^-page Graflex Catatogiie,

free at yotir dealer' s or by mail

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Kodak Tested Chemicals are

infallible — the}^ are always

right.

As soon as you see this seal you

are certain :

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

.}/ your dealer's.



I
Print your autumn scenes on

ROYAL VELOX
and then re-develop.

The resulting" rich, warm, wSepia

tone g^ives added artistic value.

Read about this simple process
of re-development in the Velox
Book.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.

i



Aclual size of the

Vest
Pocket
Autographic
Kodak

Obviously there is always

room for it — room, for

example, in your photo-

graphic equipment,
where you frequently have

need of a small, efficient

camera that you can wear.

J Vith Meniscus Achromatic lens, ^S. 50

With K. A. f. 7.7. lens . . 15.00

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

,U you, dcalc
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Compelred -wit/j the

Kodak
Auto-Mask Printing Frame

tlie ordinary printing frame is ont of date.

Tlie masking device adaptable to

any negative in tlie regnlar ama-

tenr sizes is a distinctive feature.

The Price
^ Jpl.^5

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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A VENETIAN CANAI.
Made li'ith jA Folding Kodak; f.S slop; i-io sec. exposure
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THE LAGODX AND ST. CIDKCIO. VEXICK
Made with sA Folding Kodak ; stop i6; i-2i sec. exposure

THE PICTURE GLORIES OF ITALY
BY ALBERT CRANE WALLACE

THE war has cast a shadow over

the beauty of the world. Yet
we may be cheered a httle by

the thought that the shadow,

while it is real enough in the mental

sense, is a physical shadow in only

a small degree. Nature bravely

keeps on being beautiful in the face

of all, savf only where the actual

touch of war scars and devastates.

Right back of the lines in France

the flowers have bloomed as if

nothing were happening. Some
poet has pictured the amazement
of the blossoms when a frightful

shell tore its way into a peaceful,

sunlit valley.

Anfl wh;it is triK' of the open
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GARDEX OF THE VILLA BORGIIESE IX ROME
Made with 3A Folding Kodak; f.22; 14 sec. exposure

country is true of the tranquil vil-

lages and teeming cities. Italy, for

example, tortured as it has been by

the ravages of the great conflict,

spreads its gracious gardens, its

soft landscapes, its splendid his-

torical monuments, its picturesque

cities and hamlets under the same
old Italian skj', and life, while it

feels with all the world the iron

touch of the war, presents an out-

ward appearance not greatty dif-

ferent from other times. The
jroung men are away—there are

few places in the world we are most

familiar with in which this is not

true— and eyes that know may
quickl}^ see the differences. But
Italy as a picture has not lost and

cannot lose its charm.

Even Venice, at the very brink

of gieatest danger, rears its quaint

loveliness of line in calm and

patient courage. Many architec-

tural treasures have been bul-

deserted at times, it yet returns at

warked against bombs. But most

of the spreading sea city is of its

accustomed cast. Almost wholly

other times almost to its normal

look. The twinkling, lazy, sinuous

canals show little change.

Xo spot on earth has coaxed the

painter and the photographer more
frequently than Venice. And no

spot on earth has furnished more
satisfactory reward for artistic ad-

venture.

What is true of Venice is true in

a lesser degree, but still in a won-
derfully inspiring way, of the

"moldy gloom and dim splendor

of old Rome." Really, with the

sun in it Rome is not "dim," and

pictures of the Forum, for ex-

ample, stand out with significant

vividness.

Florence, Genoa, Naples— all

the most distinctive features of

Italy's liistoric panorama—remain



A WATER BYWAY OI- '

Made 7fith s.-l folduu/ I<

'UK GRAND CAXAT., \EXICK
>dak ; stop l6; 1-2} sec. exposure
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•REET SCENE
Made with 3A Folding Kodak

IX GEXOA
i.S; 1-25 sec. c.vt^osurc

untouched and unaltered. In

public square, in arcades,

splashed with brilliantly con-

trasting light effects, we see the

figures of war, smart stepping

officers, humble soldiers home
on furlough, soldier groups and

romantic couples gay in a brief

reunion.

All the warring countries have

the same stories to tell. In

Italy the scenes stand out. how-

ever, with a quality quite their

own. As Byron put it: "Italy,

tliou art the garden of the

world, the home of all art

>ields, all nature can bestow.

E'en in thy desert what is like

to thee? Thy very weeds are

beautiful, thy wreck a glory

:ind thy ruin graced with an

immaculate charm that cannot

he defaced."

THE I-ORUM, ROME
/..':'. i-2_^ see. exposure
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SEPARATE FIXING BATHS FOR NEGATIVES
AND PRINTS

CAN the fixing bath that is

recommended for use with

Velox paper also be used for

fixing negatives? It can,—but

after it has been used for fixing

negatives it should not be used for

fixing prints. Negatives and prints

should be fixed in separate baths.

The reason for this is that a

fixing bath that is used for prints

should always remain clear and
colorless, while a bath that is used

for fixing negatives will usually

become discolored before it is ex-

hausted.

This is due to the fact that

the developer is seldom completely

washed out of the negatives be-

fore they are placed in the fixing

bath, and is also due to the differ-

ence in the emulsions used for

making negatives and prints. The
unaltered silver the fixing process

removes from a print does not

show as a visible precipitate, while

the silver the fixing process removes
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from a negati\-e forms a black

precipitate in the bath.

A slightly discolored bath will

not affect the quality of negatives,

but it will often stain prints.

The fixing bath costs very little

and can be used until exhausted.

A 1-lb. package of Kodak Acid

Fixing Powder, or a 1-lb. package

of hypo acidified with Velox Liquid

Hardener, will make 64 ounces of

solution, in which two gross of

3Vi X 5V2 or 4 x 5 prints can be

fixed. Either of these baths may
also be used for fixing negatives

as long as it will clear the negatives

inside of fifteen minutes.

It is economy to use separate

baths for negatives and prints.

Fixing prints in a bath that may
stain them is not economj'—it is

extravagance.

^
WHAT THE KODAK PORTRAIT ATTACHMENT DOES

THE nearer the lens is to the

object that is photographed

the larger, of cour.se, will be the

image of the object in the picture.

On focusing cameras it is the

length of the bellows that deter-

mines how close to the subject the

lens can be placed without making
an out-of-focus picture.

Long bellows cameras are nec-

essarily so much bulkier and so

much heavier than the modern,

compact hand cameras that make
the same size of picture, that few

people are willing to carrj^ them
about.

Modern hand cameras have bel-

lows that are long enough for mak-
ing sharp pictures of objects that

are not nearer than six or eight

feet, and if the images the lens

makes at these distances are not as

large as desired, larger ones can bo

obtained by placing a Kodak
Portrait Attachment in front of

the regular camera lens.

When a Kodak Portrait Attach-

ment is used on a focusing camera

that has a 6-foot mark on tin-

focusing scale, sliarp pictures can

be made with the subject only

thirty-two inches from the lens.

The exact distancs that the front of

the portrait attachment mu.st be

from the subject when the focus is

set at any of the various distance

marks on the focusing scale is

.stated in the instruction sheet that

is furnished with every portrait

attachment.

When a Kodak Portrait Attach-

ment is used on the fixed focus

types of Kodaks, Premos and

Brownies the subject must be

placed forty-two inches from the

lens.

The pictures on pages 10 and 11

show the full sizes of the 3A
Kodak images that were obtained

with and without the use of a

portrait attachment.

For making head and shoulder

portraits, and for photographing

flowers and other small objects at

short range, the Kodak Portrait

Attachment is indispensable to the

users of compact hand cameras, as

it enables them to do what could

otherwise only be done witiialong

lieljows camera.
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SUCCESSIVE PHOTOGRAPHS OF THIS YEAR'S ECLIPSE
OF THE SUN

From a nccjativc made by J. 11'. Belt

PHOTOGRAPHING THE SUN

Ox June 8th the attention of

many people in this country

was distracted from the war,

for a few minutes, to contemplate

the wonderful phenomenon oc-

curring in the sky, this being the

eclipse caused by the passage of

the moon between the sun and the

earth.

Eclipses in which the sun is

partially obscured by the moon
are fairly common, but it is rare

for any portion of the earth to be

visited by a total eclipse, in which

the moon's disk completely covers

that of the sun and produces an

artificial and temporary night.

The eclipse of June 8th was the

first eclipse in this century to be
total in the United States, and
o\-er the band of totality it natur-

ally e.xcited the greatest possible

interest. This band of totality ex-

tended from the Pacific to the

Atlantic coast but was only about
sixty miles wide, so that for most
of the country the eclipse was seen

only as a partial covering of the

sun's disk by that of the moon.
The partial eclipse lasted for about
two hours, but at some places in

the east the sun set before the

moon was clear of its disk.

A Pennsylvania photographer
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wouderful phenoinenou called the

"corona," which is seen in an
eclipse as a ring of pearly gray

light, growing fainter and fainter

as it recedes from the sun and
spreading out into space on all

sides. In order to photograph
these phenomena a number of

scientific expeditions went from
the observatories to the belt in the

country where the eclipse was
total, and setting up temporary
observatories with elaborate ap-

paratus, they photographed the

corona and the "prominences,"
as the flames of incandescent gas

are called, and made measurements
of the phenomena associated with
the sun which can only be studied

effectively when the sun's disk

itself is eclipsed.

By courtesy of Professor Edwin
B. Frost we are able to print a

photograph showing a quarter of

the circumference of the sun ob-
scured by the moon's disk, pro-

jecting from the edge of which are

seen two gigantic prommences.
This was taken by the expedition
from Yerkes Observatory, of which
Professor Frost is the director.

The uppermost prominence shown
looking like the skeleton of some
prehistoric monster, projects no
less than 47,000 miles from the

surface of the sun, a distance

nearly six times the diameter of

the earth. The exposure for this

photograph, which was made by
Miss Mary R. Culver, was twenty
seconds, the sun being somewhat
obscured by clouds. In addition to

the prominence, there is seen
around the sun the light of the

inner corona, this being the only

portion which was bright enough
to be recorded with the exposure

given.

The astronomers are now busy
studying the results which they

have obtained, and drawing from
them lessons which will in turn be

used to plan new measurements to

be made at the next eclipse.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
BY DR. C. E. K. MEES

Chapter VIII

—

The Gelatine Film

THE silver grains which for n
the developed image are held

in a layer of gelatine. This

gelatine is used in making the

emulsion which is coated on the

support to make the sensitive film.

Gelatine is a very interesting

substance, and its characteristics

are markedly different from those

of most other chemical substances.

Most chemical substances form
crystals, and many of them are

soluble in water. When they are

dissolved in water, the solution is

quite homogeneous, that is to say,

alike in its properties in all its

parts. Substances generally will

dissolve in water to a fixed extent,

dependent on the temperature.

We say of one material, for in-

stance, that it is soluble to the

extent of 30%, meaning that a hun-
dred parts of water will take up
30 parts of the material. If we heat

the solution it will usually dissolve

more, but then when it cools again

the material salt will crystallize

out so that whatever we do we can

only obtain the fixed 30 parts per

hundred remaining in solution.

Gelatine behaves quite differ-

entlj- to this. In cold water it does

not dissolve but it swells, as if,

instead of the gelatine dissolving

in the water, the water dissolves in

the gelatine. If the water is heated,

the gelatine will dissolve in it, and
it will dissolve to any extent. You
cannot say that there is a definite

solubility of gelatine in water.

The more gelatine is added, the

thicker the solution becomes, but

there is no point at which the gela-

tine will refuse to dissolve.

If we heat a gelatine solution it

will become thinner and less viscous

when hot, and will not recover

completely when cool; it will re-

main thinner than if it had not been

heated, so that the heating of the

gelatine solution produces a per-

manent change in its properties.

If we cool a gelatine solution, the

gelatine will not separate from the

solution in a dry state, but the

whole solution will set to a jelly,

wliich we might consider a solution

of water in the gelatine. If we heat

the jelly it will melt again, and we
can melt and reset a jelly many
times, but in doing so wc shall
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produce a progressive change in the

jelly, and if we continue the pro-

cess too long, sooner or later it

will refuse to set and will remain
as a thick, gummy liquid.

Gelatine belongs to the class of

substances which are called col-

loids, the name being derived from
a Greek word meaning gummy.
When a gelatine jelly is dried, it

shrinks down and forms a horny or

glassy layer of the gelatine itself,

smooth and rather brittle, and this

dry gelatine when placed in water
will at once absorb the water and
swell up again to form a jelly.

An interesting and important
property of the drying and swelling

of gelatine is that it swells almost

entirely in one direction, namely,

that in which it was dried. This is

illustrated in Fig. 1. In this, A
represents a small cube cut out of

a sheet of gelatine which was origi-

nally dried in the horizontal plane

when it was made. If this cube is

placed in water, it will not swell

in all directions, becoming a bigger

cube, but it will swell almost

entirely in the direction in which it

dried down, and will take the form
B and, finally, the form C.

The explanation of this direc-

tional swelling of the gelatine jelly,

and also of the fact that gelatine

solutions change permanently with

heating, lies in the fact that gela-

tine is not a uniform substance

but has an internal structure.

Probably, gelatine has a structure

somewhat like that of a sponge,

but the structure is very small and
has not the elasticity of the sponge.

When the gelatine is in the jelly

state, it is as though the sponge

were full of water, and then it is
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lairly rigid, liecausr ot' the water
contained in tlie pores. When the

water is (hied out, the sponge
structure shrinks down, and if it is

stretched out in one direction by
being coated on film or paper, for

instance, it will shrink down verti-

cally just as a sponge without

elasticity would fall into a flat

mass if placed on the table.

When the gelatine solution is

heated and the gelatine dissolves, it

seems at first to retain a certain

amount of its structure, as if the

sponge had disintegrated and was
distributed through the solution

but the sponge structure had not

entirelj' disappeared. Then, if the

temperature is raised, it behaves

as if the structure were slowly-

breaking up and dissolving, so that

after a considerable heating at a

high temperature the whole solu-

tion becomes homogeneous. When
this solution is cooled and, finally,

set to a jelly, it has to re-establish

a new sponge structure, and this

will be different to the original one

and probably of less strength.

This explanation of the behavior

of gelatine, that it has an internal

structure which can persist even in

Fig. 3

Pholograph, enlarged, of spot caused by

water drop on dry negative

sohition. seems to account for must
nf Its pi'operties ;md behavior.

\\ Inn a gelatine jelly contains
only such an amount of water that
it still contains a considerable pro-
portion of gelatine, over 10% for

instance, the jelly will be strong

and tough, but if the jelly contains

much less gelatine than this, it will

he weak and likely to rupture on
any kind of strain. This is a very

important matter in dealing with

photographic films. When the film

is first placed in the developer the

gelatine at once commences to

sw 11. As long as it does not swell

too much it is easily handled, but

if it swells too far, then it becomes
very tender and is likely to be
damaged by touch, and in extreme

cases will swell so much that it will

loosen from its support or wrinkle

up in what is called "reticulation."

The swelling of a gelatine film is

influenced by tlie temperature of

the solution in which it is placed

and also by the presence of other

substances in the solution. A small

amount of either acid or alkali will

produce a considerable increase in

the swelling, and since the devel-

oper is alkaline and the fixing bath

is acid, both these solutions have

ct great tendency to swell the gela-

tine, especially when they are

warm. On the other hand, sul-

phites tend to prevent swelling, so

that an increase in the concentra-

tion of the sulphite in a developer

or fixing bath will diminish it. An
even greater aid in preventing

swelling is the hardener in the

fixing bath. The hardening agent-s

used in fixing baths are the alums,

which not onJj- pre^'ent the swelling

of the gelatine temporarily but

which permanently harden the
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structure of the {it'latino

so th;it it will not rasily

swell. It is for this reason

that the alum is introduced

into the fixing bath so

that after fixing the film

will not become soft and
disintegrate in w-ashing.

Reticulation is due to

local strains in the gela-

tine, and a sudden change
in the temperature of solu-

tions will sometimes pro-

duce this effect. If a film

is transferred for instance,

from a cold fixing bath
containing a hardener to

\-ery warm wash water, the

whole film will sometimes
pucker into tiny reticula-

tions, a good example of

which is .shown in Fig. 2.

If one part of the film con-

tains much more moisture
than another, the silver

image itself is liable to

become distorted by the

movement of the gelatine, and of

the silver grains in it. If a drop of

water, for instance, falls on a film

and this is dried rapidly, it will

often produce a curious ring-shaped

mark, the middle of the drop being
lighter and the edge of the drop
darker than the surrounding nega-
ti\'e, Fig. 3 The explanation of

Serti

f>^ __
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MAKING WHITE MARGIN PRINTS

WHITE margins on a black

and white print ser\-e as a

frame for the picture and

give it a finished appearance that

would otherwise be lacking.

These margins are obtained by

printing through the opening of an

opaque mask. The mask is placed

in contact with the negative in a

printing frame and so adjusted

that as much or as little of the neg-

ative as we wish to make a print

from can be seen through the

opening in the mask.

Printing masks can be made
from opaque paper, but those who
have made them realize the diffi-

culty of cutting openings that will

have exact right angle corners.

Nearly all the pictures we make
can be improved by a judicious

trimming of the margins, but when
we make white margin prints we
must do the trimming by masking
the margins, and in order to secure

the most pleasing effects, it is

usually necessary- to cut u different

mask for every negative.

By using a Kodak Auto Mask
Printing Frame we can make white

margin prints without having to

cut masks. This frame contains

two stationary' and two movable
thin metal strips with which a

mask, that will fit any film nega-

tive from the Vest Pocket to the

3A or 4 X 5 size, can be instantly

arranged. This is done by placing

one end and one side of the film

under the stationary strips, which
hold the negative securely in posi-

tion, and then sliding the movable
strips along the rods on the outside

of the frame until the size and shape

of mask that is wanted is obtained.

By this method of masking a

negative we can quickly adjust a

mask for each negative and can

make white margin prints that will

include as much or as little as is

wanted of what is within the

picture area of the negative.

SOMF.XMTF.RI-: TX FRAXCK Made -..nil lA Folding Pocket Kodak
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RUIXS OF THE TEMPLE OF MIXOS. CRETE

PICTURES THAT TELI. THE OBJECT'S SIZE

THE picture above, which shows

a part of the ruined temple of

^linos, on the island of Crete,

gi\-es us a splendid conception of

the architectiu'al features of the

ruin, but it tells us nothing about

the comparative size of the objects

sho\vn.

Because of the absence of a

measuring rod, that is, the image of

something of known size with

which the images of the other ob-

jects can be compared, we cannot

tell whether the windows and the

archwa}^ are of ordinary or of ex-

traordinary size.

The advantage of including a

measuring standard in pictures oi

unfamiliar objects is shown by the

illustration on page 25. By com-

paring the images of the columns

with the images of the men we can

form a reasonably accurate idea of

the height of the columns.

It is, of course, only when we
photograph an imusually large or

an unusuall}^ small object that we
care to have the picture tell us

what the size of the object is. and
in order to make the picture do
this we must place alongside (not

far in front of or far behind) the

subject some object w^hose size is

known.
Years ago the writer made a

photograph of one of the giant

sequoias in a California big tree

grove. There was no shrubbery

about and there was nothing but

the trunks of other big trees in the

field of view with which the trunk

of the giant that was selected as
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the principal ol)ject of interest

could be compared. The picture

conveyed no idea of the diameter
of the trunk of the giant.

In making pictures that are in-

tended to convej- an approximate
idea of the size of objects we should

remember that all things are

measured by comparison with some
known standard and that a picture

cannot tell us the size of an unfa-

miliar object unless it also portrays

some other object whose dimen-
sions are known.

ROYAL BROMIDE
Most of the sepia toned enlarge-

ments you see in dealers' stores

and in your friends' houses are on
Royal Bromide, because, for more
years than one might think, this

paper has been the ime.xcelled me-
dium for proflucing sepia enlarge-

ments.

Its established reputation in the

special fielfl named has worked an

injustice to this sterling paper, in-

asmuch as few photographers real-

ize the beauty and charm of en-

largements on Royal in black and

white, pure and simple. The stock

or base used for this paper is tinted,

as you know, and it is this tinted

stock that makes Royal such a fine

paper for black and white re.sults,

where enlargements of fair size
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air desired from negatnes with

broad shadows and general sketchy

effect. The tint reduces the harsh-

ness of the black and imparts a

characteristic mellowness to the

picture, coupled with a welcome
lessening of the cold massiveness

that is apt to show itself in en-

largements made on white stock.

For straight black and white

prints on Royal, development

should not be carried as far as in-

dicated for prints that are to be

toned—rather you should develop

as you would prints on other Bro-

mide papers, which are to be re-

tained in the original color.

SIMPLE IM
The best of us sometimes err

and make negatives that are not

first-class printers, but can be im-

proved by some form of after

treatment, such as intensification

of a fully exposed but underdevel-

oped negative or the reduction of

one that has been developed to an

excessive density.

Both of these processes are ciuitc

simple, requiring no special skill.

PROVEMENTS
The one condition precedent that

must be observed is the thorough

fixation of the negative followed

by complete elimination of the

Hj'po by adequate washing. Your
dealer can supply ready-for-use

chemical preparations for intensi-

fication and for reduction. Direc-

tions are given in detail on the

labels, where you are also reminded

about thorough fixing and washing.

IX TIIK CANADIAN ROCKIKS
Made 'vith ;.-i Folduui Kodak
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KODAK SERVICE

IN
the first number of Kodakery, which was pubhshed five

years ago, we invited all amateur photographers who wished

assistance in their photographic work to send us negatives

and prints for criticism.

This invitation was instantly accepted and it soon became

evident that our readers were profiting more from our criti-

cisms and from the suggestions we offered for the improvement

of their future work than they could have profited from criti-

cisms of pictures which they had not made themselves.

We wish to help all amateurs in solving such photograpliic

problems as may confront them, and in order to render the

best possible service we invite all who care for. our assistance

to send us prints and the negatives from which they were

made, together with all the data possible.

What we would like to know is the month, the time of day,

the stop used and the exposure given when the negatives were

made, and also the name and grade of paper on which the

prints were made.
By examining the negatives we can tell whether exposure

and development were correct, and by comparing the prints

with the negatives we can tell whether the trouble, if any, lies

in the printing or in the making of the negatives. Both nega-

tives and prints will be promptly returned.

The following extracts from a few of the many thousands of

letters we have received, suggest what Kodak service, whicli

is rendered jree oj charge, may mean to you.

"The information proved very valuable as I have had r.o

trouble since. I am only sorry I did not come to you with my
troubles at first, thereby saving many films."

"Your very cordial letter of the 24th is in hand. I thank

you for it and for your oncern in helping me to obtain the

desirable results in my attempt at photography."

"You have helped me out of my troubles before and I am
sure you always will, so I am sending you some questions I

wish you to answer."

ADDHESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS

"KODAKERY," Canadian Kodak Co., Limited

Toronto, Canada
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The Kodak
Portrait Attachment

Fits your Kodak
fo r head and
shoulder p o r-

traits— it brings

the camera in

sharp focus at short range.

You will want one for every

occasion.

KODAK PORTRAIT ATTACHMENT

Price, 50c.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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For the tecluncal worker

PREMO No. 10
Copying, enlarging and architectural work

are provided for in the long bellows draw, drop

bed and swing back construction.

The ground glass offers the advantage of

accurate focusing and composition. The cam-

era takes 5x7 films or plates with equal facilit}',

and while designed to meet all the require-

ments of amateur photography, it is also suit-

able for the technical and advanced photo-

graphic worker.

Ask for the Premo catalogue, free at your

dealer's or from us,

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Premo Film Pack Tank

Correct development of negatives is essential to the
best photographic result.

The tank method of develoi^nent is automatic and
scientifically exact.

Technical skill is not required with the Premo Film
Pack Tank— it is only necessary to follow the simple
instructions provided.

Premo Film Pack Tanks and the developing powders
occupy such a small space the\- may be carried without
inconvenience, providing the means for immediatel>-
verif3-ing exposures, when working in isolated localities.

^isk your dealer, or write

us, for Premo Catalogue.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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A Dull, Cloudy Day—
but a PerfeEi Snapshot

The remarkable speed of the Graflex does

more than stop motion— it makes fully exposed

snapshots possible in poor light. You'll save

many an otherwise hopeless picture with the

aid of the

GRAFLEX CAMERA
Ask for the Grajtex Catatogue,

free at your dealer' s or by mail

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Frame your Pictures
There are at least a dozen of your negatives

whicli will make contact prints that are worth

framing, for while they are diminutive, they are

none the less real pictures. Your dealer can

furnish all read}- for the placing of the prints

Kodak Snapshot Frames

to take contact prints of all the popular ama-

teur sizes from Vest Pocket up to full Post

Card dimensions (3 ^/^ X 5 5^ ) . He can also

furnish frames ready for the placing of enlarged

pictures of 5 x 7, 6% x8^ and 8 x 10 sizes.

The frames are made of good wood, in a

Brownish Mission finish, suitable for sepia as

well as black and white prints. They come

with glass, backing mat, and hangers—truly

ready-to-use.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA



Yoli see the possibilities of a negative

as you hold it to the light.

VELOX
realizes them. flj

The best print you can get on \>lox

is the best print 3^ou can get. ,^

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.

I
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MAGAZINE 7&A AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHERS

FEBRUARY I919

CANADIAN KODAK CO.. Limited

TORONTO, CANADA.



Pictures for Soldiers

The Kodak Amateur Printer

makes good printing easy.

Price |6.00

Develop and print

them yourself the

eavSy, economical

Kodak wa}^

An ideal
g-ift — either

separatel}^ or

in combina-

tion.
The Kodak Fihn Tank makes

proper development sure.

Price . . . $2.75 and up

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's



If it isn't an Eastman

It isn't a Kodak



NATURE'S GATE—COAST OF FRANCE, NEAR BREST
Made with 3A Folding Kodak; f.8; 1-25 sec. exposure
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RECEPTION OF GENERAL ALLENBY IN JERUSALEM

THE DELIVERY OF JERUSALEM

BY ALBERT CRANE WALLACE

Illustrated with British Official Photographs

T
HE great service of photog-

raphy in recording the history

of the modern world is no-

gions recalling vastly earlier times.

I have been forcibly reminded

of this by the instance of Jeru-

where made more striking than in salem. There are many other re-

the records of happenings in re- mindens from old France—as in the
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THE CEREMONY OF THE HOLY FIR

shattered pinnacles of Rheims
cathedral against a background of

seven hundred years— but the

sacred places of Palestine somehow
make the modern revelation more
significant. The photograph gives

a vivid reality to incidents and
places that come to us gratefully

when we have an intensity of

interest beyond the simply his-

torical.

The camera is, indeed, seeing a

novel situation in Jerusalem and
its sister towns. Nothing in the

unfolding of the Great War had
more of dramatic emotion than the

wresting of the holy city from the

cruel clutches of the Turkish gov-

ernment.

General Sir Edmund Allenby's

entrance into the city was a simple

and not a swaggering matter.

There was something profoundly

solemn about the incident as an

historical event that doubtless

affected the whole procedure. The
British hero was hailed with a joy

that was grave and devout. Many
of the civic and religious ceremonies

were pictured. From the first

moment the population was made
to feel that it was free—free as to

its various forms of religion, free as

to its customs and its business.

Naturall.y this liberty has reflected

itself in the life of the city, the

more as its freedom was not

isolated, but became a phase of the

new condition brought to the holy

country beyond.

Jerusalem has an altitude of

about 2,600 ft. above the Mediter-

ranean ; it has been sharply divided

as to "quarters"— a Christian
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THE MILITARY GOVERXOR SALUTING THE HOLY FLAGS

quarter, a Jewish quarter, a Mo-
hammedan quarter, and an Arme-
nian quarter. Doubtless under

the newer jurisdiction these divi-

sions will become less arbitrary-.

Certainl.v after a change so radical,

following hundreds of years of dis-

cordant rule, the sacred city may
be expected to take on certain

transformations. Since last Christ-

mas Day the eyes of the world have

turned to it again and again with

an interest fully explained by its

peculiar history, by the part it

has played in the history of the

world.

The Crusaders in the day of

Richard the Lion Hearted never

dreamed of the situation presented

in these pages. Who would not

like to see photographs of Richard's

gorgeously panoplied troops on

their extraordinary journey? It

ma\' be a foolish thought, j'et even
the thinking of it gives a curious

pleasure to the imagination—at

least to mine. It is impossible to

study a group of photogi'aphs

having record interest of this sort

without considering the contrast

in the opportunities to be looked

for in the future and those pos-

sessed bj- the past. For all of our

enthusiasms as to photography I

believe it is quite likely that we
have imderestimated the value to

future historians that lies in

camera stories we now take for

granted—not in such instances as

a matter of art, but as a matter of

human interest. And no interest

ever can outrank human interest

—

ask the soldier who gets pictures

from home!
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TRIANON GARDENS, VERSAILLES
Made with a Premo on Film Pack Film; f.22; '/

the lens and fogging the fihn a

note-book was held above and in

front of the lens, outside its field of

view, in such a position that it

cast a shadow on the lens.

In photographing snow scenes

our aim should be to record all the

tones that are reflected by the

snow. This is whj-, when the sun is

shining, it is usually best to pho-

tograph against the light and ex-

pose for the foreground shadows on
the snow. When this is done these

shadows, and the tones that are

lighter and also those that are

darker than these shadows, can be
recorded with an ordinary snap-

shot exposure when a fixed focus

camera is used or with a 1/25
second exposure through stop 16

when using a focusing camera.

Sunshine adds brilliancv to the

lighting but it also increases con-

trast between the strongest lights

and the deepest shadows, and when
there is ample contrast in the sub-

ject the most pleasing pictures can

frequently be obtained on cloudy-

bright days.

When nearbj^ dark objects which

receive the light from the skj^ and
the light reflected from the snow-

are photographed,, softer effects

can be obtained when it is cloudy-

bright than when strong sunlight

casts pronounced shadows. This is

the reason why some photogra-

phers prefer to picture subjects

similar to those shown on this and

the page following when no sun

shadows are visible.

The pictures that are sure to

awaken the pleasant memories in

the vears to come are those that
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remind u.'> of our home and the

familiar, everyday scenes and inci-

dents of our home town. Winter
scenes and winter pastimes differ

from those of the summer months
and it is only by picturing them
that we can keep our records com-
plete.

^
TEMPERATURE

THE development of a negative

is the result of a definite

chemical action; certain active

ingredients of the developer unite

with other substances in the sensi-

tive film and free siher grains

make their appearance where light

has acted.

Nearly all chemical actions are

subject to the control of tempera-

ture, and development is no ex-

ception to this rule. Raising the

temperature accelerates and lower-

ing it decreases the action. It is

therefore of the utmost importance,

if good results aie to be uniformly

obtained, to keep all developing

solutions at normal—68° or 70" Fahr.

—for variations from the correct

temperature will not only pro-

duce various degrees of devel-

opment, but varj-ing qualitv as

well.

At this season the light is often

blamed for poor results when too

cold a developer was the real

cause. An Eastman Thermometer
will substitute knowledge for guess-

work as to the temperatiu'e of your

solution.

IN AN OLD SKRIIIAX TOWN
Made with (? .^4 Kodak, by Merle LaVoy
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BRITISH WOMEX AMDULAN'CE DRIVERS WHO IIA\E WON'
HONORS IN FRANCE

CANADIAN RED CR ICNCII I-IEED
From British Official Pliutograplis
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Fig. 1

From the Original Negative

PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMEOS

THERE is often a lot of fun,

especiall}^ in the long winter

evenings, in what might be

termed "stimt photography." And
one of the most dehghtful stunts

is the making of photographic

cameos.

As we look at the image on a

coin that is held horizontallj- near

a window we can see a line of light

along that edge of the image which

is nearest to the light and a shadow
line along the edge that is farthest

from the light. This is due to the

fact that the image on the coin is

in relief, like the image on a cameo.

When a coin is photographed by
a light that comes from the side the

picture will plainly show the line

of light on one side and the shadow
line on the other side of the image

and, though the picture is on a

perfectly flat surface, it will convey

the idea of an image in relief.

Pictures that convey this same
idea can be made from ordinarj-^

negatives of any objects that have

bold outlines. The way to do this,

and thus obtain photographic

cameos, is to make a film positive,

that is, a picture on film, from the

negative, in a printing fi-ame, then

place this positive over the nega-

ti\'e and make a print in the ordi-

nary way.

The result obtained will depend
on how nearly the density of the

positive equals the density of the

negative and how much out of

register the positive is with the

negative.

When a positive that is of the

same density* throughout as the

negative is placed over the nega-

tive so that all parts of the positive

image are in perfect register with

all parts of the negative image, the

positive will neutralize the negative
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Positive of Lesser Density than Kcgative

SO that no image can be seen by merely moving the positive so it

looking through the films. This is will be slightly out of register with

the ideal combination for making the negative and then making a

photographic cameos, which can be print in the usual way.

obtained from two such films by Whm the po'^itive is of nuich

Fig. 3

Positive Only Slightly Less Dense than S egative
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Result of Printing from Positive and Negative of Equal Den
Slightly Shifted in Position

lesser density than the negative a

result similar to that shown in Fig.

2 can be obtained. Bj^ comparing

Fig. 2 with Fig. 1—the latter show-

ing a print from the negative that

was made in the camera—it will be

seen that the weak positive film

made an important change in the

rendering of the subject.

The positive that was placed

over the negative for printing Fig.

3 was of greater density than the

one used for Fig. 2 though it was
not as dense as the negative. While
Fig. 3 is a step nearer a cameo
effect it still fails to convej- the

full idea of relief.

Fig. 4 does suggest an image in

relief, because the positive used

was of the same densitj' as the

negative. When these films were

in exact register with each other

the}' neutralized each other, and
the image shown in Fig. 4 is solely

the result of making the print with

the positive slightly out of register

with the negative.

Suitable positives can be made
on Eastman roll film, and Eastman
Film Pack Film. Those who have

dark rooms that are light-proof can

use the same film for making the

positives that they use for making
negatives, but as negative film is

extremelj' sensitive to light, care

must be taken not to overprint

the positive.

The writer places a sheet of

ground glass over the front of the

printing frame for diffusing and
subduing the light, and prints the

positive by the light of a small

pocket flash-lamp, or by the light

of a match, either of which is

held about eighteen inches from

the center of the front of the

printing frame. Xo definite rule

can be given for the length of time

to print, but the exposure to either

of the lights mentioned, will be
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very brief, usually from 2 to 5

seconds.

A photographic dark room will,

of course, be necessary when work-

ing with N. C. Film, owing to its

great sensitiveness to light, and to

those not so provided we recom-

mend that they do the work at

night, when it is usually not diffi-

cult to completely exclude the

light from a suitable room. N. C.

Film being color sensitive, devel-

opment must be conducted in a

safe ruby light which is obtained

when a series IB or 2 Wratten

Safelight is used in a Kodak or

Brownie Safelight Lamp.
Eastman Special Developing Pow-

ders are in every wa.y suitable for

development. To ensure even ac-

tion of the developer it is well to

soak the film in water for a minute

or so, but both during the prelim-

inary soaking and actual develop-

ment, do not expose the film to the

red light more than is absolutely

necessary.

All the positives made should

record the detail that is in the nega-

tive, and to insure this they must

all receive the same exposure.

Positives of different densities can

be secured by developing films that

received the same exposure for

different lengths of time.

Our illustrations show but a few

of the many interesting effects that

can be obtained by the method we
have described. This method is

as suitable for making enlarge-

ments as it is for making contact

prints. When several pictures are

to be made from the same negati e

and positive, it is best to fasten one

edge of the films together with

gummed paper, so the register will

not be shifted while the films are

in the frame.

Photographic cameos that are

surrounded by white margins are

especially plea-sing. The easiest

way to mask the films for securing

white margin prints is by using a

Kodak Auto Mask Printing Frame.

AMERICAN RELIEF WORKERS I.X FRANCE
From a photograph by Donald C. Thompson
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
DR. C. E. K. MEES

Chapter IX—The Structure of the Developed Image

THE developed image consists

of grains of silver, each grain

under sufficient magnification

looking like a little mass of coke,

replacing one of the silver bromide
crystals which were originallj'

formed in the emulsion and keep-

ing the same position. (This was
shown in Chapter V., where a pic-

ture is given showing silver bro-

mide crystals before and after de-

velopment). Now, when we look

at a negative it appears perfectly

smooth to the eye, but under a

small degree of magnification it

begins to show an appearance of

graininess.

It must not be thought, however,

that with a magnifying glass we can

see the silver grains themselves.

The silver grains are so small that

to make them visible requires pow-
erful magnification. What we see

through the magnifying glass are

clumps of grains.

Suppose that an aviator is flying

over country dotted with occa-

sional woods and clumps of bushes.

If he is flying near to the ground,

he will be able to distinguish the

separate trees and bushes. If he

goes higher, he will no longer be

able to see them separately but he

will see them in little clumps of two
and three where they are close

together with the spaces where

they are farther apart showing be-

tween them, and then as he goes

.\PPEARANCE
OF

EMULSION
WHEN

MAGNIFIED

400 diameters

diameters

900 diameter

Fig. 1.
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higher still lie will no longer be
able to see these small clumps, but
will be able to see only the large

masses of woodland or forest. In
the same way, when we look at a

negative under a low magnifica-

tion, we see the larger masses of

clumps of grains, and then as we
increase the magnification we see

the smaller clumps of grains, and
then finally at a very high magni-
fication we see the grains them-
selves, Fig. 1.

These clumps of grains which we
can see under low magnification

are made up of grains which are not
all in the same layer. This can be
seen by first of all photographing
an image from above and then
cutting a section down through it

so as to see how the grains lie one
below the other. In Fig. 2-A it

will be seen that the image is as

much as six grains deep so that

many of the clumps of grains seen
in Fig. 2-B are not made up of

grains in the same layer but of

grains in different layers, some on
the top and some below.

The distribution of the grains in

the depth of the film is interesting.

It might be thought that with
short exposures the image would be
on the top of the film and that as

the exposure was continued, the

light would penetrate farther and
farther into the film, making the

grains in the lower layers more and
more developable. This sometime.-^

seems to be the case, but with

some emulsions it is not so, as is

proved by the photographs of sec-

tions shown in Fig. 3, which are cut

from an N. C. film. These are fully

developed so that the effect of de-

velopment is eliminated, and they

l^S^^^^P'f^^'*^

Vertical Section Showing Grain Deposit

Horizontal Plan of Same Grain Deposit

Fig. 2.

show that the grains are exposed at

all parts of the film to an almost
equal extent, though in the second
and third prints there is a slight

tendencj' for the image to be more
on the top of the film. It looks

as though the emulsion contains

grains of various degrees of sensi-

tiveness and the more sensitive

grains are made developable first.

Further, since there is certainly

more light at the surface of the

film, it must be a fact that the

more sensitive grains are found in

the lower parts of the film.

During development, however,

there is an appreciable effect due
to the penetration of the developer

into the film. This is shown in Fig.

4, where it is seen that at the be-

ginning of development only the

surface of the emulsion is de-

veloped, and then as development
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r:i

Exposed I unit of time ExfoscJ i6 unils of time

'^'^$:'^^^^^i f^^m^^j'^^

Exposed 4 units of ti.

_J
Exposed 64 units of time

continues the developer penetrates

into the fihii and develops more and
more deeply in it. In the case of a

strong developer this effect is accen-

tuated, because a strong developer
will develop the surface to good
density before it has penetrated
through the emulsion, while a weak
developer will penetrate at the same
rate as the strong developer and
will not develop so rapidly, so that

with a strong de\eloper there is a

tendency for the image to be con-

fined to the surface of the emulsion

and with a weaker developer for it

to penetrate through the whole

emulsion. This effect is well shown
in Fig. 5, where two photographs are

shown of the edge of an exposed

image, the image being shown as

the dark part on the left, while on

the right we have the light deposit

of grains due to fog. In the upper

picture, the image was dcvelojicd

».'«:'VT^'?-»?(.tr

Fic. 4

Showing Progress of Development from Surface to Base of Emulsi
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PICTURES FROM HOME DELIGHT THE BOYS
AT THE FRONT

One Soldier in State of EcstacyOverReceipt ofFive Family Snapshots

BY FRANK J. TAYLOR
(United Press Staff Correspondent)

From American Kodakery

WITH THE American Troops

IN France, Aug. 17th (De-

laj-ed).—This is the stoiy

of a single doughboy, but it is a

yarn with more than a miUion

morals.

He was not an unusual doughboy
in any way, except that he was

happy, as happy as a bird with its

first touch of spring fever. You
could tell it by looking at him, and

he would tell you without your

looking at him.

"Say, I feel so happy I could

most reach up and touch the sky,"

he exclaimed, " Look at that—
wouldn't you."

He displayed an envelope.

"Good letter from home, is it?

Somebody must have sent you
some monej^?"

"Money ! There's something

that's got money beat a mile," he

replied. "That is, from a dough-

boy's point of view. Want to see

what it is?"

"Sure. Anything that makes
people as happ\' as you ought to

be passed around."

He brought out five small photos,

snapshots made by a small camera.

"Pretty nice, aren't they! See

al- this one? It's my girl. She's the

best girl going, and she knows how
to make a hit with this doughboy
over here. She sends snapshots

every couple of weeks of the folks

at home. Some girl, isn't she?"
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THE PICNIC
Made with No. lA Kodak Juni

You had to admit she was.

"This is another picture of hers,

taken in her front yard under the

trees. I know the spot. Gee, when
I looked at that picture I almost

felt as though I were back there

with her, and it was Sunday after-

noon. That's where I proposed to

her, on that spot. She couldn't see

it at first, but I won out after a bit.

It sure is wonderful what snapshots

bring back to you, isn't it?"

Again you had to admit the

doughboy was right.

"Here's another one of her,

showing her new duds and hat.

Looks kind of military, doesn't it?

I kind of like it, don't you. She's

got good taste, that girl of mine,

hasn't she?"

Evidently she had, and so had
he. You admired his choice.

"This picture's of my mother,"

he continued, "and it's a good one.

I wanted a snapshot of mother.

She looks pretty well. I was afraid

she was worrying too much. I feel

a lot better now. I know she's

telling the truth when she said she

was well. Photos are great, aren't

they?

"This last one's my sister and
her baby. She got married just

before I left. I've been over here

for two service stripes now. I'm

tickled to get this photo. It's the

only way I have of telling what
kind of a brat I'm being uncle to.

you see. Say, what paper are you
corresponding for?"

''The United Press."

"That's a whole lot of papers,

isn't it? Say, you know what you
ought to do?
"Write a story and tell every-

body how much us boys over here

want snapshots of the folks back
home. Tell 'em pictures are the

best thing they can send us. We
don't care if they cut off our
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packages so long as we can get

pictures.

"Of course we can't send pic-

tures of ourselves home, because

it's against the rules. But we al-

ways look the same in uniforms,

anyway. But snapshots sure make

you feel close to the folks back

home."
The more than a million morals

to this stoiy are the more than a

million doughboys who are longing

for snapshots of the "folks back

home."

—

Chicago Tribune.

SUNSHINE
BOY
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establish your own code for further

data about the light conditions.

"1. 0." for light clouds, "cdy" for

cloudy and "d" for dark or very

cloudy would help you admirably.

If you are new at photography
such simple records, taken in con-

nection with the nature of the sub-

ject as shown by the negative itself,

will be of immense help to you in

arriving at correct exposures in

the future.

Autographic film costs you no
more than ordinary film. Keeping
the dates costs you almost no
trouble—it's the work of an instant

—and as time goes on it is likely to

be highly important.

PLAYMATES
Made with a Kodak
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WHEN IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE
"I have alzcays received so much help from KODAKERY when

I was in trouble, I venture to seek aid for a friend."

THIS extract, from one of the multitude of letters we
have received from amateur photographers, suggests

the value they attach to the assistance we render them

by correspondence.

Should you encounter any problems in your photographic

work that 3^ou cannot readily solve send them to us and we
will gladly help you, as we have helped others.

If you have negatives from which you cannot obtain the

kind of prints you desire send us both the negatives and

the prints, and we will tell you where the trouble lies.

By examining the negatives we can determine whether

they were rightly or wrongly exposed and whether they

were rightly or wrongly developed, and by comparing the

prints Avith the negatives we can tell whether the prints

were rightly or wrongly made.

Give us all the data pertaining to negatives and ])rints

that you may possess, such, for instance, as the month, the

time of day, the light conditions when the films were ex-

posed, the stop and shutter speed used, whether the nega-

tives were developed in the tank or in the tray, and the

kind of developer with which the films were developed.

We would also like to know the name and grade of

paper on aa hich the prints were made. Both negatives and

prints will be promptly returned, together with our com-

ments and suggestions, which are ofifered free of charge.

Address all Communications,

KODAKERY, Canadian Kodak Co., I>imited

Toronto, Canada
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2C

Autographic

Kodak Jr.

PiHure Size

2% X 4J^ in.

Price with Single Lens, ^^5.=

The picture is the same shape as the popular

post card but slightly smaller.

Kodaks for the folks at home mean pictures

— cheering pictures—for the boys in France.

The 2C Kodak Jr. is a simply worked,

thoroughly capable camera that will make for

anybody just the kind of pictures soldiers

want.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

\t your dealer's
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Premo Film Pack Tank

Correct development of negatives is essential to the

best photographic result.

The tank method of development is automatic and

scientifically exact.

Technical skill is not required with the Premo Film

Pack Tank—it is only nece.ssar>- to follow the simple

instructions provided.

Premo Film Pack Tanks and the developing powders

occupy such a small space they may be carried without

inconvenience, providing the means for immediatelx'

verif^nng expo.sures,when working in i.solated localities.

Ask your dealer, or icrite us,

for Premo CatalogJie.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Ofie of the Kodak Tested Chemicals

Eastman
Special

Developer

A universal developer, equally successful

for plates, film (tra^^ development) and paper.

Does not stain the fingers.

Clea7i and convenient.

THE PRICE.

Carton of five powders in glass tubes, . $ .25

Carton of six powders, paraffin wrapped, . .25

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's
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Make Large Picturesfrom
Yotir Small Negatives

The Graflex Enlarging
Camera

is equipped with a negative carrier that will accommodate
plate or film negatives of any size up to 4 x 5 or 3X^5/^-

The negative carrier may be adjusted to vertical or horizon-

tal positions, and oscillated or tilted to correct objectionable

alignment of the subject in the negative.

Enlargements 8 x 10 or smaller may be made upon Bromide

or Developing Paper either by daylight or artificial light.

Lenses of medium focal length, fitted to Graflex Cameras,

may be used with the Graflex Enlarging Camera.

SPECIFICATIONS

Bellows Capacity

I,ength of bed
28 in.

3(5 in.

Size of lens board - 4^x4^ in.

Weight ----- ,sji lbs.

Send for Graflex Catalogue.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Kodak Metal Tripods

are light, compact, rigid,—these

qualities are enough, perhaps, but

-No. 400 is

a pocket tri-

pod—the legs

fold flat-

No. 1 has a revolving head so

that the camera may be swung
from side to side without altering

the position of the tripod, itself.

KODAK ^lETAL TRIPODS
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Prinis b}^

Prints for the soldiers

—

VELOX
for the prints.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's



T/icrc s iio//ii/io- like Pictures

JroDi //,OJJIC.

J- o a homesick boy at the front, a picture of the children romping
through the snow is worth more than the Croix de Guerre. Q Pictures of

mother, how much they mean to him now. And of kid sister— perhaps

she is "wearing her hair up" by this time—all the old familiar scenes

that mean home, yes, and snapshots, too, of that little girl with the big

blue eyes whose heart was the only objective he knew before the war

—these will mean a world of comfort to the boy who is lonesome

among a million strangers.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA



KODAKEBY
MAGAZINE 7^^ AMATEUR.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

MARCH I919

CANADIAN KODAIC CO., Limited

TORONTO, CANADA.



Big Prints from
Little Negatives

Sho^ciitg pritiiiplt' oj

enlarg ing camera

Many of your \\ P. K.

negatives are so good that

you would like to have

larger prints from them.

Through the medium of

the \^est Pocket Kodak
Enlarging Camera you
can bring such pictures

to standard size, 3 ^^^ x 5 ^
inches.

Extremel}' simple to oper-

ate—no focusing—expose

to daylight.

Vest Pocket Kodak Rnlargh

$2.50

Ca77tera

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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BANKS OF THE SEINE IN FLOOD TIME
Made 'with jA Kodak; f.l6 stop; 1-2j sec. exposure

longer than the individual soldiers.

To all who have seen it in the

crisis of war, Paris, always popular

with Canadians, is likely to have
left a cheerful impression. It has,

indeed, been singularly cheerful in

the midst of its troubles. Its

streets have shown picturesque

groupings of men and women from
many lands. It has learned to

know Canadians better than ever

before.

Meanwhile, the Seine has begun
to assume again its wonted life.

There are no more long distance

guns to send shells from concealed

locations. The river barges move
freely again. The old bridges

throng with a livlier procession of

humanity.

Personally, I have always had a

special affection for the Pont Xeuf.

shown among the pictures on these

pages. It crosses the river near the

famous Notre Dame. I saw it first

when I was a youngster, "doing"

Europe on S185. The Latin Quar-
ter side naturally holds the greater

fascination. I remember the boats

that looked so different from any-

thing I had seen in our Atlantic

harbors; and the boat stalls at the

brink of the river.

There were no hand cameras in

that day. When I came a second

time I had my Kodak. What a

difference it does make when you
do have your Kodak ! Everj'thing

pictorial is accentuated in interest

when 3'ou can photograph it. And
then you can go back with your

prints without paying another

fare.

Surely one of the happy things

about an ended war that we may
legitimately consider is the restored

pri\ilege of taking our Kodak
where we choose. When the Kodak
is free again men will be free again

—There is nothing to hide in a
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THE SEIXr: NEAR THE PLACE DE LA CONCORDE
Made zi'ith ^A Kodak ; f.i6 stof; 1-25 sec. exposure

happ.\- woi'M. Yet the home-com-
ing boys will tell you that the

best Kodak pictures that ever

happened were those that came to

them in the trenches from "back
home." These must always have

a place of special honor with the

fighting men.

THE MARY IIRIDCI
Made with jA Kodak; f.X stop; i-2f,
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Fig. l-~Madc -.itl, Kodak Color Filter: i

DETAIL IN PICTURES OF SNOW SCENES
of our illustrations, the snow liesHow to make pictures of snow

scenes that will show detail

- in the snow is a problem
we are often asked to solve.

While it is obvious that we can-

not get detail in our photograph if

there is no detail in our subject

—

and a level, unbroken mass of

clean snow shows no detail on a

cloudy day — yet it is equally

obvious that we can break up the

smoothness of the snow blanket

and put detail in it by trampling

paths through it.

But the most pleasing pictures

of snow scenes are usually made,

not on cloudy, but on sunny days,

and it is during the hours when
the sun is projecting long shadow
lines from trees, bushes, tall weeds,

etc., across the field of view, and
also when, as is shown in Fig. 1

on uneven ground and has drifted

into ridges, with the sun shining

across the ridges, thus producing

marked contrasts of light and
shade, that pictures of snow
scenes showing detail in the snow
can be made.

During the first few and also

during the last few weeks of win-

ter a heavy fall of fleecy snow is

apt to occur, when the snowflakes,

being large, cling to the branches

and even to the tnmks of the

trees. The lighter branches of

trees and bushes are often borne

down imder the weight of these

clinging flakes.

Such a snowstorm offers op-

portunities for obtaining pictures

that are unique. Fig. 2 represents

such a scene, though it does not
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sliow the scene at its best, for the

picture was not made until after

the sun and the wind had re-

moved the snow from the smaller

branches.

The data under Fig. 2 shows
that a Kodak Color Filter was
used. The sky was blue and the

snow on the roof of the small

building on the right was white.

Through the Kodak Color Filter

blue photographs darker than

white and it is this difference in

tone between the snow and the

sky that was needed in this case

for outlining the snow-covered
roof against the sky.

The exposure for snow scenes,

like the exposure for summer
scenes, depends on the contrast

between the lights and shades of

the subject. Fig. 2 represents a

scene that contains strong con-

trasts. The sun was on the left of

the camera and the subject con-

tained many dark objects, some
of which were wholly and others

partly in the shadow of a hill

and also in the sluule of trees not

shown in the picture. What we
wished to record was the lights

and shadows on the snow. We
cared nothing for shadow detail.

This was achieved by giving

the same snapshot exposure we
would give for a distant land-

scape in summertime.
Fig. 1 represents a different type

of subject—one that receives the

direct light of the sky from all

sides. In this case we wished to

record the shadows on the snow.
We did not seek to record detail

in these shadows, for there was
none. The shadows were merely-

gray tones on a field of white. It

is these shadows that placed the

detail in the highest lights—
which are on the snow. These
conditions are exactly the reverse

of those that exist when we pho-

tograph a summer landscape with

a dark foreground, so we must

reverse our summer rule which re-

quires us to " expose for the

shadows and let the highlights
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OUCIIY HARIUJR. LAKE LEMAN
Made witn ;A Folding Kodak

take care of themsehes," and.

instead, must expose for the high-

lights only in order to record the

highhght detail. Though Fig. 1

was photographed at noon it was

made late in December and it is

well to remember that the sun

is higher in the sky at noon in

March than in December and that

the shadows are always shorter

at noon than at other hours of

the day.

Snow scenes can be photo-

graphed with any kind of hand
camera. With cameras that have

neither the shutter speed markings

nor the stop markings we have

mentioned use the next smaller

stop than the one you use for sum-
mer snapshots and make an ordi-

nary snapshot exposure when the

Kodak Color Filter is not used,

hut when the filter is used, give

tlie same exposure you give with

the same .-tup you use when
making snapshots in summer.

A LARGE FAMILY
Made with Vest Pocket Kodak
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SPOTTING NEGATIVES AND PRINTS

DUST that remains on a film or

plate during development
will make transparent (un-

developed) spots in the negative

which will make black spots on the

prints; while dust on a negative, or

on the printing paper at the time

the picture is being printed, will

make white spots on the print.

If we keep the inside of om-

camera, and the changing box in

which roll film is transferred to

the apion for lank development,

free from dust, anrl our workrooin
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A 1IEA\ V CATCH
Made with sA Folding Kodak

and photographic equipment and

materials clean, we will find no

dust spots on om- negatives or

prints.

It is evident that a great ma-
jority of photographers take the

precautions we have mentioned

because spots caused by dust are

seldom found in the negatives and

prints that are sent us for criti-

cism; but it may occasionally hap-

pen, no matter how careful we
are. that a speck of dust will find

its way to a place where it is not

wanted, and when this results in a

transparent spot in a negative or a

white spot on a print these spots

can easily be filled in with a bit of

pigment from a packet of Eastman
Spotting Colors.

Spotting a print is such an ex-

tremely simple thing that anyone

can do it. A bit of pigment is

taken up on the moistened tip of a

spotting brush and applied to the

spot that is to be removed from
the print. If too much pigment is

used it can be taken of! the print

with a small tuft of damp cotton

or with a finger tip. and a lesser

quantity' applied.

In spotting negatives we must
match the tone that surrounds the

-spot. If too little pigment is used

the spot will print too dark and if

too much is used it will print too

light. To be sure of getting the

tone just right the negative must
be placed on a sheet of glass

—

ground glass is the most satisfac-

tor\'—and the glass held in front of

the light so the light will pass

through the negative, as it is only

by looking through a negative that

we can see the depth of the tone

that is to be matched.

In order to make the spot match
its surroundings and thus become
invisible, we must apply ju.?t the

right amount of pi-xment. and to be
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ONE OF THE HEROINES
From a British Official Photoorafh

sure of doing this a little pigment
should be taken up on the tip of

the spotting brush and first applied

to one of the transparent edges of

the negative that is outside the

picture area. The pigment must
not be wet enough to run freely

from the brush but only moist

enough so tli;it il cmu Im" icadilv

transferred from the brush to the

negative. If the brush makes a

deep black mark it holds too much
pigment. In this case enough of

the color should be removed by
gently rubbing the brush on a

sheet of white paper until the mark
it makes is a pale black. It is

better to use too little th;ui too
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inucli color, lor il one application

fails to make the spot as dark as

its surroundings more color can be

applied.

With a little practice anyone can

spot negatives as \Yell as prints,

so no trace of the work can be

seen.

The size of spotting brush to

use depends on the area of the spot

that is to be filled in. A No. 3

brush is suitable for most of the

work that is to be done, while for

vtny small spots No. 2 can be

used.

A packet of Eastman Spotting

Colors contains black, blue, sepia

and white pigments.

White is used for removing spots

from white surroundings, sepia is

for spotting sepia prints and for

blending with black for matching
very dark sepia or warm black

tones, while blue when blended

with black will gi\e a blue-black

tone.

THE WARTIME DIVER
From a British Official Photograph
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RU'ER IvL'RE

.\hiJc :nth a Prcmo;

DO yow use a thermometer for

testing the temperature of

your developer? If not you
will be sure to waste material or

make poor negatives and prints.

KoDAKERY has oftcn explained

the necessity for keeping the de-

COLD DEVELOPERS
eloper for prints at about 70

degrees during the whole period of

development, and the necessity of

knowing the temperature of the

developer used for developing neg-

atives in the tank and then de-

veloping the negatives for the
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length of time the tank instruction*

recommend for the temperature.

All experienced photographers

know that temperature is one of

the important factors that affect

development. They do not need to

be cautioned when cold water

comes from the tap; but that be-

ginners in photography are quite

apt to use too cold a developer

(luring the first winter they make
negatives and prints, is evident

from the fact that they send us

more under-developed negatives

and more poor prints for criticism

during the few winter months than

during all the other months of the

year.

An Eastman Thermometer, made
expressly for photographic pur-

poses, will work for your interests

at all seasons. It will help to

improve the quality of your work
and protect you against the waste

caused by using too warm or too

cold a developer.

Too warm a developer works so

quickly that it seldom produces a

negative of good quality, and in

the development of prints it gives

nuiddy tones.

Too cold a developer cannot
fully develop either a negative or a

print.

For de\eloping negatives we
must keep the developer at a tem-
perature that is between 60 and 70

degrees, (65 degrees is correct) and
for developing prints the temper-

ature of the developer should be

about 70 degrees. The only way
to determine temperature is to test

it with an accurate thermometer.

"Lantern Slides, How to Make
and Color Them," is the title of a

comprehensive little book fresh

from the printers that we will .send

I'rrn- to anyone, on request.

""'^'^'.^^I^^Bi^^^fljfSI
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
BY DR. C. E. K. MEES

Chapter X

—

The Technically Perfect Negative

IX
Chapter III (Kodakery.

August. 1918) it wa-s stated that

photography is the art of mak-
ing representations of natural ob-

jects, that these representations

reproduce the differences of bright-

ness which occur in natural objects,

that is, the differences in the

amounts of light which are re-

flected from different portions of

the subject, and that in the scenes

that we photograph the brightness

has a range from the least bright

portion to the brightest portion,

which may vary from low ranges in

which the brightest part of the sub-

ject is four times as bright as the

darkest, to very extreme ranges in

which the brightest part is a hun-
dred times as bright as the darkest.

Since the more nearly we can repro-

fiuce in our picture the range of

brightnesses which were present

when the picture was taken, the

better the picture will represent

the original scene. Our object in

photography must be to get an

accurate reproduction of the va-

rious tones or brightnesses which

occur, keeping each tone in its

same relative position in the scale

as it occupied in the subject which
was photographed. This is. of

course, easier to do if the range of

brightnesses is small than if it is

very great.

When we make a photograph we
do the operation in two separate

steps. We first make a negative

upon a highly sensitive material

and obtain a result in which all the

tones of the original are inverted.

the brightest part of the subject

being represented by a deposit of

silver in the negative which lets

through the least amount of light,

while the darker parts of the sub-

ject are represented by transparent

areas in the negative which let

through the most light. This nega-

tive is then printed upon a sensi-

tive paper, in which operation the

scale of tones is again reversed so

that the bright parts of the subject

which were represented by heavy
deposits in the negative now ap-

pear as the light areas of the print

and the dark portions of the sub-

ject which were transparent in the

negative are represented by dark

deposits in the print.

In order to find out how closely

the tones of the print will follow

those of the original subject we
must follow the changes of these

tones through both steps: we must
study first how far the negative

reproduces in an inverted form the

tones of the subject and then how
accurately the printing paper in-

verts these again to give a repre-

sentation of the original.

Any silver deposit in the nega-

tive will let through a certain pro-

portion of the light which falls

upon it. A very light deposit may
let through half the light, a dense

deposit one-tenth, a very dense

deposit one-hundredth or even

only one-thousandth. The amount
of deposit through which one can

see depends, of course, upon the

brightness of the scene at which

one is looking, but one can see the
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sun through a deposit which lets

through only about one 20,000,-

000,000th or one twenty thousand

millionth of its light.

These fractions of the light

which are let through are referred

to as the "transparency" of

the deposit, and the in-

\erse of the transparency

is called the "opacity," the

opacity, therefore, being

the light-stopping power
of the deposit. A deposit

which lets through half

the light, for instance, is

said to have a transparency

of Vj and an opacity of 2.

Similarly, one which lets

through one-tenth of the

light has a transparency of

1-10 and an opacity of 10.

If the negative is to be

the exact inverse of the

scale of tones of the sub-

ject, then the opacities of

the different areas must be

111 proportion to the bright-

iit'S-ses of the parts of the

subject which produce
them. In Fig. 1 we have a

subject in which if we take

the black background as

having a brightness of 1.

the brightest portion will

have a brightness of 10.

and the other portion will

be in proportion. Then
when we make a negative

of this we shall get the

picture shown in Fig. 2,

and in this, if we measure
the opacities of the nega-

tive, we ought to find them
exactly inverse to those of

Fig. 1, so that the trans-

parency of the background,

A, would be ten times that of the

table, B, or the opacity of the

table, B, will be ten times that of

the background, A. Not only this,

Ijiit the relative opacity of the de-

posits in the areas C, D and E

A
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sliould also be the same as tlie

brightnesses of C, D and E in the

original subject.

It will be seen bj^ the foregoing,

therefore, that a technically per-

fect negative will be one in which

the opacities of its different gra-

dations arc exactly- proportional to

the light reflected by those por-

tions of the original subject which
they represent.

A NORTH SEA LUMBER BOAT
Made iciV/i _;A Folding Kodak
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Fig. 2

Backgvonnd overprinted to bring out foreground torn

The exposure to the printing ground rendered very nearly as in

light was 7 seconds for Fig. 1 and
30 seconds for Fig. 2. Neither

print is satisfactoiy. What is

wanted is a print like Fig. 3 which
shows the object of interest ren-

dered as in Fig. 1 and the fore-

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 was made by printing

through the whole negative for 7

•seconds, after which a piece of

cardboard was held about half an

inch in front of the printing frame,
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so as to prevent the light from
reaching any part of the negative

above the base of the building.

This cardboard wa5 kept moving
up and down, from the base of the

Iniilding to the base of the tree

trunks, while the lower part of the

I)icture was being printed for 23

seconds longer. The cardboard was
kept moving during the prolonged
printing of the foreground so that

the foreground would blend into

the picture without showing any
line between the parts that were

printed for different lengths of

time.

By this method the upper part

of the picture was printed for 7

seconds and the lower part for a

total of 30 seconds, and the result,

as shown in Fig. 3, suggests what
can be done when printing from
any negative that shows detail in

snow or clouds in the sk.y, which
cannot be fully printed when mak-
ing a straight print, without over-

printing some other part of the

picture.

DISTANT LANDSCAPES

IX
photographing a nearby land-

scape we expose for the fore-

ground detail, but in photo-

graphing a far distant landscape,

by which we mean a landscape view

that is a mile or more from the

camera, we expose for the distance.

The problem to solve in distant

landscape work is the securing of

contrast between the tones. The
farther away the subject is the less

will be the visible contrast between

the earth and sky and landscape

objects, and the less will be the

contrast between the tones in the

picture.

Since nearby objects always look

larger than far distant objects,

their shadows, which appear as

dark tones in contrast with lighter

ones, will be more prominent, and

add more contrast to a picture,

than the shadows of far distant

objects.

The atmosphere also affects the

securing of contrast between th{>

tones in distant landscape work.

The air usually contains particles

of dust and more or less water

vapor. In speaking of water vapor

we do not mean fog or mist, which

are composed of comparatively

large water particles, but we mean
the faint haze that is often seen in

the distance and which is largely

due to extremely minute water

particles.

On a clear summer day the dust

and water vapor suspended in the

air that is between the camera and

objects a few hundred feet away is,

usually, too little to be noticed, but

that suspended between the camera

and objects a mile or more away is

often sufficient to be visible as a

bluish haze in the distance.

In order to understand why this

haze is bluish we must remember
that light consists of waves and

that the different colors of light

correspond to waves of different

lengths, the longer waves being red

and oranj^e. green being of medium
length, and the shortest waves
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being thoae of blue and violet light

.

Light waves, which are shorter

than violet, are not visible to the

oye but affect the photographic

film, and the light of these waves is

called ultra violet light.

Now the light waves which are

scattered by the particles are

chiefly the shorter waves, that is,

the blue-violet and especially the

ultra violet. If we remove the

shorter light waves, therefore, we
shall get rid of most of the scattered

light and can take the picture by
the green, yellow and red rays

which penetrate the haze and are

not scattered by it. The shorter

light waves are absorbed by a

Kodak Color Filter, which cuts

out the ultra violet and violet rays

so that the scattering effect is

largely eliminated. Still more con-

trast can be secured with a Wratten

K2 Filter, as this filter is of a

deeper yellow color and cuts out

more of the violet and blue.

For special work, such as photo-

graphing far distant snow capped

mountains against a clear sky, or

other very distant scenes in which

strong contrast is wanted, a

Wratten G Filter, which is a deep

yellow contrast filter, should be

vised.

In photographing distant land-

scapes we must be carefid not to

overexpose the film, because over-

expo-sure reduces the contrast be-

tween the tones. On a distant

landscape no tones can be seen that

are as dark as the shadows of

nearby objects, the shadows on a

distant landscape appearing faint

and of about the value of the half-

tones (the tones between the

liglit and dark ones) seen in a

subject a few hundred feet away.

One-fiftieth of a second through

stop 16 is ample for a distant land-

scape when the sun is shining. The
writer has obtained satisfactoiy

results when using stop 16 by
giving a 1-10 second exposure with

the Kodak Color Filter, a 1-15 sec-

ond exposure with the Wratten K2
and a 1 second exposure with the

Wratten G Filter. In other words,

the filter factors used were, 5 for

the Kodak Filter, 10 for the K2,
and 50 for the G,

It is important to make sure

that negatives of distant landscape

scenes are fully developed.^
The most favorable conditions

for photographing falling snow-
flakes are more apt to exist on
mild days in late winter or early

spring than at any other time of

year, for the snowfiakes that fall

on mild days are usually larger

than those that fall when the tem-
perature is far below freezing.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

SHOULD you cha7ige your address

be sure to notijy us promptly,

giving your old address as well

as the new one, together with the

date when your subscription ex-

pires.

Should you jail to notijy us

promptly oj a change in address,

you will jail to receive your maga-
zine, as the post office department

jorwards only first-class mail, jree

oj charge, jroin one address to

another.
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WHEN IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE
"/ have always received so much help from KODAKERY when

I was in trouble, I venture to seek aid for a friend."

THIS extract, from one of the multitude of letters we
have received from amateur photographers, suggests

the value they attach to the assistance we render them

by correspondence.

Should you encounter any problems in your photographic

work that you cannot readily solve, send them to us and we
will gladly help you, as we have helped others.

If you have negatives from which you cannot obtain the

kind of prints you desire send us both the negatives and the

prints, and we will tell you where the trouble lies.

By examining the neg'atives we can determine whether

they were rightly or wrongly exposed and whether they

were rightly or wrongly developed, and by comparing the

prints with the negatives we can tell whether the prints were

rightly or wrongly made.

Give us all the data pertaining to negatives and prints that

you may possess, such, for instance, as the month, the time

of day, the light conditions when the films were exposed, the

stop and shutter speed used, whether the negatives were de-

veloped in the tank or in the tray, and the kind of developer

with which the films were developed.

We would also like to know the name and the grade of

paper on which the prints were made. Both negatives and

prints will be promptly returned, together with our com-

ments and suggestions, which are ofifered free of charge.

Address all Communications,

KODAKERY, Canadian Kodak Co., Limited

Toronto, Canada
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Kodak
Serial Printing Frame No. 2

fof use with Vest Pocket size

Negatives

Permits a complete strip of eight negatives

or less to be handled without cutting apart

—

a decided convenience which facilitates adjust-

ment of the mask.

The film strip slides easil}^ through the

frame from exposure to exposure.

THE PRICE.

Kodak Serial Printing Frame No. 2, for

V.P.K. and No. o Brownie negatives .fo.65

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

, // will- dealer'
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Premo Film Packs

Provide the most simple and rapid means
for loading, unloading and changing film.

Open the back and drop in the pack.

After each exposure, draw one of the con-

secutively numbered tabs.

There is a large variety of cameras using
the Premo Film Pack.

^sk yoH)- dealer for a Premo Cataloj^ue.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Check the Temperature

Eastman
Thermometer

Convenient
tor either
tank or tra}'

develop-
; 111 e n t , a 1 -

though par-

ticularly
adapted to

the former
because of

its hook top

curved back.

P^ice^ 75c.

Thermometer
Stirring

Rod

Combines a

reliable ther-

111 o mete r

with a handy
stirring rod.

The flat end

will be found

useful for the

crushing of

chemicals.

Price, SI. 00 1

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Yoli can get the??/ with a

GRAFLEX CAMERA
Not speed pictures alone, but landscapes, marine

views, portraiture, architecture, interiors. The
Graflex is adaptable to almost the entire range of

]-)hotographic work

.

You adjust focus and com])ositi()n of the sul)-

ject upon the y«// picture size focusing screen, up

to the instant the picture is made.

€)

Ask for (iraflex
Catalogue

CANADIAN KODAK
CO., Limited,

TORONTO, CANADAd
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Eastman Film
Even a Kodak cannot do its best work
unless it is loaded with the him in-

tended for it—the him thatisabsoluteh^

dependable—Eastman him. All East-

man him is speed him.

If you have a camera in which the

Autographic feature is not incorpor-

ated, specify Eastman him. If it isn't

Eastman, it isn't Kodak him.

If you have an Autographic Kodak
or an Autographic Brownie, specif}^

Eastman Autographic Film. If it isn't

Eastman, it isn't Autographic.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

>','er the counter all over the 'corlJ.



A^elox for all prints hvX particularly

VELOX
for prints for soldiers.

It's the amateur's own paper because it

fits any and every amateur net^ative.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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Autographic

Kodak Jr.

Price with

Rapid Rectilinear

Lens, $20.22

Keep the Pictures Going

There isn't the compensating thrill to the soldier's

life now-a-days. He needs pictures and letters

more than he ever did.

The 3A Junior is splendidly adapted to the

making of all kinds of home pictures, indoors and

out, and the pictures, post card size, are perhaps the

most satisfying of any of the amateur sizes. That

is wh}^ the 3A print is standard.

Because it's a Kodak, it's compact to carry,

simple to operate and autographic.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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CANADIAN KODAIC CO., Limited
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"K O D A K"
is our registered and coiiiiiion-

law Trade Mark and cannot be

rightful!}^ applied except to goods

of our manufacture. When a

dealer tries to sell 3'ou under the

Kodak name a camera or films

or other goods not of our manu-

facture 3'OU can be sure that he

has an inferior article that he is

tr3'ing to market on the Kodak

reputation.

// // isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak.



If it isn't an Eastman
It isn't a Kodak

UM^
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A Kodak. (See patjes
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THE HARBOR OF RREST
Made ivitli sA Kodak-; f.22; I2i i

IN OLD IRANCE

IN
tlio IKJlthwcsl coriKT of

France in the Department of

Finisterre lies Brest, pictur-

esque and savoring of old Bretagne

at e\'ery turn. Before the war it,

was one of tiie important naval

stations of France and its im-

portance has since doubtless

greatly increased, for not the least

of the vast actixitie- of tli(,> Allied

Navies was that of convoying

ships. The geographical position

of Brest as a base I'or this purpose

must have been ideal.

It has a picturesque harbour and
the region .surrounding it has al-

ways had a fascination for the

photographer. In the way of sheer

romance this lireton Country is

not to be surpassed anywhere. lis
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THE COAST OF BRITTAXY. NEAR CREST
Made with 3A Kodak; f.l6; 1-25 sec.

coast says "pictures" in eveiy di-

rection. Its people are distinctive

and its houses quaint.

Fishing is the principal activity

of the hardy Breton folk and our

illustrations include a picture of

some of their fishing smacks in a

harboiu- close to Brest. Such har-

bours are frequent all along the

coast, and indeed they need to be.

for the full fury of Atlantic gales

is received here.

MARC.AT. NEAR T'.REST

Made with 3A Kodak; f.i6; 1-25 sec.

-
I
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
SILHOUETTES

text from
May, 1913

"Kodakery'
Illustrations New

A"SILHOUETTE,
unless we are

using the term

as fashion designers

use it, to describe the

outlines of an effect, usual-

ly consists of an uniformly

dark image on a light grovmd
There are, of course, white silhou

ettes also, though dark ones ar

usually understood.

As the image in a portrait si^

houette is void of detail the atten-

tion of the observer is forcibly

drawn to its outlines, which are

usually characteristic enough to

disclose the identity of the person

portrayed.

Long before the invention of

photograph}' silhouettes were made
by tracing the outlines of a shadow
on the wall, or on a sheet of paper,

and then filling in these outlines

with dark pig-

ment. Silhouettes

were also made
by cutting the

shadow portraits

from black paper

with a pair of

scissors. This lat-

ter method be-

came very popu-
lar in the early

part of the last

century and manv
of the excellent

silhouettes that
were made at that

time are now pre-

sened in muse-
ums. It is inter-

esting, incident-

ally, to recall that

the first Sim prints

ever made were

silhouettes.

Photographic
silhouettes can be

made by any kind

of light that is strong enough for

making a negative, but the surest

and easie.st way of obtaining vmi-

form results is to make the expo-

sures by flashlight in the evening.

Two rooms, with a doorwa>' be-

tween, are needed. The doorway

TRINKET
With an Effect

in Trimming
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will be visible when the subject is

viewed from the position of the

lens.

As shown by the diagram on

I
page 5, the flashlight should be

_^ ji^ so placed that a line drawn from
the center of the lens to the posi-

tion of the flashlight would pass

through the centre of the sheet

that covers the doorway.
Just before making the exposure

all lights in both rooms must be
extinguished and after the shutter

is opened the flashlight is ignited,

after which the shutter should be
immediately closed and the lights

in the room turned on again.

In making silhouettes reflections

from the walls, pictures and furni-

.\ FE.\THERED F.WORITE

must be wholly covered with

a sheet of white cloth (a bed
sheet is excellent) stretched

smooth so no wrinkles can

be seen. Wrinkles in the

sheet will show in the print.

The subject and the camera
are placed in one room and
the flashlight in the other.

The subject is posed before

the sheet, facing at a right

angle to the camera. The
face should be in full profile.

.>;o not even the lashes of

the eve nearest the sheet
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ture should be avoided. A doorway
near the corner of a room is not

suitable, unless the wall paper is

very dark. White or light-colored

costumes are also less suitable

than those that are dark.

The negatives must be contrasty.

so nothing but the shadow-like im-

age of the subject will show in the

print. Contrasty negatives will be
obtained by developing the films

in the Kodak Film Tank for fifteen

minutes, with two Tank Developer
Powders, used at a temperature

of 65 degrees. Tray developed neg-

atives will be contrasty if developed

with a double strength developer,

until the background (as seen from

the back of the negative) is black-

ened to the base of the emulsion.

The lower part of a silhouette

negative should usually be masked
in printing. The mask may be
made of any kind of opaque paper,

cut or torn to the shape desired.

Tlie mask may be laid between the

printing paper and the negative, or

held over the back of the negative

during printing.

Opaque may be applied with a

.spotting brush (both of which may
be had of Kodak dealers) on the

back of the negative, for blocking

out the image of anything that

may show in the negative outside

tIio area covered by the sheet.

i
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The outlines of costumes and ac-

cessories may also be modified by
this method, if desired.

Silhouettes must be printed on
contrasty paper, like Contrast

Velox. Soft paper, like Special

Velox, is not suitable unless the

density of the background is ex-

treme.

When the subject is placed two
feet from the white sheet and the

flashlight is ignited five feet be-

hind the sheet, with the lens

stopped to /.8 {U.S. 4) the follow-

ing table will indicate size of flash

sheet to use with the various sizes

of cameras listed:

l^sx2li. 2Vix3H
1 Xo. 1 Eastman

Flash Sheet.

2'/jx4V, 3Vix5V-
3'/ix4'A 4 xo

1 Xo. 2 P:astman

Flash Sheet.

4'/ix6M! rix7

1 Xo. 3 Fast man
Flii-sh Sheet.
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A BALKAN STREET. \'ODIXA
1)1 a Kodak Photograph by Merle Lai'

scale negative it will usually show-

more distinct tones than can be

seen in a black image print made
from the same negative.

The shade of sepia obtained by

turning a black image into one of a

sepia tone depends on the thickness

of the silver deposit, being dark

where the silver is thick and light

where the silver is thin, and the

reason why the sepia image often

.shows more tones than the black

one is that a slight difference be-

tween the tones of sepia is more

noticeable than a slight difference

between the tones of black or gray.

The richness of the sepia tone

depends on the quality of the black

image that is re-developed. This

image must be either a pure black

or a blue-black, not a greenish or

brownish black, and in order to

obtain the right kind of a black

image the print nuist be expo.scd

to the printing light for the mini-

mum length of time th.it will re-
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,/unl all the ilrtall, all.l tliru be

fully (le\c'lo))e(l—uot lu;is tlum 20

seconds if it is on Regular Velox.

or less than 30 seconds if on

Special Velox—so that all the sil-

ver on which the light has acted

will be blackened.

The ideal tleveloper for Velox

prints that are to be converted into

sepias is Xepera Solution, as this

will give the right kind of a black

image. The Elon-Hydro developer

recommended for Velox will also

give good results if it contains the

least quantity of bromide that will

prevent the print from fogging

MiuL- :.i:I: .\..jL

l)ruuHde gives the greenish or

brownish black images from which

good .sepia tones cannot be ob-

tained.

An o\er-printed and under-

developed print may sometimes be

pleasing in black but it is never

pleasing in .sepia because thecp is

too little blackened silver in^Tie

shadows of such a print to n*ake

the shadows dark enough when the
image is changed from black to

sepia.

The method of re-developing a

print with the Velox Re-developer

is in every way as simple

35 developing the black

image. The print is im-

mersed in the bleaching

bath and left there until

all traces of black in the

image have disappeared.

When this has occurred

the picture can be but
faintly seen. It is then

rinsed in water and placed

in the sulphide bath, where
the image, with all its

original detail, is rapidly

changed into a permanent

sepia tone. Full directions

for working the process are

furnished with every pack-

age of Velox Re-developer.

All grades of Velox, ex-

cepting Glossy, are suit-

able for making sepia

prints. Carbon, Portrait

and Velvet Velox will give

us sepia pictures on a white

ground, while with Royal
Velox we can make sepias

on a cream-tinted groimd,

a combination that is

especially pleasing.
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TIIIC WALLS oi- SALONIKA
Made with 3A Kodak, by Merle LaJ'oy

CLEANING LENSES

IT
takes a brilliant negative to

make a brilliant print, and such

a negative can only be obtained

with a clean lens.

By viewing an outdoor scene

through a clean and then through a

foggy pane of window glass you
will discover what a foggy lens

will do to your pictures.

All glass, whether it is the kind
used for making window panes or

the kind used for making lenses,

becomes coated with a filmy de-

posit on prolonged exposure to the

atmo.sphere. This is due to various

causes, but the one that can most
easily be ob.served is the condensa-

tion of moisture on window panes
which, on drying, makes the glass

look dirty or foggy.

When a camera that has been
out in the cold is taken into a warm
room it should be kept closed for

several minutes, so that the tem-

perature of the lens will change
slowlj' and none of the fine dust

which is ever present, though it

may be invisible, in living rooms,

will become attached to the lens

by condensing moisture.

Lenses do not condense moisture

when they are suddenly taken from
a warm room into the cold outdoor
air in winter. Conden.^ation only

takes place when the condensing
surface is colder than the air in

which the moisture is suspended.

Since it is during the cold months
of the year that leases are exposed
to great changes of temperatvu'c, it

is best to examine them often dur-

ing that time.

The first thing to do toward
cleaning a lens is to remove any
dust which may have .settled on it.

Use a camel-hair brush for dusting.

This is important, as removing dust

from a lens In- rubbing it with a
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•loth \n

apt to scratch it.

After the dust has bet-u rt-uioMd

breathe on the lens and wipe ir

with a clean, well-worn linen

liandkerchief which has been made
soft by repeated laundering.

Xever clean a lens with alcohol

or any kind of acid, and never use

any kind of polishing preparation

on it.

The fingers should never come
III contact with the surface of the

lens at any time.

It is not often necessary to take

a lens out of the shutter or the

barrel in which it is mounted, as it

is only the outer surface which is

apt to become foggy, but if both
the inner and outer lens surfaces do
need cleaning be sure to remove
and replace one combination be-

fore removing the other. If the

combinations of some types of

lenses— especially some of the

high-grade anastigmats—are trans-

]io-i(|. -o thai ihi fr(jut combiua-
iioii is placed where the back one
belongs, and the back combination
is placed where the front one be-

longs, the lens will be useless until

the combinations are placed where
they .should be.

Xever remove a lens from its cell

(the metal rings that hold it), for

if this is done the lens may have to

be sent to the makers for repairs.

Single lenses that are mounted
Ijehind the shutter are usually

built into the camera, so they can-

not be removed. They can be
cleaned with a piece of handker-
chief wrapped around the head of

a small pencil-shaped brush after

the shutter has been opened as for

a time e.xposure.

Since foggy lenses make foggy

looking negatives and since it takes

a clean-cut negative to make a

clean-cut. brilliant print, it is im-
portant that you should keep your
lens clean.

.PINK \IST.\
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
BY DR. C. E. K. MEES

Chapter XI—The Co

A Technically

IN
the last chapter of this series

we saw that a technically per-

fect negative is one in which

the opacities of its different grada-

tions are exactly proportional to

the light reflected by the portions

of the original subject which they

represent. Let us now consider

how far we can fulfil the condition

nditions for producing

Perfect Negative

each step is twice the brightness of

the next step, the light let through
each step of the negative should be
half the amount of the step next to

it. This would be attained if each

step in the negative added the same
amount of silver to the deposit, so

that if we could represent the silver

for each step as altering the thick-

and what must be done to obtain

such a perfect negative of any
subject.

Suppose that a photographic

plate or film is exposed to a series

of known brightnesses; for instance,

that we photograph a scale made
up of steps of different reflecting

powers so the brightness of each

step is doubled with regard to the

next one. We should get a negative

which would look like Fig. 1.

Now if the rendering is techni-

cally perfect, the opacities of this

negative should be the same as the

brightnesses of the different steps

of the original; that is to say, as

ness of the silver deposit (it does

not do this really, of course; it

adds to the number of grains in the

same layer) and then could cut an

imaginary section through the neg-

ative so as to show the height of

the deposit of silver, it should look

like Fig. 2; and if we draw a dia-

gram in which the amount of silver

is represented by the height of a

vertical line, the diagram showing

the amount of silver for the dif-

ferent steps might look like Fig. 3.

If we actually try this experi-

ment, however, we shall find that

the silver does not rise quite uni-

formly in this way as the exposure
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is iiicicascd througli the cut ire

scale, hut that instead we get the

diagram shown in Fig. 4, and this

diagram, which represents the

actual relation between the silver

deposit in a photographic material

and the increase of exposure,

requires careful study.

Starting at A and proceeding to

B we notice that at the beginning,

in the lower exposure, the steps are

marked by a gradually increasing

rise, and, therefore, in this part of

the exposure scale there will be too

great a gain in opacity for each

given increase of exposure. A nega-

tive, the gradations of which fall in

this period, will yield prints in

which an increasing contrast is

shown between tones of uniform

increase of brightness; that is to

say, it will appear what we term
"under-exposed." From this pe-

riod at B we pass imperceptibly

into the period where the densities

show an equal rise for each equal

increase of exposure, and here we
have our technically perfect nega-

tive, that is, one in which the

opacities are exactly proportional

to the light intensities of the sub-

ject. This is termed the "period

of correct exposure," and only

through this period of the curve

where the opacities are directly

proportional to the exposures and
where the densities show an equal

increase each time the exposure is

doubled shall we get a perfect

rendering of the original subject.

From the point C onwards we have
a gradually decreasing rise in the

steps with increase of exposure

until, finally, the increase of

density with further exposure be-

comes imperceptible. This period

is the period of "over-exposure,"

in whicli the opacities of the nega-

tive fail to respond to increasing

amounts of exposure and the cor-

rectness of rendering is again lost.

It will be seen at once, then, from

this curve that only through the

period of correct exposure where

equal increases of exposure are

represented by equal rises in den-

sity can the tones of the original

subject be correctly reproduced in

the print.

If we join all these points to-

gether instead of representing them

as a staircase effect, as is shown by

dotted line in Fig. 4, we get a

smooth curve, Fig. 5, of which the

straight line portion (B to C) rep-

resents the period of correct ex-

posure, while the more or less

curved portions at the beginning
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allil (11(1 dl' 1 he curN ( (-(HR'SpolKl In

the periods; ol' undei-exposuie and

over-exposure.

It must be realized that no ordi-

nary negative can show the whole

range of exposures from beginning

to end of this cur\-e. This is be-

cause the range of brightnesses

covered by the whole curve is much
greater than that which occurs in

ordinary subjects and consequently

it is quite possible to represent an

ordinary subject entirely in the

period of correct exposure, avoiding

both the period of under-exposure

and the period of over-exposure,

[f. therefore, we wish to obtain a

technically perfect negative, we
must expose so that the subject

which we are photographing falls

into this period of correct exposure,

when we shall obtain a negative

in which there will be no wholly

transparent film, since this would

mean I hat we iia.l cnlciv.l the

period of under-exposure, and there

will be no blocked up masses of

silver since this would mean that

the negative was over-exposed.

The capacity of a photographic

material to render the scale of

tone values correctly is, therefore,

entirely a matter of the length

of the straight line portion of the

curve, and it is the length of this

straight line portion in the case

of Kodak film which gives its

well-known "quality" to the ma-
terial. By the use of a material

of this kind which has a long,

straight line portion to the curve

and of an exposure which will

place the scale of intensities on

that straight line portion we can

correctly translate the tones of the

subject into corresponding opaci-

ties in the negative and obtain a

technically perfect negative.

PHOTOGRAPHING SPRING FOLIAGE

NATiRE is never more beauti-

ful than during the early

Spring; the brilliant green

of new foliage gives a freshness

and brightness to the landscape

which is not present at other sea-

sons. As spring advances and

merges into summer most of the

leaves assume a deeper color, which

is maintained until they commence
to turn brown in the Fall.

Landscape pictures made in the

ordinary way, which include any

considerable amount of spring foli-

age, will reproduce this foliage in

too dark a tone, because the light

reflected from the young leaves and

twigs is rich in those light rays

which strongly afYect the eye. but

weak in those actinic rays which

will record themselves on the film.

As we cannot change the char-

acter of this light, we must, to ob-

tain proper rendering of the pic-

ture, hold back the more actinic

light which is reflected from other

parts of the subject, until the less

active light rays have been given

an opportunity to record them-

selves.

A non-orthochromatic film would

be sensitive to blue, violet and

ultra-violet light only and if light

of these colors were prevented
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DEVELOPING FOR A NEGATIVE AND GETTING
A POSITIVE

A P'lL.M is exposed in the camera
/\ for the purpose of obtain-

-^ -^ ing a negative image of the

subject that was photographed, and
if the fihn shows a positive instead

of a negative image after it is

developed it is because reversal

of the image ha^ taken place.

Reversal is sometimes, though
\-ery rarely, caused bj' just the

right amoimt of excessive over-

exposure while the subject is being

photographed. It may also be

caused by the presence of hypo in

the developer, but this seldom
happens, as hypo in the developer

is more apt to produce green fog

than a real reversal of the image.

Actual reversal is most frequently

caused by exposing a partly devel-

oped negative to actinic light (light

which affects silver emulsions), and
then fully developing the negative

after it has been so exposed.

E.xposing a film or a plate to ac-

tinic light between the time when
it was removed from the camera
and the time when it was placed in

the developer produces, not a

reversal of the image, but what is

known as a light-struck negative,

which will turn black all over dur-

ing development.

The illustration on page 25 repre-

sents a print made from a negative

that was re^•ersed by developing

the film until the negative image
became faintly visible in all its

parts, and then exposing the film

for two seconds at a distance of

three feet from a sheet of opal glass

Cused for subduing the light), be-

hind which, enclosed in a box, was
a 60 watt Mazda lamp. After the

partly developed film was thus ex-

posed it was again placed in the

developer and fully developed.

When re\crsal is caused by light
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a Mlin or plate if it is allowed to

act. long enough.

For this reason negatives should

not be developed verj-^ close to an\-

darkroom lamp. While negative?;

are developing in a tray the tray

should always be kept 18 inches or

farther from the lamp and while

the negatives are developing they

should not be taken from the traj'

and held close to the lamp for

examination more than a few mo-
ments at a time.

The safest place to develop films

and plates is in a tank. It is wholly
impossible for light to either fog

or reverse the images in negatives

while they are developing in East-

man Film or Plate Tanks, as these

tanks are fitted with covers which

make them practically air-tight

and absolutely light-proof.

..^^

WINTER SPORT
Made zcitli a Kodak
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WHEN IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE

"/ have always received so much help from KODAKERY when

I was in trouble, I venture to seek aid for a friend."

THIS extract, from one of the multitude of letters we

have received from amateur photographers, suggests

the value they attach to the assistance we render them

by correspondence.

Should you encounter any problems in your photographic

work that you cannot readily solve send them to us and

we will gladly help you. as we have helped others.

If you have negatives from which you cannot obtain the

kind of prints you desire send us both the negatives and the

prints, and Ave will tell you where the trouble lies.

By examining the negatives we can determine whether

they were rightly or wrongly exposed and whether they

were rightly or wrongly developed, and by comparing the

prints with the negatives we can tell whether the ])rints

were rightly or wrongly made-

Give us all the data pertaining to the negatives and prints

that you may possess, such, for instance, as the month, the

time of day, the light conditions when the films were ex-

posed, the stop and shutter speed used, whether the nega-

tives were developed in the tank or in the tray, and the

kind of developer with which the fdms were developed.

We would also like to know the name and grade of

paper on which the prints were made. Roth negatives and

prints will be promptly returned, together with our com-

ments and suggestions, which arc offered free of cliar</c.

Address all Communications,

KODAKERY, Canadia.v Kodak Co., Limited

Toronto. Canada.
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Kodak Film Tank
Price $2.75 up

Kodak Amateur Printer
Price $7.50

Finish What You
Begin

Dk\'Elop in the Kodak
Film Tank—
Print with the Kodak
Amateur Printer and

derive all the pleasure

that photograph}' pro-

vides.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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The Pocket Premo
KxTREME compactness, ra])idit\-, and sim])licit\' of

operation are especiall\- featured in this attractive

little camera.

Focusing or estimating of distances is not required

—with one movement, the front is drawn down and

the lens locked rigidl\- in ])osition for instant use.

Open the back, dro]> in the Premo Film Pack,

draw the safety cover, and the camera is read\- for

the iirst exposure.

The camera ma>- convenientl>' be carried in the

pocket.

.-Isk for the fS-fia^e Pre»io Ca/alogiw, fj-cc

at vour dealer's or l>v mail.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Kodak
Color Filter

Renders the greens and yellows

much lighter than they would

be rendered without the screen

—the tones will correspond to

the brightness of these colors as

the eye sees them.

The clouds will also show in

the final print.

Prices range from 50c. to $1.00

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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mF \ See the Picture m ^^
Vpr' M before you Snap It \^ lfB

The Graflex Camera
Lets \-onr e3'e see what the lens sees, before the

exposure is made, and right side up.

You watch the subject upon the full i)icture size

ground glass screen, adjusting focus and composi-

tion until the image grows clear, and sharp—then

snap it.

The Graflex Focal Plane vShutter may be adjusted

for any class of i)hotographic work, from time

exposures indoors, to a speed that will clearl\- re-

produce subjects moving with great rapiditw

There are man\- models of Graflex from which to

choose a camera suitable for \our work.

Ask your dealer or write

us for Graflex Catalogue.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Pictures that are Worth the Taking
are Worth the Keeping

In these stirriiii;- times ])ictures should l)e carefullx

treasured. Loose prints are event uall\- lost ]irints

—

keep them in an Album.

The Balmoral Album illustrated above has a rich and

distincti\-e ai)|)earance— \-et is built to wear. Made
on the loose leaf principle.

The We.stminster is a similar Album but covered with

imitation leather, while the Glendale is cloth covered.

T H ?: PRICE
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Print

It's better to use

light

VELOX
A photographic paper that hts

every amateur negative.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITI D
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.



Trice,

$8.50

Picticres \%x2\ iitches

VEST POCKET
AUTOGRAPHIC KODAK

Small enough for the vest

pocket—big- enough for the

opportunity.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's
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MAGAZINE 7^>- AMATEUR.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

A\AY 1919

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LiAMTED.

TORONTO, CANADA.



SAFELIGHT LAMPS

^»
The Brownie

Safelight

Lamp
Just large cuough

to contain the elec-

tric liglit bulb, the

Brownie Safelight

offers a most satis-

factory method of

dark room lighting.

It's safe, sensible and

efficient.

Price, $1.50

The Kodak
SafeHght
Lamp

This safelight oft'ers

all that even the pro-

fessional demands
for ideal dark room

illumination.

Price $4,00

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA



If it isn't an Eastman
It isn't a Kodak
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;iKL GUIDKS AT SIGNAL WORK
From a British Official Photograph
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GRINS IN ENEMY HATS

there was no mistaking that ex-

ultant joy-look. It was no longer

feverish, no longer defiant, no

longer a mere emotional mood. It

was downright gladness growing

out of a vast relief. It was a let-

ting down of the strain.

The playful spirit is strong

among soldiers, when you take

them in a group. Every wise com-
manding officer knows how to en-

courage this tendency. A soldier

who did not laugh, or sing or play

would soon wear out.

The boj's who came to the relief

of Cambrai found there a great

stock of brand new German hel-

mets, which by official guess were

to be worn when the Teutonic

armies should make their triumphal

entrance into Calais. Of coui'se,

these were tried on, and a British

official photographer caught a

group of Tommies rigged out in

tliese shiny headpieces and unani-

mously grinning their delight at

the paradox of the thing.

Going forward to victory became
a laughing matter. Why not?

Rough work, mind you, still to be

done. Hard work coming, even

after the stoppage of hostilities.

But pains and aches no longer

counted when the goal of honest

peace was in sight.

You cannot blame a photogra-

pher for catching smiles where\'cr

he may find them. In those ter-

rible early days I found the pho-

tographer watching for those

smiles. He seemed to need them
himself, and he knew \-ery well,

whether he was an official person or

''on his own," that the smile would
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"IT'S GOING OUR WAY!"

be reassuring to tlio worlil bi^hind

the lines.

Smiles were easy to find after

November 11th—though the first

grins were a bit bewildered and
incredulous. It was hard to belie\ (

that it was over. Maybe there

was something behind those first

" Well,-it's-over !" smiles that no

camera could record.

Then came the going home smile

to end with the best of ail—
"Home Again!"

We shall be watching these foi'

manv a da\'.

^
I'se a tripod for time exposures.
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PROTECTION

THE SURFACE OF THE PRINTING PAPER

VERY frequently we are asked

to advise on the surface of

Velox or other paper most

suited to a particular negative and
nearly always special reference is

made to the negative being thin,

hea\'y or under-exposed, as the

case may be. In other words, there

seems to be an impression that

the contrast of the negative should

have great influence in the selec-

tion of the surface of the paper on
which it is to be printed.

While to some extent the surface

of the paper may affect the con-

trast of the print, surface should,

generally speaking, be chosen with

reference to the character of the

subject and the purpose to which

the print will be put.

Velox Paper, the standard of its

type, is divided into three grades

of contrast—Special for strong and
average negatives. Regular for neg-

atives somewhat lacking in contrast

and Contrast for thin or flat nega-

tives. We must first decide which

of these grades our negative re-

quires on account of its scale of

gradation and next what surface to

choose to suit the subject. There
are four principal surfaces known
as Glossy, Velvet, Carbon and Por-

trait. Glossy is made in Regular

and Special. Velvet in Regular,

Special and Contrast, Carbon in

Regular and Special, and Portrait

in Special. In addition there is

Royal Velox which has a rough

surface with a slight lustre and is
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coated on Buff colored stock. It

is made in Regular and Special.

If our picture possesses a great

deal of fine detail, especially in

the shadow portions, it will show
most plainly if we use a glossy

paper. On the other hand there

may be too much detail, so much
that it distracts the eye from the

main object in the picture. In this

case Carbon, which has an abso-

lutely dull surface, is indicated for

the shadow detail will be much
subdued.

Portrait Velox also has a dull

surface but is extremely smooth
and therefore well suited to Por-

trait work as its name implies, but

it can often be used to great ad-

vantage for landscapes. Royal
Velox is specially useful when the

print is to be subsequently re-

developed to a sepia color.

Finally there is the Velvet sur-

face, which is midwaj- between
glossy and matte. It has many of

the advantages of glossy in so far

as the rendering of detail is con-

cerned, and yet does not possess

that extreme gloss which to many
is objectionable.

A still higher glaze is often

given to a Glossy Velox print by
squeegeeing it on to a ferrotype

plate, and such prints are usually

insisted on for all press and repro-

tluction work, as the utmost
amount of detail is thereby shown.

In this last instance the surface has

been chosen with reference to the

purpose to which the print is going

to be put, without regard to the

character of the subject. In all

cases when it is desirable to portray

the subject in an artistic manner
and to the best advantage, a surface

of paper ought to be selected

which harmonizes with the subject.
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GOSSIP

A USEFUL ATTACHMENT

NOT every Kodak enthusiast

realizes the great advantage

on many occasions to be

obtained from the use of the sim-

ple, inexpensive portrait attach-

ment. Slipping on over the lens

mount or into the front board of

the camera according to the pat-

tern of the instrument, its mission

is to so modify the focal length of

the camera lens that the combina-

tion will be shorter than it wa-s

originally.

The result of this modification

is that objects which would pre-

viously have been out of focus be-

cause they were too close to the

camera will now be in focus, if

placed according to the instruction

sheet, at the correct distance, when
the focusing scale is set to a given

point.

Portraits, pictures of pets, flow-

ers and still life, and, in fact,

all close-ups, can be recorded

with the aid of this unobtiiisive

acccssoiy, and with the greatest

ease.

THE PARTIIEXOX AT CRI
Made with a Folding Kodah
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ENLARGING FROM VEST POCKET KODAK
NEGATIVES

THE EASIEST WAY
BY B. F. QUISENBERRY

DO you realize how easy it is

to make a post card size pic-

ture from your Vest Pocket
Kodak Negatives? The Vest Poc-

ket Kodak Enlarging Camera has

made it about as simple for us as

making contact prints.

This enlarging camera is of the

fixed focus type, and it is to the

making of enlargements what the

printing frame is to the making of

contact prints, the only difference

in the two processes being that in

the printing frame the sheet of

photographic paper is in contact

with the negative, while in the

enlarging camera the paper is in

one end of the camera and the

negative in the other end, with a

lens between the paper and the

negative, so that the light passes

first through the negative and then

through the lens, which projects

an enlarged image of the negative

to the paper.

With the Vest Pocket Kodak
Enlarging Camera enlargements
can be made on bromide or Velox
paper according to the user's choice

or as may be indicated by the

character of the negative. Special

Velox tends to give slightly more
contrast than Bromide Paper and
this fact can be taken advantage of

when enlargements are to be made
from negatives which require Reg-
ular Velox to yield good prints.

When dealing with thin negatives

Regular Velox can be used for the

enlargcnjent.

In use the camera is placed in

the shade (never in sunshine) with
the end of the camera that holds

the negative pointed toward the

sky.

In making enlargements it is

necessary that the negative be
uniformly illuminated, for if it is

not. some parts of the enlargement
will be either lighter or darker than

they should be. To insure a uni-

form illumination the enlai-ging

camera must be placed where it

will receive the unobstructed light

from the sky. This cannot be

obtained if the camera is in a posi-

tion where some of the light is cut



Actual ^icc of I'ictiir the Vest Pocket Kodak Enlarging Came
from \'/i X 2^2 ncgali-ccs
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off by ihr caves ol" a building or

the branches of a tree.

The exposure needed for making:

enlargements depends on the den-

sitj' of the negative, the strength of

the hght and the kind of pap^r

used, bromide paper requiring a

much shorter exposure than Velox.

The contact print and enlargement

shown on the preceding pages were

both made on Regular Velox from

a fully developed negative. The
exposure for the enlargement was

20 minutes to a clear sky on a

sunny da\' in the shade of a build-

ing.

When enlarging on Velox the

camera may be loaded and the

enlargement developed in the sub-

dued dayliglit of an ordinary ru(jni.

when all doors are closed and all

window shades are drawn down,

but bromide pap^r, which is much
more sensitive to light than Velox,

must be handled in a darkroom, in

a red or an orange colored light.

With a little practice one can

make post-card size pictures from
Vest Pocket Kodak Negatives as

cheaply as contact prints can be

made from post-card size negatives.

fe
THE COUNTER SIGN

There's but one pass word when
you want the best in photography
—Kodak.

lURAL SCICXK IX TIIIC IJAl.KAXS
Made with a sA Kodak, by Merle LaVoy
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STILL ON THE MAIN STREET

/-Nj ELLIN G anything in certain

^^ parts of Northern France was
rw naturally a complicated mat-

ter during upward of four years, and
selling Kodaks did not escape the

complication, as the vivid picture

here shown maj' well remind you.

The picture shows part of the

main street of Amiens as it ap-

peared after l)ombardnipnt. At tlu^
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right of the picture may be seen

the Kodak shop of M. Caron, ap-

parently undisturbed, with the

familiar Kodak sign—still on the

main street!

It is to be hoped that the resto-

ration of beautiful Amiens may
proceed as quickly as possible, and

that M. Caron and his Kodak shop

may once more be able to enjoy

their old prosperity. Every well-

wisher of France will hope that the

era now opening will hold for

Amiens and all other stricken

cities a new and long tranquility

and honor.

The photograph is itself a proph-

ecy of better days.

^
HOW DISTANCE AFFECTS THE STRENGTH

OF LIGHT

WHEN light emanates from a

single point its strength, or

brilliancy, at any distance

from its source varies as the square

of the distance.

For practical purposes we may
consider a single light source,

whether it be an oil, a gas or an

electric lamp, as a point source of

light, and when we use a single

lamp for making prints from a

negative we will find that, should

the exposure needed for obtaining

a correctly printed print be 10

seconds, when the printing frame

is placed 10 inches from the light,

at 30 inches, which is 3 times as

far as 10 inches, the exposure re-

quired will be 3 X 3 or 9 times as

far as at 10 inches. This will be

90 seconds.

If placed at 15 inches, which is

IV2 times 10 inches, the exposure

will be iVo X IV2 or 214 times what

was needed at 10 inches, or 2^/4

times 10 seconds, which is 22y2

seconds.

If placed at 5 inches from the

light—this being V2 of 10 inches—

the exposure required will be

% x V2 or Vi the exposure needed

at 10 inches. This will be Vi of

10 seconds, or 2% seconds.

Experience has proven that a

sufficiently uniform illumination of

the negative, which will avoid over-

printing the center before the edges

of the negative are correctly

printed, can be obtained by placing

the negative not closer than the

length of its diagonal from the

printing light. If the length of

time it takes to print at this dis-

tance has been determined, and

if at this distance the printing pro-

ceeds too rapidly or too slowly,

the length of time to print at any

other distance from the light can

be quickly calculated by the rule

we have stated.

Adrian Duff, a news photogra-

pher assigned to a sector on the

West front, was recently cred-

ited with the capture of five Ger-

mans. The despatch says: "Duff

was armed with nothing more than

a Kodak."
Kamerad 1
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•ATJCLV SII.KNCIC
Made with a Folding Kodak

WHAT IS BEHIND YOUR SUBJPXT?

BEKOKE making a portrait al-

ways note what can be seen

behind your subject, from

the viewpoint of the camera.

Many pictures have been made
which suggest that trees sometimes
grow on the heads of pretty girls.

Undesirable background effects

can always be a\oided by select-

ing a suitable viewpoint from

which to make the picture.

A distant landscape, distant

shrubbeiy or anything cl.se that

shows no prominent lines will usu-

ally make satisfactory- backgrounds

for portraits.





WOMAN'S WORK
IS NEVER
DONE!''

WAR TIME REFLECTIONS
OF FEMININE

ENERGY
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with tilt! emulsiun side of the nega-

tive and pressed into contact by

closing the back of the printing

frame. The frame is then exposed

to daylight and the image printed

on the paper, which darkens to a

brownish-red color. From time to

time the depth of the printing is

observed by opening the back of

the frame. The image must be

printed to a somewhat darker color

than will be required in the finished

picture. When printed the paper is

removed in subdued light and the

print is toned by immersing in a

solution containing gold so that

the metallic gold is deposited on
the print, giving it a purple color.

After toning, the print is fixed in a

liypo solution and washed. A
toning process is necessarj^ with all

printing-out silver papers, such as

Solio. albumenized paper, or salted

paper, because if the printed-out
silver image is fixed without ton-

ing, the fixing bath changes it to

an ugly yellow color and a very
poor-looking print results. The
gold toning produces a rich-look-

ing, permanent image which varies

in color from brown to purple;

these colors, indeed, used to be
regarded as the only satisfactorv'

colors for photographs.

The chief use for printing-out

papers at the present time is for the

making of photographers' proofs.

For this purpose the negatives

AA 1 TALI A.N G.\KUJ-:N

Made with a I'oldiiig Kodak-
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it.o a iliou of a sulu-

X \Ti\ K r)i\ i:k^, ci,\l().\

Made 'a, til a J est Pocket Koc

are printed but the prints are

not toned or fixed, and, while they

are satisfactory for examination,

they cannot be kept because they

darken in the hght, the photog-

rapher supplying them only as

samples to show the pose and ex-

pression, and making permanent
prints to order later.

Quite early in the history of

photography it was discovered

that many substances besides the

salts of silver are sensitive to light.

One process of printing, the plat-

inum process, is founded upon the

sensitiveness to light of iron salts.

If paper is coated with ferric

oxalate, which is a green soluble

salt of iron, and this is exposed to

light, the ferric oxalate is changed
into another oxalate of iron, ferrous

oxalate, which is insoluble, so that

a sheet of paper thus prepared and
printed will, after washing, give a

faint image consisting of ferrous

oxalate. If, to the ferric oxalate

with which the paper is prepared,

a solution of a platinum compound
is added and then, after printing,

the faintly AJsiblo image is put

ble oxalate, the ferrous

oxalate is dissolved and
attacks the platinum

salt, which is not affect-

ed by the ferric oxalate,

precipitating metallic
platinum on the paper

so that an image is ob-

tained consisting of black

metallic platinum. Prints

made in this way are

called "platinum prints"

and since metallic plat-

j,
inum is one of the most
resistant of all known
materials the process may

be considered to give prints of

the ^•ery greatest permanency.
Another process depends upon

the fact that gelatine containing

bichromate becomes insoluble in

water on exposure to light, and this

process is known as the "pigment"
process or more commonly as the

"carbon" process, the name being

derived from the fact that the

gelatine used in the early days of

the process contained finely divided

carbon or lamp black to act as a

pigment. The paper is made by
coating the paper stock with a

thick gelatine solution containing

finely divided pigment suspended
in it. The pigment is chosen ac-

cording to the color of the print

required. For a black image it may
be lamp black, for a red image red

ochre or burnt sienna, and for

images of other colors any per-

manent and stable pigment of the

color desired which can be finely

powdered. After the coated gela-

tine has been dried the paper is

immersed in a solution of bichro-

mate of potash or ammonia and

again dried. This bichromated
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gL'hititie is quite soluble in hoi

water, but if it is exposed to light

it becomes insoluble where the

light has acted upon it. The bichro-

mated gelatine is, therefore, printed

under the negative in the same wa>'

as a Solio print. No visible iiiui;;e

is produced, and to get the visible

print it is necessary to wash awa>'

the soft gelatine. The gelatine,

which has been hardened by the

action of light, is on the surface of

the print and the soft gelatine is at

the back, so in order to develop

the print it is put face down onto

another sheet of paper and placed

in hot water. After a short time

the soluble gelatine begins to ooze

out at the edges of the print and

the whole of the original paper can

be pulled off, leaving the image

covered with a stick.y mass of

partly dissolved gelatine on the

paper to which it has been trans-

ferred. This image is then washed

in hot water until all the soluble

gelatine has been washed away,

leaving a clear image of the pig-

mented gelatine on the paper.

All these printing-out processes

which require a long exposure to

strong daylight have, however, be-

come obsolete owing to the trouble

of working them and especially

the difficulty of judging the correct

exposure with such a variable illu-

minant as daylight, and they ha\('

been displaced by printing pro-

cesses in which the paper used is

coated with an emulsion very

similar to that used for making the

negative, but of considerably less

sensitiveness. This paper, known
as development paper, is expo.sed

behind the negative to a lamp, and
is then developed, in the same way
as a negative, to give a visible image.

The oldest of these develop-

ment papei-s is bromide paper.

This paper is coated with an emul-

sion verj' similar to the ordinary

negative emulsions but of some-

what less sensitiveness. The paper

is very sensitive to light and must

be worked by red or orange light

only. The expoisure for printing is,

of course, very short and the paper

is, in fact, mostly used for enlarg-

ing, I he image of the negative be-

ing thrown upon the sensitive

bromide paper by a projection

lantern so as to obtain an enlarged

picture from the negative.

About 1894 Velox paper was in-

troiluccd anil was an entire novelty,

since while it is similar to bromide
paper in that it is exposed to an arti-

ficial light and then developed and
fixed, it is so much less .sensitive
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than bromide paper that it can

be worked in a room lighted by a

weak artificial light and does not

require a special darkroom, from

whidi fact it is known as "gas-

light" paper. Since the introduc-

tion of Velox other gaslight papers

have been made and at present

almost all prints made by contact

from negatives are made on gas-

light papers, though Velox is still

the best known of all. Velox is

\-ery considerably slower than

bromide paper so that it can be

handled safely in any subdued

light. It requires an exposure that

ranges from about 5 seconds to

about a minute, depending on the

density of the negative and the

grade of Velox used, at one foot

from a 40-watt mazda lamp, and it

is characterized especially by the

extreme rapidity and ease of its

development, from which its name
is derived. Contrast and Regular

developing fully in 15 to 20 second.-

and Special Velox in about 30

.seconds. It is consequently pos-

sible by using Velox to make
prints in comfort and with great

rapidity, the old troubles of judg-

ing the extent of the printing, and

the difficulties with toning baths

being entirely absent with this

simple and convenient printing

medium.

®
With Kodak Drj^ Mounting Tis-

sue photographs can be securely

attached to the leaves of an al-

bum, and to paper and cards of

an\- thickness, so they will always

remain flat.

The tissue is furnished in cut

sheets for all standard sizes of pic-

tures. Full instructions for use

accompan}' every package.

OX THE SURREY DOWNS
.Vade zcitli a 3A Folding Kodak
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lUO GLIMPSES or TIIK ALPS
Made tvitli a Folding Kodak
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THE FARM CART
Made ivith a Folding Kodak

THE RETURN ENGAGEMENT
BY JAMES B. ALLEN

IF
I were asked to state the re-

quisites for successful Kodaking.

I should put it something like

this: Read the manual that came
with yoiu- Kodak so as to thorough-

ly famiharize yourself with the

mechanical operation of the Kodak
you have selected; then, in abso-

lute confidence that it will take

uniformly good pictures, turn your

attention to the great out-of-

doors.

You can take good pictures for

the next fortj^ years, without going

outside the rules and instructions

that ai'e in the manual furnished by
the manufac'tm-ors of voiu- Kodak.

Incidentally these same manufac-

turers are in a better position than

anyone else to render practical as-

sistance when you actually need it.

If you fail to solve any picture

problem submit it to the Editors of

KoDAKERV. They will help you
out. But even so, you will derive

more genuine pleasure and acquire

a higher degree of skill from a con-

sistent study of your own picture

problems, than by ha\-ing someone
eL*e do your thinking for you. The
joy of a good picture consists very

largely in the thought that it is

your own handiwork, conceived in

your own sense of the beautiful,
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brought to I'uliilliuent by your own
ingenuity and perseverance.

In studying the photographic

qualities of scenes and objects, it

is well to remember that you are

learning to take pictures, not to

make them. They were made by

the Creator of all things great and

small; and many of the most de-

lightful ones have been waiting for

us a long, long time.

And if w^e do not—in the Kodak
sense—make pictures, neither do

we destroy or alter them by the act

of pressing the release lever. That

bit of winding roadway which you
contemplated with such keen pleas-

ure; that old elm stooping to peer

into the mystic depths of a quiet

pool; that ivy-covered wall sil-

houetted against the sky— these

pictures are still posing. If the

finished prints of any .subject fail to

meet your fondest hopes, remem-
ber that the Kodak was not to

blame, the real pictures that you
saw in nature were not to blame.

It was merely that j^ou did not

analyze them aright. Perhaps you
did not take the pictiu'e from the

\-iewpoint that made it look most
pleasing, or gave too short an ex-

posure for a subject that was
wholly in shadow. Long shadows
are usually most desirable.

Whatever may have caused the

failure, why not insist upon final

success in every case where it is

convenient for you to return to the

scene a second time? Isn't it a

serious and disheartening mistake

to turn j^our back upon a desirable

picture and go rambling off on new
ventures, new experiments, with-

out first mastering the original

one? Your chances with the same
picture over again are better than

with a stnuigo one. i)articuhui\- it

you have preser\ed a record of the

first exposure. Such a record is

provided for in the autographic

feature of every modern Kodak.

This recording space on each film

may be likened to the .space

around the bull's-eye of a target.

It tells you what corrections to

make.
A return engagement with that

bit of roadway, or that sombre

elm, or that iv>--covered wall, is

sure to disclose artistic possibili-

ties in the picture which escajjed

you before. It will enhance your

Kodaking pleasures, for with a

very few such victories you will

have reached a point where you
can be absolutely sure of a picture

the first time out.
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WHEN YOU BUY TWO CAMERAS

THE suljscription blank that is

bound in the manual furnished

with every Eastman hand
camera entitles the purchaser of

the camera to one year's free sub-

scription to KODAKERY.
If you purchase two cameras in

the course of a year and send us,

properl}' filled out, the subscription

blanks from both the manuals,

each blank will bring you Kodak-
ERY for one year from the date it is

received bj- us, but, unless you
no'tify us that j'ou ha^•e purchased

two cameras within the year we
cannot know this fact; and yovn-

two subscriptions will overlap, so

you will receive two copies of some
issues but will not receive the

magazine for the full two years

period. For instance, if you pur-

chased a camera in Maj\ 1918, and
promptly sent us the subscription

blank you would receive Kodakery
for one ysar—until May, 1919, and
then, if in December of 1918 you
purchased another camera and
promptly sent us the subscription

blank, this would bring you Ko-
dakery until December, 1919,

consequently you would receive

duplicate copies of the numbers
published between December. 1918,

and May, 1919, while if you
notified us of the two purchases

at the time you sent in the second

blank, and stated the date your

first subscription expired, we would
extend the date of your second

subscription so it would continue

for one year from the ex-piration of

the first and, as a consequence, you
would receive the benefit of the

magazine, free of charge, for a

full two year period—that is until

May, 1920.

A STREET IX OLD GENO.V
Made with a 3A Folding Kodak. Exfiosurc, 1-2} sec; stot^ 4; July
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LET US DO FOR YOU WHAT WE
HAVE DONE FOR OTHERS

THE first number of Kodakery, published in 1913,

invited its subscribers, and all other amateur

photographers, to write us regarding any photo-

graphic problems that they encountered.

This invitation was instantly accepted by so many

amateurs that we have made it permanent, and, as

a result, we have, during the past five years, taught

many thousands of photographers how to make the

kind of pictures they want.

The following extracts, from two letters, are typical

of the comments we are constantly receiving from those

we have assisted

:

"/ am nuich impressed with your demonstrations

of service. I must thank you for what might be termed

the personal tone of your adz'ice."

"I also desire to express my appreciation of your

courtesy, and effective response to my plea for help."

We will take pleasure in giving you this same

service. If you need assistance in picture-making

write us a detailed statement of your problem. If

your negatives or prints are not satisfactory, send

them to us, with full information regarding exposure

and development. Whatever your photographic prob-

lem may be we will help you solve it. There is no

charge for this service.

Address all Communications,

"KODAKERY," Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada
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Fo/- your

VEST POCKET KODAK

Kodak Serial

Printing

Frame No. 2

Instead of detaching

the \\ P. K. negatives

they are left in the con-

tinuous strip which
slips easily through

the vSerial Frame
from exposure to ex-

posure, and greatly

facilitates the print-

ing process.

Price y (^5c,

Vest Pocket
KodakTripod

Adapter
Slips over the front

standard of the Kodak
and adapts it for tripod

use either in a vertical

or horizontal position.

Instantl}' attached or

detached.

P,nci\ JL'c.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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£ z: Loading

ii'ith

'i^/,.~mk^ TWLiFV^m^ Plates

Loadijig

with

Film

THE PREMO No. 12
Small—but quality all the 'n'ay through

This Premo iwc-lve ^i\&s. pocket convenience plus adaptability

to all-around serious work. It may be used with Cartridge Film
or Film Packs, and it ordinarily will be. But when there is a

call for use with an Orthochromatic or Process plate, or anv
kind of a plate for that matter, it is equally ready.

Focus as you please, with scale and finder or on the ground
glass. Use as you please, in the hand or on a tripod.

The pictures are 2^ x 3^ inches. The shutter speed is i '300

of a second, with slower speeds, of course. The camera is un-
usually small, but we have not made the mistake of using a too

short bellows draw (requiring excessively wide angle lenses)

nor too small a shutter, meaning the loss of the use of the full

opening of the fast Anastigmat lenses. It is compact but not

to the point of a loss in efficiency.

The workmanship and finish are the best. Price ••519.75

to S74.00, according to lens equipment.

Preino cataloi^uc at your dealer's or (yy mail

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Kodak Flash

Sheet Holder

Flashlights

WiTH the possession of a Kodak, Eastman

Flash Sheets and the Kodak Flask Sheet

Holder, any amateur has at his disposal all

the requirements for good flashlight work.

Sendfor the booklet ''Ih' Flashlight

THE PRICE

No. 1 Flash Sheets, per package of ''2 dozen sheets - - $0.35

No. 2 Flash Sheets, per package of y, dozen sheets - - .56

No. 3 Flash Sheets, per package of J4 dozen sheets - - .84

Kodak Flash Sheet Holder------- 1.25

CANADIAN KODAK GO.
TORONTO, CANADA

LIMITED
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THE GRAFLEX
The practical simplicity of Graflex oi)eration

assures increased pleasure and certainty in picture

making.

You see the subject full picture size, right side up,

before you take it.

You arrange the focus and composition of the pic-

ture—^V^.?^ as yoti want it— then instantly make the

exposure upon Graflex Roll Film, Premo Film Packs,

or your favorite plate—whichever is the most suitable

or convenient.

Ask your dealer or icrite

us for Crraflex Catalogue.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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The onl3' way to keep prints properly— safe

against loss or injnr}-—is between the pages

of an albnm.

The Balmoral Album

with black leather covers and made in the

loose leaf style is as practical in nse as it is

handsome in appearance.

THE PRICE

A, 5 '^ X 7, 50 black leaves - - - - - - $2.50

B, 7 X 10, 50 black leaves------- 3.50

Package 12 extra leaves, A SO. 18; B, .'§0.25

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

.4/ your dealer s



The best print you can get with

VELOX
is tiie best print you

can get

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LiMn Hi)

TORONTO, CANADA

,U vnur .IrnI,



Autographic
Kodak, Jr.

'Pictures

2:hx4:b

inches

Thk ])icture size reconimends it as does the fact that the

al)ilitN- to make generous-sized ])ictiires that fit the \-iew

has been secured not through bidk l:)Ut through clever

workmanshi}). The 2C Junior is compact to the point of

thinness.

It is autogra])hic, the shutter is Kodak Ball Bearing with

speeds of i 2^. i so and i 100 of a second, besides, of

course, the regular bull) and time actions, the finder is the

collapsible rex'ersible t>i)e and the camera is fitted with

automatic focusing lock and tri])od sockets for either

\-ertical or horizontal pictures.

THE PRICK

•_'C Autographic Kodak Jr. with single leii.s . - . - $U).75

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

I
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"KODAK
is our registered and common-

law Trade Mark and cannot be

rightfully applied except to goods

of our manufacture. When a

dealer tries to sell you under the

Kodak name a camera or films

or other goods not of our manu-

facture you can be sure that he

has an inferior article that he is

trying to market on the Kodak

reputation.

// // isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak.

93



If it isn't an Eastman
It isn't a Kodak

^--—im
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THE V \l

Made with No. i

a sudden, by the accident of war,

the camera came under pressure.

Like the kindliest person it had to

be shut out here and there. Its

very truthfulness became a hazard,

for war must have its secrets, and

its secrets must be kept.

So for long years the camera has

had to live behind certain barriers

just as ordinary citizens have had

to live behind certain barriers—

•

unless it was an official camera.

When it was an official camera it

went everywhere—under the sea in

the cabins of the submarines, and

into the sky with the fliers. In fact

it went so far, saw so much, became

so valuable a witness, contrived to

be of such immense service to wai'

that we shall never again be likely

to think of it as an inevitably

harmless observer.

In fact it went into service like

a soldier.

But like a soldier it is coming
back to its own. It is returning to

the ways of peace. Like the soldier

it is turning its face away from

scenes of excitement and devasta-

tion to scenes of beauty and tran-

quility. And where it has lived at

home—the picture-hungry soldier

was glad of its work at home—it is

better able than it has been for a

long time to express simple and
comfortable things that help the

world to forget its troubles.

I hope you won't think me too

fanciful in thus comparing a camera

to a person. My cameras have al-

ways had a personality for me.

Each has its own. One old friend

in particular is especially dear for

having traveled with me patiently

and faithfully for scores of thou-

sands of miles. As two old cronies

will get together and recount ad-

ventures passed in each other's
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company, so I pat the old cam-
era as a choice companion to

whom I address unspoken remi-

niscences.

I can imagine the sentiments of

a man who has worked a camera
under fire, as so many of them did.

And I can imagine how he will like

to give the same camera a less

perilous time in scenes of another

kind.

If we are to get acquainted again

with the beauty of life the camera

will be one of our best side-part-

ners. The Kodak has been game.

It has asked no odds. It has been

scout, observer, historian in times of

supreme stress. It has made good.

Now its days of happy play and
normal work are coming again. Its

range of usefulness and its range

of pleasures widen. Its capacity,

its agility, its companionability are

greater than ever before, and soon

a disturbed world will have thrown

open once more all its ways for

free and charming adventure.

The paths of peace will look

good. Meanwhile I have reason

to be grateful to the camera for

reminding me that even a world

at war never stopped having

time to be interesting and to be

alluring.

A.MSTERUAM CANAL
Made with a Kodak
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DEVELOPMENT WITH PYRO
QUITE often inquiries come to

us regarding the cause of the

yellow color which films de-

veloped in the Kodak Film Tank
usuall}^ possess. Can it be pre-

vented, and if so, how?
Research and experience unite

in establishing the fact that Pyro

is the best developer for negatives.

One manner in which it differs

from other developers is in the

production of a "stain image" in

addition to the usual black image.

While there is a yellow tinge over

the whole negative it is this

"stain image" in conjunction with

the black image which constitutes

the chief advantage of Pyro, for

the negative will be of a less ac-

tinic color and the print, in con-

sequence, much brighter and with

a longer scale of gradation.

This is one of the reasons why
negatives developed in the Kodak
Film Tank have such excellent

printing quality.

If the yellow stain is unusually

deep it points to the use of an
old or unsuitable fixing bath. The
Acid Fixing Bath recommended,
when fre.?hly made, will remove a

great deal of the unnecessary

stain, just lea^•ing enough to secure

the proper printing quality.

IX THE GROUNDS OF THE TEMPLE, CALCUTTA
Made with a Folding Kodak
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.,•// rorlrail made 'a'lth _;.l Fuldtng Kodak by llic method
illustrated on opposite page
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moving the camera when the string

is pulled, and the difficulty of con-

cealing the string so it will not

show in the picture.

A simpler and more reliable way,

which effectually solves the prob-

lem, is to place the camera on a

tripod or any other firm support,

or to fasten it with a Kodapod to a

fence, to the branch of a tree, or to

a stick driven in the ground, anl
then let the Kodak Self Timer au-

tomatically make the exposure

after you have taken your position

in the group.

The Kodak Self Timer can be

carried in a vest pocket and it will

operate anj- hand camera shutter

that is fitted with a cable release.

The speed at which it works can be

adjusted so that it will operate

the shutter in from a few seconds

to a few minutes after its mechan-
ism is started. By setting it to

operate the shutter in about 30

seconds j^ou will have ample time

to walk from the camera to the

position you wish to occupy in the

group.

The speed at which the timer

works has nothing whatever to do
with the length of time the film is

ixposed, for the timer merely trips

the shutter, while the length of ex-

posure is determined by the shutter

speed that is used.

The Kodak Self Timer has

opened a new field in which inter-

esting and valuable work can be
done, for it enables us to include

ourselves in the pictures we make
when we are alone.

The figure is needed in many a

landscape scene for improving the

composition. When we use the

self timer we can introduce the

figure by placing ourselves in the

necessary position, and by so

doing we maj' often transform

what might otherwise prove merely
the record of a scene into a pic-

torial composition.

But of even greater importance

than pictorial considerations is the

fact that pictures which show us in

our favorite haunts, whether we
are alone or with others, are always

of interest, not only to ourselves,

but to our families and friends as

well.

The fisherman, for instance,

shown on page 8, has enjoyed an
outing which this picture will al-

ways recall. On this trip he went
alone, and this picture was secured

by using a Kodak Self Timer and
a Kodapod, as is shown in the

illustration on page 9.

m
NEVER OIL THE SHUTTER

ONE of the surest ways of put-

ting a photographic shutter

out of order is to oil it.

The fact that a watch needs oil

is no evidence that a shutter needs

oil. A watch has many bearings,

which are intended for continuous

service. It is expected to run day
and night, without a rest, for many
months, and its bearings are

speciallv designed for running in

oil.

The construction of a photo-

graphic shutter differs greatly
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rioni the construction of a watch.

It has comparatively few bearings.

These bearings operate only when
the shutter is opened and clo.sed,

and they are designed to work
wholly without lubrication, con-

sequently, if oil is introduced into

the bearings of a shutter it will

seriously interfere with its working.

By remembering these facts and
by never oiling the shutter on your
camera it will, if protected against

dust, moisture and physical injur}-,

render good sen-ice for many years.

"^pa^

/

=r;F

Ai\ AMERICAN NUKSK IN SliRlilA

From a Graflex Picture by Donald C. Thompson

THIS IS Till- WAY Sine HAD Td BOII. IIKR CLOTHES
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AX ALWAYS POPULAR PICTORIAL SITJKCI
Made li'ith No. 2A Browntc

A PROFITABLE HABIT

THE frequent use of any par-

ticular camera makes us so

familiar with its mechanical

equipment that in using the camera

we do many of the things that

need to be done without really

thinking about them, because we
have formed the habit.

Every photographer who uses

an Autographic Kodak, Graflex or

Brownie should acquire the auto-

graphic habit, that is, the making
of an autographic record on the

film immediately after it has been

exposed.

One of the most important

things to record is the date. By
autographing this on the film any
controversy that may e\ev arise

about when the photograph was
made can be quickly settled.

The txnswer to the question, "On
what date was this picture taken?"

could have determined the result

of manv a lawsuit.

The importance of recording

dates is apparent to all of us who
have been making pictures for

j^ears, for everj- time we look

through our collection of pictures,

we realize how hopeless it is to de-

termine even the year, to say

nothing of the month, day and
hour, when some of them were

made.
The autographic habit renders

us a double service; it gives us the

valuable record, which appears on

the end of the film after it has been
removed from the camera and de-

veloped, and, while the film is still

in the camera, it protects us from

the danger of making two expo-

sures on one film.

Before Kodaks were made auto-

graphic the camera could not tell

us whether the film had been

reeled to the next number after it

was exposed, and when we were

in doubt about it, and took a
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chance on the film not being ex-

posed, we sometimes made two
exposures on one film, while if we
reeled the film to the next number,
to avoid the chance of making a

double exposure, we sometimes
found an unexposed film in the

roll after it was developed.

Now, however, by autographing

the film immediately after it is ex-

posed, we need take no chances on
either double exposures or blanks.

When we wish to know whether
the film was reeled to the next num-
ber after it was exposed, we can

quickly find out by looking in the

autographic slot. If we find an

autographic record there we will

know the film was exposed, and if

we find no record we will know the

film was not exposed.

In either case we will know ex-

actly what to do so as to avoid the

risk of losing two pictures and one
film through a double exposure, or

losing a film that remained blank

because it was reeled past its num-
ber without being exposed.

A permanent record on the film

of the date and the hour the ex-

posure was made, followed by such

other information as you may wish

the film to bear, and the safeguard

against double exposures and
blanks, are what you will gain by
forming the autographic habit.

STREET SCENE IX r.fCIIAREST, ROl'MAXIA. "THE PARTS OF
THE BALKANS"

Graflex Photograph by Donald C. Thompson
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SIMPLE INTENSIFICATION

TI

HE keynote of Kodakery is

simplicity and if one article

can be made to serve two pur-

poses, a step fonvard has been
made. The simphfied process of

Sepia toning by means of the Velox
Re-developer has been constantly

growing in popularity since its first

introduction, but it is not gener-

allj- known that the process, when
applied to a negative instead of to a

Velox print, will give it a very con-

siderable degree of intensification.

Most intensifiors attain this end
bj' depositing something on the

silver which forms the negative

image, this substance being usually

mercuiy, giving the negative a

greater opacity, so that it will yield

a brighter and more contrasty

print. The Velox Re-developer

works in a different manner but

achieves the same result. Exactly

as in the case of sepia toning a

Velox print, the image is converted

into sulphide of silver but the

sepia colored negative image will

not transmit as much actinic light

as it did before being toned and
the prints will show a marked im-

provement in brilliance.

With tray-developed negatives

there is a tendency to continue the

development of underexposed nega-

tives beyond the proper time in

the hope of obtaining more detail

in the shadows. This makes the

scale of gradation very steep and
when the half-tones have- correctly

printed the high-lights will be

"chalky" and lacking in detail.

Negatives of this type are quite

unsuitable for intensification. If,

however, the negative has been de-

veloped for the proper length of

time for the strength and tem-

perature of the developer used,

intensification will improve it, if it

is not strong enough to yield a

good print. Negatives developed

in the Kodak Film Tank will be

correctly developed and if under-

exposed can often be intensified

with advantage.
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To travel without a camera means
that sooner or later our memory of

the places visited will become
hazy. We will wholly forget much that

we wish to remember, and in trying to

recall the appearance of any particu-

lar scene we mav construct a mental

THE MAKING
which is woefully
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F PANORAMAS
excess of sky or foreground, and it

includes an unusually wide angle within

its field of view without using a wide

angle lens.

To make clear how these things can

be done with a light-weight hand

camera we will refer to

the diagram in describ-

ing the special features

of Panoram Kodak con-

truction.

The curved line A
represents the film, of

which a section is reeled

from the film spool B
to the spool C after

ach exposure. The ex-

posure is made by
pressing a button, which

causes the tube D, in

which the lens is mount-
d, to describe a half

circle as it swings on its

axis while the film is

being exposed.

the positions the lens tube occupies

near the beginning and near the end of

the exposure period, and the dotted

lines E show that by this method of

construction a narrow angle lens, which

makes larger images of objects than a

wide angle lens can make from the

same point of view, is enabled to make
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pictures that embrace an enormous
angle within the field of view, the

No. 1 Panoram embracing a field

of 112 degrees and the No. 4 a

field of 142 degrees.

When the lens tube has swung to

its limit of movement, from right

to left or from left to right, it lies

parallel with the lines F, at which
position it is impossible for any
light to pass through the lens and
reach the film.

It will be noticed that the focal

plane, where the film lies (A in

diagram), has a curved instead of

a flat field. This is one of the

featiu'es that enables the Panoram
Kodak to do what ordinaiy cam-
eras cannot do. But this feature

renders the camera unsuitable for

making pictures, at short range, of

subjects in which there are long,

straight lines running lengthwise of

the film. If this is attempted all

the long straight lines that run

the long way of the film, excepting

the one that passes through the

center of the picture, will be ren-

dered as curves.

This difficulty in short range

work has, however, often been
wholly overcome by making the

picture from a point of view that

will make such lines extend across

the field at an angle of 45 degrees.

Panoramic cameras are splen-

didly adapted for making short

range pictures of groups. The way
to arrange a group of people for a

panorama is to place them along

a line that forms the segment of

a circle, with every member of the

group at the same distance from
the lens. Such a grouping can

easily be arranged by fastening one

end of a long cord to a stick that is

driven in the ground at the posi-

tion from which the picture is to be
made. With this cord the curve
along which the group is to be ar-

ranged can quickly be drawn. If

the group is so large that all the
members cannot be included in a
single line two or more lines may
be formed along the curve.

When all parts of such a curve
are the same distance from the

lens the curve will be rendered as a
straight line in the picture, and the

relative size of all the individuals

in any one line will be correctly

shown.

The structural features that im-
pose the limitations we have men-
tioned on the Panoram Kodak for

short range work are the very fea-

tures that make it superior to the

ordinary camera for long range

landscape work—the special work
for which is was primarily designed.

A picture of a distant landscape

made with a hand camera of the

usual type will include but a small

part, while a panorama of a dis-

tant landscape will include the

greater part of the view we can
see spread out before us.

In distant landscape work it

rarely happens that long, straight

lines extend lengthwise of the pic-

ture, and if any such lines do exist

they will, owing to their distance

from the camera, usually be ren-

rered so nearly straight that the

eye cannot detect any curvature.

The only way to fully appreciate

what a Panoram Kodak can do is

to use one, but an idea of its work
can be obtained by comparing the

panorama on the preceding page

with the picture that was made
with a camera of the regular type,

shown on page 16.

Both these pictures were made
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from exactly the same point of view,

and the images in both pictures are

of practically the same size.

If these happened to be pictures

of a section of country in which you
were interested, which would you
prefer?

The weekly automobile trips,

the summer vacations, the other

journeys that take you among

new scenes, and the \-;i.st field of

scenic beauties near your own
home, which man is forever chang-

ing for better or for worse, all

afford opportunities for making
panoramas—the only kind of pic-

tures that can include enough of

the subject to show the relative

positions of widely sepai'ated ob-

jects on the landscape.

A TIBETAN "PRAYKR-MII.I,
WATER POWER

Made with 3A Kodak, by V. C. Ply
Stop, f.ii; exposure, i-io sec.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
BY DR. C. E. K. MEES

Chapter XIII

—

The Choice of the Printing Paper

"T^T'ELOX paper is made in three

V' grades of contrast to fit dif-
* ferent t.vpes of negatives.

The paper was originally made in

the Regular grade only, but it was

found that many negatives were

too contrasty to print well on this

paper and Special Velox was manu-
factured for use with such nega-

tives, while recently Contrast

Velox has .been put on the market
for use with negatives so lacking in

contrast that they will not gi\e

good prints even on the Regular

grade.

If we make three negatives of the

same subject in succession, giving

each exactly the same exposure,

and then develop these for different

lengths of time so that the first will

be underdeveloped, the second

correctly developed and the third

overdeveloped, the first negative

will have a short range of contrast,

the second a medium range, and
the third a long range. If we then

print the first negative on Contrast

Velox, the second on Regular

Velox, and the third on Special

Velox, we shall get almost identical

prints on all three papers provided

that the contrast-s of the negatives

just fit the various grades of the

paper. This is shown in Fig. 1.

We might think that Contrast

Velox would always gi\-e more con-

trasty prints than Regular Velox;
it will if both papers are printed on
the same negative, but if the Con-
trast Velox is printed on a flat

negative and the Regular Velox on
a normal negative, then the Con-
trast Velox will compensate for the

flat negative and give a normal
print, just as the Regular Velox
gives a normal print from a normal
negative, and the Special Velox a

normal print from a contrasty

negative.

AH the grades of Velox give the

.same range of reflecting powers in

the print provided that they are

used with negatives which will

enable this range to develop. Sup-
pose we take a black wedge which

contains all the degrees of light

intensities, from absolute opacity

at one end to absolute transparency

at the other end and make a print

of it. We should get the result

shown in Fig. 2. This shows the

entire range of reflecting power of

which the paper is capable, the

range varying from white paper at

one end to the blackest silver de-

posit which the paper can give, at

the other.

With any "velvet" surface pa-

per, such as Velvet Velox, we shall

find that the white paper will
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reflect about twenty-five times us of cour.s(\ on the ability of the eye

much light as the deepest silver to distinguish them. The eye can

deposit. The number of distinict actually see about one hundred
tones which are included in this distinct tones in sttch a range,

range from white to black depends, In Fig. 3 i.-* sliowii a range of
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tones made up, not as a continuous

wedge, but of forty-four distinct

tones. The number which can
be seen in the illustration is less

than the number which the eye

can distinguish in a print because

of the limitations imposed bj^ the

process of half-tone reproduction.

If the full one hundred tones

which the eye can distinguish in

a print were reproduced by the

half-tone process the half-tone

illustration would look like a con-

tinuous wedge.

In Fig. 4 the same wedge has

been printed on all three papers,

and it will be reen that Contrast

Velo.x has reached its full blackness

only a short distance up the wedge,

Regular Velox has gone farther,

and Special Velox ha^ gone the

farthest of all, so that while all three

papers will give the same range

of tones, this range is impressed on

Contrast Velox with only a short

range of densities in the negative;

for Regular Velox a longer range is

needed, and for Special Velox a

still longer range.

The range of densities required

in a negative to just print out the

full range of tones on a paper is

called the "scale" of the paper and

this is measured by trj-ing an in-

creasing series of exposures until

the range of exposures which will

just give the whole range of tones

on the paper is found ; that is, if an

exposure of one second to the bare

paper with no negative will just

gi\e the first perceptible difference

from white paper, so as to show the

first trace of tint on the paper, and
an exposure of twent\' seconds will

give the deepest black the paper is

capable of rendering, so that no
increase of exposure will produce
any denser black, then we should

call the scale of the printing paper

1 to 20.

Thus the word ''scale'' applied

to a printing paper does not refer

at all to the range of tones in the

print. It indicates the range of con-

trast in the negative which should

be printed on that paper. A paper

with a scale of 1 to 20 will require a

negative in which the densest part

Regular
Velox
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lets through li^o of the

light transmitted by the

clearest part, because if

this negative is printed

on that paper the print

will just have the whole
range of tones fromwhite
to black completeh^

printed out, each tone in

the print corresponding

to a densitj' in the nega-

tive, and there will be

no differences of density

in the negative unrepre-

sented by differences of

tone in the print.

Special Velox has a

scale of about 1 to 20 and
is suitable for printing

from contrasty nega-

tives. Regular Velox has

a scale of about 1 to 10 and is

suitable for printing from nega-

tives of moderate contrast, while

the veiy flattest and least con-

trasty negatives, which are the

result either of excessive over-ex-

posure or underdevelopment should

be printed on Contrast Velox,

which has a scale of about 1

to 5.

It is important to choose the

grade of paper correctly for the

negative. If the paper is too con-

trasts for the negative; if, for

instance, we print a hard negative

Fig. 7

(one that has strong contrast) on
Contrast Velox, then we shall have
to sacrifice a part of the scale of the

negative; either we shall get the

highlights empty and white, as

shown in Fig. 5, or we shall get the

shadows blocked up, as shown in

Fig. 6. On the other hand, if the

scale of the paper is too long for the

negative and we print a soft nega-

tive (one that has little contrast) on
Special Velox, for instance, when
we should have used Regular
Velox, then we shall get a gray,

flat print, a^ is shown in Fig. 7.

G
SAFETY FIRST

PREMO DEVELOPKR FOR PREMO FILM

USE the developer powders
that are put up for the par-

ticular tank you are using.

Use Premo Tank powders for

Premo Film Packs—Kodak Tank
powders for Kodak Films. Premo
Film Packs are made from Kodak
film but are gi\-en a special after-
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treatment to prevent abrasion.

This does not affect the speed or

photographic quality but does

affect the development. The Premo
developer powders are, therefore,

necessary to the obtaming of

satisfactory results. Premo Film

Packs, when developed with Kodak
powders, will be underdeveloped.

In an emergency the Kodak
powders may be used with Premo
films by an increase of 50% in the

length of development (30 min-

utes instead of 20 minutes at

65° Fahr.), but the safe and sure

way is to use the developer that

is made to fit the product. Premo
powders for Premo films.

W.m
PHOTOGRAPHING SUBJECTS THAT

FACE NORTH
^"jTT^E need not go south of theW equator to see the sun

' * shining on the north side

of a building, for in the northern

hemisphere the sun rises north of

east and sets north of west, from
the vernal equinox in March until

the autumnal equinox in Septem-
ber, so that near the sunrise and
the .sunset hours, all through the

summer months, direct sunshine

reaches the north side of objects on
the landscape.

The most attractive side of many
a building and the most pictur-

esque side of many a landscape is

the side that faces north, and if we
photograph this north side while

the sunlight is shining directly on
it we will secure a picture that

shows more tones of light and shade

than could be recorded in any pic-

ture that was made when the sub-

ject was wholly in shadow.
But it sometimes happens that

the most interesting part of a sub-

ject we wish to picture with sunshine

on its north side will be hidden by
foliage after the trees put out their

leaves. In this case the picture

must be made .shortly after the

sunrise or shortly before the sunset

hour in spring, before the leaves

come.
The best time to photograph a

waterfall that faces north is in the

early morning and late afternoon

hours in spring or summer when
the sun is shining on the falling

water. It is impossible to picture

such a .subject at other times with-

out working against the light, and
if this is done the falls will be in

shadow and the picture will lack the

snap and brilliancy that sunlight

combined with shadow always

gives.

In making pictures during the

hours when the sun is near the

horizon we should be careful not to

under-expose, for the light at these

hours is not as strong as at other

times of day.

Light-colored subjects that show
few dark tones can usually be suc-

cessfully photographed, with cam-
eras that have double lenses, by
giving an exposure of \^-, second

with stop 8 (/.U on anastig-

mats), not earlier than half an

hour after sunri.se or later than half

an hour before s-mset. while dark-

colored subjects, or subjects that

have plenty of dark shadows.
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should receive an exposure not

shorter than i^-^n second with stop

4 on rectilinear, or stop /. 8 on
anastigmat lenses.

With single lens, fixed focus box
cameras that have no stops marked
4, 8 or 11, and with single lens,

folding cameras that have stops

marked 1, 2 and 3, it is best to

make the pictures not earlier than
one hour after sunrise or later than
one hour before sunset, giving

light-colored subjects a snapshot
exposure through the largest stop

and dark-colored subjects and all

subjects that have plenty of deep
shadows, a time exposure of one sec-

ond, with the camera on a tripod.
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LET us DO FOR YOU WHAT WE
HAVE DONE FOR OTHERS

TKK first nunibcr of Kodakery, publislicd in 1913,

invited its sul)scril)ers, and all other amateur

photographers, to write us regarding any photo-

graphic problems that they encountered.

This invitation was instantly accepted by so many
amateurs that we have made it permanent, and, as

a result, we have, during the past five years, taught

many thousands of photographers how to make the

kind of pictures they want.

The following extracts, from two letters, are tyj)-

ical of the comments we are constantly receiving

from those we have assisted

:

"/ am much impressed zeith /jour demonst rations

of service. I must thank you for what might he

termed the personal tone of your advice.''

"I also desire to express my appreciation of your

courtesy, and effective response to my plea for help.''

We will take pleasure in giving you this same

service. If you need assistance in picture-making

write us a detailed statement of your problem. If

your negatives or prints are not satisfactory, send

them to us, with full information regarding exposure

and development. Whatever your photographic

problem may be we will help you solve it. There is

no charge for this service.

Address all Communications,

"KODAKERY," Canadian Kodak Co., Limitkd,

Toronto, Canada.
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KODAK^HELPS

Kodapod

Strong jaws that

grip tree or fence

and hold the camera

stead}^ for a time

exposure. A tripod

substitute that is

small enough to

palm— big enough
to perform.

Kodak
Self-Timer

This little device en-

ables you to take
your own picture.

Attached to the cable

release on your cam-
era it "clicks" the

shutter from one-half

second to three min-
utes (as you prefer)

from the instant it is

set.

Price, $L50

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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Loading

with

Plates

THE PREMO No. 12

Small—but qicalitj all the zcaj' through

This Premo twelve <g\\^s pocket convenience plus adaptability

to all-around serious work. It may be used with Cartridge Film

or Film Packs, and it ordinarily will be. But when there is a

call for use with an Orthochromatic or Process plate, or any

kind of a plate for that matter, it is equally ready.

Focus as you please, with scale and finder or on the ground

glass. Use as you please, in the hand or on a tripod.

The pictures are 2^ x 3X inches. The shutter speed is 1/300

of a second, with slower speeds, of course. The camera is un-

usually small, but we have not made the mistake of using a too

short bellows draw (requiring excessively wide angle lenses)

nor too small a shutter, meaning the loss of the use of the full

opening of the fast Anastigmat lenses. It is compact— but not

to the point of a loss in efficiency.

The workmanship and finish are the best. Price Si 9. 75

to $74.00, according to lens equipment.

Premo catalogue at your dealer's or by mail

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Frame your Pictures
There are at least a dozen of your negatives

which will make contact prints that are worth

framing, for while they are diminutive, they are

none the less real pictures. Your dealer can

furnish all read}^ for the placing of the prints

Kodak Snapshot Frames

to take contact prints of all the popular ama-

teur sizes from Vest Pocket up to full Post

Card dimensions (3^x53^). He can also

furnish frames read}^ for the placing of enlarged

pictures of 5 x 7, 63^ x 8 Va and 8 x 10 sizes.

The frames are made of good wood, in a

Brownish Mission finish, suitable for sepia as

well as black and white prints. They come

with glass, backing mat, and hangers—truly

ready-to-use.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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The Reasojis fo? a

GRAFLEX
CAMERA

The subject is shown in full picture size, right side vp.

Focus and Composition are under absohite control up

to the very instant of exposure.

The shutter speeds range from "time" exposures to —
^ ^

of a second.

The shutter permits the lens to work at its full efficiency

throughout the period of exposure.

Well timed negatives obtainable with high shutter speeds,

or poor lighting conditions.

Simplicity and precision of operation.

Adaptability to speed work, general views,

or interiors.

These are the features that insure certain-

ty in the photographic result. ©
Ask your dealer or ivritc us for

(;rajte.v Catalogue.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Kodak
Portrait Attachment

Close-up nature

studies, head and

shoulder por-

traits and similar

near views are easily made

when this extra lens which

brings your Kodak in sharp

focus at close range is slipped

on over the regular lens

equipment.

rice. 50c,

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At voiir dealer's.



VELOX
the photographic paper that poor

negatives demand and good

negatives deserve.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.



PANORAM KODAK

A different kind of a Kodak that makes

a different kind of a print. The lens

automatically swings through a wide arc

during exposure, thus including all the

view

—

all the group—in a long, narrow

picture that 3^ou will like.

1



KODAKERY
MAGAZINE 7^/- AAVATEUR.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited

TORONTO. CANADA.



For photograph-

ing objects at

close range—wild

flowers, for ex-

ample—the ball

and socket princi-

ple on which the

Optipod
is constructed will

be found invalu-

able. Attached to the tripod, or, through its

clamping device, attached to chair, table or an}-

rigid edge, it permits the camera to be tilted to

any angle desired.

Price, Optipod, SLOO

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA



If it isnt an Eastman
It isn't a Kodak
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DAINTY MORSELS

A BIT OF ROBIN BIOGRAPHY
BY HOWARD TAYLOR MIDDLETON

Illustrated by the Author

IT
was purely by accident that

Marie and I discovered the

home of the robin redbreasts.

It was hidden away in the fork of a

young hickory at the edfif of a

pond, and, at the tiine of our first

visit, was not yet tenanted. While

the inner Hnins of mud and fine

grasses was still damp, it appeared

to be quite finished, and we felt

sure that in a day or two we would

find a hcautil'ul blue egg deposited
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there, the first step toward a

family.

What appealed to us particularly

about this robin's abode was the

fact that it was just at the height of

our tripod, which made possible the

doing away with all cumbersome
accessories in photographing it, a

rare piece of luck in the taking of

nature pictures.

It was our desire to procure a

complete set of portraits depicting

the family life of the nesting birds

from the laying of the first egg to

the time when the young were

ready to fly, and this seemed an
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AS OLIVER TWIST SAII

ideal opportunity. Our hopes, in

this regard, however, were dashed

to earth, for business cares ab-

sorbed our whole attention for a

considerable time, and when we
next visited the nest, three husky
juveniles were veiy much in evi-

dence to welcome us.

We immediately decided upon a

set of pictures showing the parent

birds feeding their young. We
proceeded, therefore, to set up our

long focus Premo on an Eastman
Metal Tripod, focus carefully on

tlic nest, and set the shutter at %o
second, with the largest lens stop.
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This accomplished, we attached a

strong thread to the shutter release

in order that we might make the

exposure from a distance, and,

moving away to a safe position,

awaited developments.

We did not screen the camera
with branches, making it invisible

to the keen eyes of our feathered

friends, as is necessary when ho-

lographing the timid forest deni-

zens, for we were curious to know
whether the old birds would come
to their children witli that for-

midable looking black object at

their front door.

We had not been in hiding more
than a few moments before one of

the robins arrived in the vicinity

of the nest with a fat angle worm in

its beak, and, perching upon a limb

above the camera, scolded soundly.

Eventually, being satisfied that the

box did not move and was, there-

fore, quite harmless, and urged on

by its mate which had also arrived

upon the scene by now, it dropped
down to a branch veiy near the

nest.

By this time the young birds

were quite wide awake and evi-

dently' exceedinglj^ hungrj-, for

their mouths were agape as they

clamored loudly for nourishment.

Then parental love triumphed

completely over timidity, and din-

ner was served at Robin Villa.

Perched upon the edge of the

grassy bowl, the proud parent fed

her 3-oimg. Just as the tiny beaks

rose above the nest rim, and the

beak of the parent, food laden, de-

scended to meet them, the thread

was pulled, and an interesting pic-

ture was ours.

It was by the same method that

the three other pictures in the

series were procured, so that the

above explanation applies equally

to all.
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RED CROSS
DOCTOR
AND

ITIS KODAK

Copyright by

Kadel & Herbert

New York
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THE DOCTOR AND THE KODAK
BY ALBERT CRANE WALLACE

WHAT do you suppose the

doctor is photographing? I

know only that he was
standing in front of a first aid sta-

tion, and that he was photograph-

ing with a Kodak. To be sure, I

knew also that he preferred a

camera rest, which happened to be
handy.

A comrade doctor may be stand-

ing ten feet away. Or a lucky

nurse who thought that even if

she couldn't- send a print home
she should have a record of a spot

that may have had extraordinary

dramatic interest for both of

them. That scene beyond, what-
ever it was, may, indeed, have
been subject enough to challenge

a desire in the doctor.

How many participants in the
Great War will return home with
indelible impressions of places and
.people! How photographs that

may supplement these mental im-
ages will be cherished! And then,

I know one lieutenant who is bring-

ing home a simple little Kodak pic-

ture of a companion's grave—just

a little mound, a helmet and a

cross—but it will be worth a lot to

a certain mother.

These things have had to be held
back, but they will come home at

last, with sentiment, tragedy, or

simply fun clinging to them. What-
ever their story they will have an
eloquence—particularly for those
whose interests lend significance to

the record.

^^Sl^^-

THE AMERICAN RED CROSS AT KlICl-, RUSSIA, IX 1915

Made with a Graflex, by Donald C. Thompson
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IX THE HOMES OF THE V\'ILDFLOWERS

THE wildflowers make their

homes everywhere — in the

open fields, in the forests,

along the roadsides and even in the

water. Some of the wildflowers,

like some of the birds, seem to like

the neighborhood of man and make
their homes in his fields and gar-

dens and. when he crowds them out

of the cultivated ground, they take

possession of the hedgerows and
fence comers.

The flowers always look pleasant

and are always good subjects for a

picture, and photographing the

wild ones in their homes is no more
difficult than photographing any
other small objects at short range,

•the only difference being that they
are so very responsive to every

breeze that blows that we must

take their portraits at a time when
the air is still.

There are many days, often

many successive da^'s. in late

•spring, in summer and in early

autumn, when not a breath of air

•stirs the flowers before 8 or 9

in the morning, or after 5 in the

evening, and it is during the early

morning and late afternoon hours

that the strongest light from the

«ky, on cloudy as well as on sunny
days, reaches the flowers at an

angle that lights them to far better

advantage, for picture-making, than

does the noonday sun.

Photographing wildflowers be-

.fore an artificial background is an

admirable way when, for any rea-

.son. it is desired to isolate them
from their surroundings, but the
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pictures made by thio method will

tell us nothing about the homes in

which they live.

In order to picture the wiltl-

flowers among their home sur-

roundings we must use the back-

ground provided by Nature, and

such a ground sometimes may, for

pictorial reasons, need a little

cleaning up. It is often advisable

to remove some of the weeds and

the larger sticks and stones that
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will be seen that all flowers, ex-

cepting those that are red, can

be photographed, with any fihn

camera, so they will appear lighter

than the backgrounds Nature pro-

vides in the woods and fields, and
that the way to do this is to pho-

tograph yellow and orange-colored

flowers through an orthochromatic

color filter, and to photograph violet

and blue flowers without a filter.

Larger images can be obtained

by using the Kodak Portrait At-

tachment, and when it is desired to

use a filter also, this can be done by
first placing the Kodak Portrait

Attachment in front of the lens,

and then fastening the front of the

flange of the color filter to the front

of the flange of the portrait attach-

ment with a piece of binding tape,

so the fronts of both attachments

will face each other. When this is

done care must be taken that the

portrait attachment, and not the

color filter, is placed next to the

lens, or the picture will be out of

focus. A pencil mark on the

.slotted flange of the color filter will

identify it so it will not be mistaken

for the portrait attachment when
the two are fastened together.

For flowers that receive the

direct light from the sky, it is well

to give fully four times as long an

exposure as one would give, under

similar light conditions for average

landscape subjects. By placing the

camera on a tripod, using the

smallest stop and giving an ex-

posure of one second, without a

color filter, the writer has always

obtained good printing negatives.

With a Kodak Color Filter the ex-

posure should be ten times, and
with a Wratten K2 Filter it should

be twenty times as long as when no
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is necessary when direct sunlight

reaches the flowers, but it is con-

venient to remember, and it gives

results on cloudy as well as sunny

days. Then again, the latitude of

Eastman Film takes care of what-

ever excess of exposure this one

second gives, and the excess ex-

posure will be so slight that it will

do no harm, but it will insure the

green of the plant being rendered

lighter than the darker tones of

the ground. The small stop in-

creases depth of focus. Had the

smallest stop been used for the

Blue Bells, shown on page 11, all the

flowers would have been as sharply

rendered a^ the central group.

ACCORDING TO SUBJECT
BY LATIMER J. WILSON

IN
a bookcase in a corner of the

room is an interesting collec-

tion of photographs, so con-

veniently arranged that the owner
knows exactly where he can find

any one of the hundreds of prints

he values. All these pictures are

mounted in modern albums and
each album contains pictures of

certain kinds of subjects.

The title on each album indicates

the kind of pictures the book con-

tains. One is labeled "Summer
Landscapes," another "The Camp
in .July. 1918," and still another

"Biography of Charles, Jr."

Following the suggestion of the

title, when the book is opened the

pictures are found arranged in the

order of sequence, thus, the "Biog-

raphy" contains a complete picto-

rial record of the family pride and
heir, from infancy through all the

years of childhood.

It is the family intention to pre-

sent this album to Charles, Jr.,

when he takes the responsibility of

a family of his own, so that his

children may delight in the pic-

tures that will tell the storj' of

their father when he was a boy.

Albums of travel, of week-end
outings, of social gatherings and of

scenes in and about the home also

have a place in the valued collec-

tion.

This idea of album utility makes
the saving of one's photographs

s\'stematic, and all who make lots

of pictures will find a satisfaction

in knowing that each volume con-

tains pictures of a particular kind

of subject.

Whether you make few or nian\-

pictures each year, you will find

that the best way to keep your
prints is to mount them in albums
where they will be well protected

and can always be found when
wanted.

By adopting a similar system
with the negatives and indexing

them so that they key with prints

in the albums, reference to the

print will indicate where the nega-
tive can be found—a very consider-

able help when further prints from
a special negative arc wanted.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
BY DR. C. E. K. MEES

Chapter XIV

—

The Reproduction of Tone Values in the Print

IT
will be remembered that in

Chapter X, it was pointed out

that our object in photography
is to get an accurate reproduction

of the various tones or brightnesses

which occur in the subject, keeping

each tone in the same relative posi-

tion in the scale of tones in the

print as it occupied in the subject

which was photographed. The
more nearly this can be done the

better will the print represent the

original scene.

The making of a photograph is

done in two separate steps: First,

a negative is made in which all the

tones of the original are inverted,

the brightest part of the subject

being represented by a dense de-

posit of silver and the darker parts

by the more or less transparent

areas in the negative, and then we
print this negative and obtain a

print in which the scale of tones is

again reversed, so that they are

now in the same order as in the

original subject.

We have seen that the first of

these steps, the production of the

inverted scale of tones in the nega-

tive, can be accomplished perfectly,

and that by exposing so that the

whole subject which we are photo-
graphing is represented by silver

deposits limited to the period of

correct exposure of the negative

material, we can correctly translate

the tones of the subject into corre-

sponding opacities in the negative

and obtain a technically perfect

negative.

When we con.e to the second

step of the process, however, and
make a print from this negative, we
find that however carefully we
choose ovu' exposure and develop-

ment perjcct reproduction in the

print is unobtainable. It will be

remembered that in Chapter XI
we found that for a negative mate-
rial the relation between the silver

deposit and the increase of ex-

posure is given b.y a cun-e similar

to that shown in Fig. 1, and that in

this curve the straight line portion

(B to C) represents the period of

correct exposure, so that to obtain

perfect reproduction in the nega-

tive we must expose so that the

whole range of brightnesses in the

subject falls within this period of

correct exposure, none of the tones

being represented by densities in

the negative which fall on the

curved portions at the beginning

and end of the curve corresponding

to the periods of under and over-

exposure.

When we make a print, however,

we cannot do this because in a

print we are forced to use the whole

range of reflecting power of the
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pnntinji paper; we must
have highlights which are

almost white paper, and
shadows which are as

black as the silver deposit

will give. This is necessary

because the total range of

tones which can be ob-

tained by reflected light is

none too great for the re-

production of natural sub-

jects, while in negatives,

where the light is trans-

mitted instead of reflected,

the available range is enor-

mous and we need make
use of only a small portion

of it. This is also true in

the case of transparent positives

such as lantern slides and motion
picture films, which give the best

rendering of any printing material.

We can try the effect of an in-

creasing series of exposures upon
a printing paper in exactly the

same way as upon a film, that is,

we can give a first exposure just

sufficient to get a barely perceptible

image after development, then ex-

pose another portion for twice the

time, another for four times, and
so on. We shall get on a strip of

^ II
li. a c

Fig. 2

paper the effect shown in Fig. 2.

Now, instead of measuring the light

transmitted by the various densi-

ties, as we did in the case of the
film, we must measure the light

reflected from them. We get a
series of "reflection densities" on
paper corresponding to the tran.s-

mission densities of the film and we
can expre.ss the result in the form
of a curve just as we did in the
case of the film.

Tluis in Fig. 3 we .see that the

den.sities increase gradually at first,

as shown on the lower portion of

the curve, then grow in equal steps

for equal increases of exposure, as

with the film, and then the increase

not only grows less, but very soon
stops altogether, as shown by the

upper portion of the curve. This
result only occurs with a film with
\evy groat exposures indeed, since

after a film begins to be overex-

posed there is still a considerable

range of exposures before the

increase of density with exposure

actually ceases. Therefore, a paper

is seen to differ from a film in that
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we rapidly reach a point where we
have obtained the maximum black-

ness of deposit which the sensitive

emulsion is capable of giving and
where no further increase of ex-

posure will enable us to obtain a

more intense black.

The reason for this is that with

the paper we are dealing with

reflected light, and not with trans-

mitted light, as in the case of the

film, and the light is reflected from

three surfaces—from the surface of

the gelatine, from the surface of

the silver deposit, and that which

is not absorbed in passing through

the silver deposit is reflected from

the paper beneath.

The rule for correct rendering of

tones on the paper is the same as

for the negative; that is, the tones

which fall on the straight line por-

tion of the curve are rendered cor-

recth', and those which fall on the

top and bottom portions of the

curve do not reproduce the tones of

the negative in their correct posi-

tion. As has already been said,

however, the difference is that in

the negative we can generally con-

fine the scale of the subject to the

straight line part of the cur\'e,

while in printing we are forced to

use the whole curve, including those

portions which cannot give a per-

fectlj' correct rendering of the tones

of the negative.

Different papers sometimes show
veiy different curves; thus in Fig.

4 we see the way in which two dif-

ferent papers give their scales of

tones; both give the same range of

tones, both require the same range

of exposures to give the entire

range of tones, but in the one the

deposit grows evenly with the

increase of exposure while in the

other the curve is scarcely straight

at all. The paper showing the even
growth of deposit will give a cor-

rect rendering of the tones of the

negative throughout the greater

part of its curve (shown by dotted

line in Fig. 4), and it is generally

said that such a paper has good
"quality" while the paper with the

uneven growth (solid line Fig. 4)

has poor "quality." For papers,

therefore, as well as for negative-

making materials, quality depends
upon the proportion of the cur\-e

which is a straight line, and the

straighter the curve the better the

qualit}'.

It must be remembered that the

scale of exposures required to give

the full range of deposits on a given

paper is not an indication of quality

but only of the contrast of the

negative to which that paper is

adapted. As was shown in the last

chapter papers have different scales

for use with different negatives, but
any paper which gives its scale

evenly is of good quality, whatever
that scale may be.
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A STATELY ENGLISH DRAWING ROOM
Made with a sA Folding Kodak

THE NEGATIVES FROM WHICH WE HAVE
NO PRINTS

THE old saying, "keep a thing

for seven j^ears and you will

find a use for it," is especially

true of many photographic nega-

tives from which the owner has no

prints, and it is a wise precaution

never to throw a negative away
unless it was hopelessly under-

exposed.

The discover^' of a new process

or an increase in our knowledge

and skill may at any time enable us

to make prints from negatives we
had considered useless.

The writer has dozens of old

negatives, that were made long

before the day of tank develop-

ment, which were either so much
under or over developed in the

tray that they were not suited for

any of the papers that were on the

market at the time the negatives

were made.

When the first development
paper was introduced good prints

were obtained from some of these

negatives, and later, when develop-

ment papers were made to fit neg-

atives of various ranges of con-

trast, nearly all the incorrectly

developed negatives acquired a

positive value.

But aside from incorrectly de-

veloped negatives, there are lots of

others, in nearly everj' collection,

from which the owner has no
prints. It may be that all the

prints were given away, or the

negatives may have been laid aside

after development with the inten-

tion of doing the printing at some
more convenient time.

Many of us who make some
negatives for purely record pur-

poses, such for instance, as a pic-

torial souvenir of the old mill that
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is going to tlecay, ur the old land-

mark that is soon to be removed,

have learned that the records

these negatives contain are always

likely to prove more interesting in

after years than at the time they

were made.

Portrait negatives, whether of

one individual or of a group, should

always be preserved. The time will

certainly come when they will be
wanted.

By going through your files you
will be sure to find some negatives

of which you have no prints, and it

will be just these prints that you
will want for your album, which is

the only place where they can be
kept with the certainty of being
found when thev are wanted.

THE YACHTSMAN
Made with No. I Kodak Junior
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CAMEO PORTRAITS

SINCE the article entitled Pho-
tographic Cameos was pub-

lished (in the February Ko-
dakery), some of our readers have
inquired if the process we described

is suitable for portraiture.

Making cameos by photography
is a stunt which produces unique

effects and, while pleasing cameo
portraits can easily be made, it

should be remembered that any
photograph of the human face that

shows any addition to or any sub-

traction from, the lines and dots of

which the image in the negative is

composed, will make a decided

change in the likeness.

In making cameos we get white

and also black lines in our pictures

(see illustrations) which we cannot

find in the negatives.

These lines are the

result of the "off-

set" printing on
which the cameo
process depends, and
they appear as bor-

ders along the strong

lights and the deep

shadows.

Such lines cannot

be introduced into

any portrait that

shows both eyes

without producing a

result that is apt to

be grotesque rather

than pleasing, but

they often can be in-

troduced into a por-

trait that shows only

one of the eyes—

a

full profile picture

—

with very pleasing

results.

The width of these

white and black lines

depends solely on
how much the posi-

tive is out of register

with the negative,

and the effect ob-

tained depends, both
on the width of these

lines and whether

\
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the white line ap-

pears in front of or

behind the head.

As was explained

in the February

KoDAKERY, the way
to make a photo-

graphic cameo is to

make a film positive

(a print on film in-

stead of on paper)

from the negative, in

a printing frame,
then place this posi-

tive over the nega-

tive and a sheet of

Velox paper over tha

positive, and make
a print in the ordi-

nary way.

Whether the posi-

tive is made on East-

man roll film, or on
Eastman Film Pack
Film, it is best to

develop it with the

same kind of devel-

oper that was used

for making the nega-

tive, so that the

printing quality of

the positive will be

the same as that of

the negative.

Eastman roll or

Film Pack Film, can

of course be safely iiandled by

ruby light, such as that obtained

with a series IB or 2 Wratten Safe-

light used in any one of the safe-

light lamps made for the purpose,

exercising the same precautions

that are necessary when ordinarily

developing film in the dark room.

The ideal positive is one that has

the same density as the negative.

When all parts of the image in such

feet obtained by f^aeing white lit

front of face

a positi\(^ are in exact register

with the corresponding parts of

the image in the negative the

two images will neutralize each

other so that no image can be s(H>n

when we try to look through the

two films.

By placing the positive slightly

out of register with the negative

we can see the "offset" which

forms the image that is tran.slated
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density than the

negative we can ob-
tain unique and in-

teresting "cameos."

^
CHEMICALS

K

The result of placbjg black line in front of face

into a cameo by printing it on
Velox paper.

When the positive is of greater

density than the negative we will

obtain a partly negative image,

which would probably be of no use

to us, but when the positive is of

lesser density than the negative we
will alwaj^s get a print that shows

a positive image, and from posi-

tives that are of the same density,

or of varying degrees of lesser

developers

are chemical

preparations,

and the quality of

the results that any
developer can pro-

duce depends on
the quality of the

chemicals of which

it is composed.

Unless the chemi-

cals are always of

the same strength

and purity the pho-

tographer can never

tell what the quality

of his negatives or

printswill be when he

uses another pack-

age of any chemical,

or another package

of any chemical

preparation.

All Kodak chem-
ical preparations are

compounded with
the utmost accuracy and they are

composed of Kodak Tested Chem-
icals—chemicals which have been

rigidly tested for strength, purity

and uniformity.

Since all Kodak Tested Chem-
icals conform to a fixed standard

their efficiency does not vary. They
are uniform in quality and they

produce uniform results, thus pro-

tecting the photographer against

waste of time and material.
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LET US DO FOR YOU WHAT WE
HAVE DONE FOR OTHERS

THE first number of Kodakery, published in 1913,

invited its subscribers, and all other amateur

pJiotographcrs, to write us regarding any photo-

graphic problems that they encountered.

This invitation was instantly accepted by so many
amateurs that we have made it permanent, and, as

a result, we have, during the past five years, taught

many thousands of photographers how to make the

kind of pictures tliey want.

The following extracts, from two letters, are typ-

ical of the comments we are constantly receiving

from those Ave have assisted:

"/ am much impressed with your demonstrations

of service. I must thank you for what might he

termed the persona] tone of your advice."

"/ also desire to express my appreciation of your

courtesy, and effective response to my plea for help."

We will take pleasure in giving you this same

service. If you need assistance in picture-making

write us a detailed statement of j^our problem. If

your negatives or })riiits are not satisfactory, send

them to us, with full information regarding exposure

and development. Whatever your photographic

problem may be we will help you solve it. There is

no charge for this service.

Address all Communications,

"KODAKERY," Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada.
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Kodak Amateur Printer

Price, 7.50

The argument for the

Kodak Amateur Printer

is a simple one. It is

easier—much easier—to

get good prints with it.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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A Camera for the Naturalist

THE PREMO NO. 9

Providp:s all of the adjustable features that

are so helpful in bird and flower photography.

Whatever the conditions ma}' be, j^ou can

suitably' arrange the size of image, composition

and focus.

The Premo No. 9 is furnished in three

sizes—4 X 5, 3 14: X 5>^ and 5 x 7, varying

in price according to the choice of lens

equipment.

Premo Catalogue free at your

dealer'' s, or by 7nail

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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Negative Album
In the pictures made now-a-days when

" Johnnie comes marching home " and in the

pictures made during the months before the

armistice was signed, the date is a very im-

portant part of the story, and the importance

of the date makes it highly necessary that the

autographic negative containing it should be

properly housed.

Eastman Film Negative Albums afford a

safe, convenient and efficient way of keeping

film negatives. Each leaf is, itself, an envelope,

and as a result, the negatives do not come in

contact with each other.

THE PRICE

For 100 negatives, 2%, x A%, or smaller - |1.00
For 100 negatives, 3X ^ 4X. or 4 x 5 - 1.25

For 100 negatives, Z% x 0%, or smaller - 1.25

For 100 negatives, 5 x 7, or smaller - 1.75

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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The R. B.

y Auto Graflex
%

You see in full picture size, right side up, every

picture 3^ou take—as you take it. There is an

ease and certainty in getting the required

composition and focus with a Graflex that gives

added pleasure to picture making.

The effective combination of the Graflex Focal

Plane Shutter and high speed lens assures

pictures of any subject under any condition

when photography is possible.

General view, as well as close-up work essential

to the naturalist, are provided for with the

bellows capacity of the Revolving Back Auto
Graflex.

Ask for the S^-page Graflex Book

free at your dealer's, or by mail.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO. CANADA
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Kodak Film Tank

GivEvS you better

negatives, the

easiest way.

Price, $3.00 up

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dcalci



VELOX
a Photographic paper that fits

any amateur negative.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At voiir dealer s.
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If it isn't an Eastman,

it isn't a Kodak

BvERY article of real merit sells

best under its real name.

If it is genuine!}^ good the sales-

man has no reason to camouflage

its identity b}^ giving it the name

of a competing article.

When you ask at the store for a

Kodak camera, or Kodak film, or

other Kodak goods and are handed

something not of our manufacture

you are not getting what j^ou

specified, which is obviously unfair

to you.

"Kodak" is our registered and
eoimiioji-lazv trade-uiark and
cannot bs rightly applied ex-

cept t Jgoods ofour manufacture.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO. CANADA
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WHEN SUMMER COMES
BY CHESTER CRAIG

WHEN WO fio for the first

time to California or to

certain retreats lying south-

ward, and discover for ourselves

that seasons do not mean the same
thing in all quarters, there is a

novel thrill. The fact is that litera-

ture fixes traditions in our minds,

and poetry's spring and summer
hold our imaginations.

Since I have a northern bringing

up, the notion that Nature is

asleep in the winter holds fast, yet

it happened that photography
more than travel has helped to keep

me reminded that there are places

where flowers bloom all the year

round.

However, Jvnie ro.ses are June

roses. And mv hens insist that it
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OX GOOD TERMS
Madcu'ith a 2.4 Brozvni

is going to be summer soon. And
the boats go into the water. My
Kodaks (there are three of them)

also know that it is going to be

summer, and there will be more
days of bright light and longer

light—no getting away from that

longer light part of the summer ad-

vantage for the Kodak. Yesterday I

photographed a returned soldier boy
aitcr leaving the office at five o'clock

(so much for daylight saving).

After all, the great point about
summer for the average of us is that

it is the outdoor time, country time,

sea-shore time, picnic time, adven-
ture time, and in certain special and
profuse wa.vs, Kodak time.

But ma3'be I'm an
optimist—and a true

optimist thinks each

season is best of all,

when it comes. Pic-

torially there is entire

reasonableness in this.

Just as a painter turns

his canvas to the wall

for a time in order

that he may come at it

freshly, so the alterna-

tion of the seasons

gives us an oppor-

tunity to get fresh im-

Made zvith a Vest Pocket Kodak ressions of each.
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ALMOST MOVIES WITH
A KODAK

Illustrated with sA Kodak
Pictures

-^ -j^ ouNG children are always

Y doing something, and the

J- "something" often fur-

nishes an interesting motive for

a picture.

A child at play is enacting a

scene which can easily be re-

corded by the camera, and if a

series of such camera records are

made within a few minutes of

each other the result will be a

sequence picture, that is, a pic-

ture which shows various inci-

dents in the scene that was be-

ing enacted. Such pictures can

be made with any kind of

camera.

Our illustrations of the child

and the dog suggest the possi-

bilities of this kind of work,

which is just as easy as the mak-
ing of a single outdoor portrait.

Snapshot exposures arc

needed for photographing chil-

dren at play, whether they are

in sunshine or in shadow, and. in

order to avoid recording any

slight movement they may
make, it will be necessary to

photograph them on a bright

day while they are out under

the open sky, preferably in the

.shade of a building, but never in

the shade that is under the roof

of a porch or under the branches

of a tree.

With cameras that have

double lenses (those that have a

lens in front of the shutter) an

exposure of Y_5 of a second with

stop 4 on rectilinear lcn.ses, or

•*
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stop /.8 on anastigmats. is recom-
mended, when the sun is shining,

and, with single lens cameras (those

that ha^-e no lens in front of the

shutter) the largest stop should be
used and a snapshot made, also

when the sun is shining.

It should be noted that the con-

ditions call for sunshine and
shadow—the subject to be in the

shade with nothing but the sky
ovcrhead.

In making sequence pictures of

children never expose a film when
they are looking at the camera or

at the photographer. Sequence
pictures are intended to tell a story

—the stor3r of what the subjects

are doing, and the most successful

sequence pictures are those that

suggest the subject was wholly
unaware that the pictures were
being taken.

The prints should, unless some
feature of the action suggests a dif-

ferent program, be mounted in the

order in which the negatives were
made.

If lantern slides are made from
such a series, an effect closely

approximating a "slow movie"
may be produced on the screen.

It was precisely in this way that

the first "picture plays" were
made and presented twenty-five

years ago.

RECONNOITKKING
l^Iade ivith a Kodak
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The length of exposure must in-

crease as the twihght deepens until,

near the close of the twilight

period, the exposure needed will be

fully 10 minutes.

These suggestions regarding ex-

posure must not be consiflered as

rules, for it would be difficult, if

not impossible, to .
w'ork out any

convenient rule for twilight work,

because the length of twilight varies

during the different months and

also at different latitudes.

Our suggestions regarding ex-

posure are based, both on the

writer's experience and on a care-

ful examination of the negatives

from which Miss Konzelman's pic-

ture on page 8 and Mr. Harris'

picture on page 9 were made.
It is certain that good results

can be obtained in twilight work
with considerably longer exposures

than those we have suggested for

later than 15 minutes after sun-

set.

When the largest stop is used on
single lens cameras the exposures

should be about twice as long as

those we have mentioned.

WHEX WAS THE PICTURE MADE?
BY PHILIP

SOME five years ago when the

Booths were over for the

evening, I showed them an

old snapshot I had made of Jimmie.

Incidentally, Jimmie is about the

cutest little chap in the world.

They were both properly enthusi-

astic and then they both asked in

on-e breath, "How old was he when
the picture was taken?" I gue.ssed

"Three years," The General (that's

my wife) guessed "Less than two
years, you silly." We both in-

sisted we were right—as a matter

of fact neither of us was sure.

Isabelle has arrived since then.

Incidentally, Isabelle is about the

cutest little girl in the world. The
Booths thought so, too. when I

showed them some pictures I made
of her a year or so ago. They
asked "How old was she when the

pictures were made?" The Gen-

eral and I answered in one breath

MONTROSE

"Two years, three months," be-

cause there the information was on
the film margin just where I had
put it at the time I made the pic-

tures. You see I had used an

Autographic Kodak.
It's my experience that the date

is just about as important as the

picture, itself, when it comes to

snaps of the youngsters. In any
event, I have noticed that the

inevitable question when such

pictures are displayed is "When?"

fioiii a J'c^st Pocket Kodak firti
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BLACK IMAGES OF LKiHTXIXG

OUR readers occasionally send

us photographs of lightning

flashes that show short black-

lines branching off from the white

line which represents the main

fla.sh, and they have asked us to

explain why these lines, which ob-

viously represent a part of the

lightning, appear black in the

picture.

Some have wondered if these

black lines might not represent

lightning of a different color than the

main flash—some non-actinic color,

such as deep red for instance, which

made no impression on the film.

We doubt that such is the case,

because it is well known that the

right amount of excessive over-

exposure will produce a positive

instead of a negative image on a

film or plate.

While such excessive over-ex-

posure rarely occurs when pictures

are made by daylight, it often does

occur when pictures are made by
electric light at night, when lighted

arc lamps are included in the field

of view.

Many photographs of night

scenes have been made that show,

as does Mr. Patterson's picture on

page 12, a black dot near the center

of the white area that indicates the

location of a lighted arc lamp.

This black dot is a reversed image

of the arc, and the reversal is due

to the fact that the light of the arc

itself is so much more intense than

the light reflected from other ob-

jects in the field of view that the

exposure needed for recording the

other objects proves to be a several

thousand times over-exposure for

the arc.

^f,u!c zi'llh a .?.-/ Koihik. Ir

Harry M. Palmer

When several lighted arc lamps

are included in the picture of a

night scene some may show re-

versed images while others do not.

When a picture shows a reversed

image of an arc that is near the

camera, and images that are not

reversed of arcs that are fartiicr

away, it is probably because the

light that reached the film from

the farther arcs was not intense

enough to produce reversal* But

when it happens that the arcs

nearest the camera do not show
rovei*sal while those that are farther

away do show it, it is probable that

a second reversal has taken place,

so that the image in the film which

was reversed from negative to posi-

tive was again reversed from
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U. S. Capitol ill

in center of

ted by Army searchlight and showing instances of black spots

-e light. Made by A. L. Patterson; e.vposurc, 6 nun.

positive to negative, the reversals

occuiTing alternately when the ex-

posure is sufficiently prolonged.

The black lines that branch from

the main white line in pictures of

lightning are likewise reversed im-

ages, but they are obtained by
instantaneous instead of by time

exposures.

Reversal of a lightning flash is

believed to be due to what is known
as the "Ciayden effect," Clayden

having discovered that a sudden

flash of intense light may produce

a reversed image of the type shown
in Mr. Palmer's picture on page 11.

The reversal in such a case is a

reversal of the first exposure from

the main flash, which lights the

sky sufficiently to produce a

general illumination of the sky,

and then the subsequent flashes

reverse the image and appear black

against this background.

While the flashes that produce

the Ciayden effect may occur in

such rapid succession that they

will appear as a single flash to the

observer, they are, nevertheless,

separately recorded by the film.

The condition for obtaining such

reversal is an extremely short in-
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teu.se exposure, such us is obtained

from an electric spark or lightning.

Lightning flashes can be photo-

graphed at night by placing the

camera on a tripod with the lens

pointed toward that part of the sky

in which the flashes are seen. The
shutter is opened for a time ex-

posure and left open until a flash

occurs. It is then closed and an-

other section of film reeled in posi-

tion for the next flash.

CAMERA STUDIES OF THE WHIPPOORWILL
BY HOWARD TAYLOR MIDDLETON

Illustrated by the Author

IN
a secluded glade, shaded by

mighty oaks, and vocal with

the song of the wood thrush and
the murmur of a distant brook, we
chanced upon Mrs. Whippoorwill.

She was sitting upon her eggs and
did not notice us nor did we see her

until the distance between us was
a scant three feet. Then she flitted

skyward noiselessly as an owl and
we saw her no more—for a time.

"A whippoorwill at last!" cried

the little wife excitedly, "and what
a chance for a picture."

"We'll set up our Kodak on a

stake, usmg the Optipod, and get a

time exposure of the eggs," she

continued. "This accomplished,

we'll attach a thread to shutter

release and shoot her with the

camera from a distance after she

returns."

It was the work of a very few

minutes to cut a stake with my
axe, sharpen one end and drive it in

the ground. Then the camera was
clumped in place and the eggs, veiy

beautiful with their dainty scrolls

of lilac on a white ground, photo-

graphed. The exposure was two

seconds, stop 16.

Now we were confronted with

the more difficult problem of pro-

curing a picture of the bird, pro-

vided she wais considerate enough
to come back.

We covered the camera carefully

with sprays of oak leaves, and
carrjnng the thread with us, crept

behind some bushes about ten

yards from the improvised studio.

We were skeptical about ovn-

chances for a successful portrait

because of the poor light. "If the

bird becomes startled and moves at

the click of the shutter, we are

lost," exclaimed Marie. "If she

sits tight we win."

After what seemed to us a verj'

long time, she appeared upon a

limb above the eggs, and perching

there, remained absolutely mo-
tionless. So perfect was her pro-

tective coloration that it was dif-

ficult in the extreme to distinguisli

her from the foliage which sur-

rounded her.

"Do you see her now?" asked

Marie suddenly after we had been
watching for awhile.

"I'm not sure," I replied after a

long look.
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Owing to its protective coloring, «'/nt7i resembles the colors of the ground
IVhippoarzi'ill often spends the day, few visitors to the forest

find the bird when it is at rest

'"I cannot see the eggs any more

and I believe she is on them."

I glanced hastily at the spot in

front of the camera where the eggs

should be. They had vanished

from sight.

"There is nothing there that

bears the least resemblance to a

bird; the wind has probably blown

some leaves over them," I sug-

gested.

"We will play safe," came the

emphatic command. "What's a

film where a wonderful picture is

concerned? pull the thread."

I obeyed orders, but nothing

happened.

"I guess you're right about the

leaves," admitted Marie, and her

voice showed her disappointment,

"Uncover the eggs, please."

I had taken three steps forward

when the bird fluttered away. We
had a picture, but as usual when
one portrait is ouis, we long for

another to surpass it, so we set to

work upon waj's and means to

procure a dramatic pose of Mrs.

Whippoorwill.

"I have it, partner," exclaimed

Marie after a moment's deep medi-

tation. "Did you notice that she

paused for just an instant after

uncovering the eggs? Let the

camera remain as it is, but change

the shutter speed to Vi second and

use the largest stop. When she

returns I will have my hand on the
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ll'licii disturbed -cvhile sittiiiy on its eggs the Whippoorunll flounders along tin

ground, and zidien the intruder lias been lured o-t'ov from
the eggs it flies away

thread while you creep toward her.

We'll take a chance on her pausing

once more."

The changes were soon made and
we were in our ambush again.

In a half hour she came back,

flying directly to the eggs, where
she sat and dosed, her big eyes

half shut.

Stealthily I began my stalk. At

ten feet she opened her eyes and
became nervous, at six feet she

moved off the eggs and made a face

at me, opening her enormous
mouth and hi.ssing faintly. It was
then that I heard the two clicks as

the shutter opened and closed

;

Marie had pulled the thread. At
my next step the bird left the

ground and soared away o\er the

tree tops in silent flight.

We were not fortunate enough to

procure a photograph of the yoimg
whippoorwills, and if you ask Br'er

'Possum he can tell vou whv.

Experience is needed for cor-

rectly developing a negative in the

tray. All that is neded for cor-

rectly developing a negative in the

tank is to do what the tank in-

structions recommend. A child can

do this.
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THE FUXDAMEXTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
BV DR. C. E.

Chapter X\'—The

IF
we take a piece of blue cloth

and put an orange on it and
then photograph the combina-

tion we shall find that instead of

the orange being lighter than the

cloth, as it looks to the eye. the

photograph (Fig. 1) shows it as

being darker. This difficulty in

photographing colored objects so

that they appear in the print in

their correct tone values, as they

are seen by the eye, has been well

known to photographers from the

earliest days of the art.

In order to understand the cause

of it let us consider the nature of

K. MEES

X'atvre of Color
color itself. When we speak of a

colored object we mean one which
produces a distinct sensation,which

we call the sensation of color. This

must, of course, be due to some
change in the nature of the light

which enters the eye and causes the

sensation of sight, and this change

must be produced in the light by
the colored object so that the light

after reflection from the colored

object is different in composition

from the beam of light before

reflection.

The composition of a beam of

light is analyzed By passing it
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through an instrument called a

spectroscope, and this may be

nothing more than a piece of trian-

gular glass (Fig. 2), which is called

a prism. When a beam of light is

passed through a prism it is bent,

and Sir Isaac Newton once found

that a narrow beam of sunlight

falling on a prism is not only bent

but it is split up into a colored

band of light. In order to under-

stand this we must remember that

light is composed of waves, these

waves being of very short length

and occuiTing not in the air but in

a medium which is supposed to per-

vade all space and which is called

the ether. In white light there are

waves of all lengths—short waves
and long waves mixed indiscrimi-

nately—but in certain proportions.

The amount which the beam is

bent depends on the length of the

waves, the shorter ones being bent

more than the long ones, and con-

sequently the prism sorts out th(>

waves of light so that in the band
of colored light the short ones arc

bent the most and the long ones arc

bent the least.

The length of the waves is asso-

ciated with the color of the light;

the longest ones which the eye can

.see are red, and if we measure them
in the very small units which arc

2 V G R

used for measuring wa\-es of light

we shall find that the red waves are

700 millionths of a millimeter, the

yellow ones are 600, the green 550,

the blue-green 500, the blue 450,

and the violet waves, the shortest

which we can see, are 400 millionths

of a millimeter long (Fig. 3) , so that

the prism sorts out the light waves
according to their length, bending

the beam of shortest wave most
and thus bending the violet wave
most, and the longest or red wave
least. Thus, we can scale this colored

band, which is called the spectrum

by the length of the light waves
of which it is composed (Fig. 4).

If we take a piece of colored glass

or gelatine, say pink gelatine, and

RED

WAVE LENGTHS
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BLUE VIOLET GRilN RED

400 450 500 550 600 700

hold it between the prism and the

spectrum, we shall find that the

pink gelatine will not let some of

the waves of light through; it will

stop them completely, while it will

let the other waves through with-

out an.y difficult}\ The pink gela-

tine, in fact, cuts out or absorbs the

green light (Fig. 5). This is because

of its pinkness; that is, it has the

property of absorbing green light

from the white light and of letting

through the other light which is

not green, that is to say, to a less

degree this pink film sort-s out the

light just as the prism does, but

instead of separating the waves of

different lengths it stops some of

them and lets the others go on, and
the eye, missing those which are

stopped, records the absence as a

sensation of color.

If, instead of having a trans-

parent substance like film, we have

an opaque colored object, like a

sheet of orange paper, and let the

spectrum fall on it, we shall find

that the orange paper will reflect

the red and yellow and green light

but will refuse to reflect the blue

light; it absorbs it, and its orangc-

ness is due to the fact that it ab-

sorbs the blue light and refuses to

reflect it so that all objects which
are colored are colored because they

have some selective absorption for

some of the waves of light ; they

do not treat them all alike but

reflect some and absorb others, and
the modified light which reaches

the eye we call "color." Any ob-

ject which treats all the waves of

light alike, which absorbs them all

or absorbs them equally or reflects

them all in equal proportion, is not

colored. If it absorbs them all it

will be dead black since it will

reflect no light. If it absorbs them
to a small extent, but equally, it

will be gray; if it reflects them all

it will be white, but if it absorbs

some of the wave lengths and not

others, it will be colored.

If we try a series of experiments

in our spectrum we shall find that

things which absorb red light are

colored blue, and those which ab-

sorb green light are colored pink or

magenta, or if they absorb a great

deal of the light, purple (Fig. 6).

iiliiiiiiliiiiLliiiliiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiiliMBiiii lllllllllMlill liui ill!! Illllllplllllllli]

-; l^iiih filirr pas the Z'iolcl, blue. YcllO'W

bill absorbs the grce
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Fig. 6

A purple filter passes the violet and red

the bine, green, yello

s but absorbs

I orange

Those that absorb blue-green light

are orange, and those that absorb

blue-violet light are yellow. We

see, then, that to each color there

corresponds a region of the spec-

trum which is absorbed.

THE PICTURE JUST OVER THE PAGE

J
UST before or very soon after

sunset, at any time of year, a

picture of the type shown on

page 22 can be made with any kind

of camera. An ordinary snapshot,

or 1/^5 sec, stop 16. No filter needed.

KKD CROSS NURSES IN r.F.I.ORADK. SERHLX
I'roin ij Craflex pholograpli by Donald C. Thompson
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IlK FLATIRON," NEW YORK
Made tcitit a Kodak
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Tank, if the following instructions,

which are furnished with every

tank, are observed:

Have the film ready for develop-

ing before mixing the developer.

Dissolve cveiy particle of the

sulphite and carbonate before add-

ing the pyro.

Do not let the prepared devel-

oper stand exposed to the air, but

use it as soon as it is mixed.

Lock the cover on the tank as

soon as the films are placed in it, so

that no air can enter the tank dur-

ing the process of development.

Wash the films in three changes

of water between developing and
fixing.

Leave the films in the fixing bath

a few minutes longer than it takes

to remove the last trace of the

creamy color. This is necessary for

removing an invisible salt that is

formed during the first stage of

the fixing process, which, if not

removed, would utlimatelj^ ruin

the negatives.

No other developer that has been
used for negative making has ever

acquired the widespread popularity

of pyro, nor has any other devel-

oper made negatives which pos-

sessed a printing quality whijh
excelled that of a pyro developed

negative.

While a pyro de\eloper should

always be thrown away after it has

been once used it is, nevertheless,

the most economical developer

known.

WOODLAND
ith a 3.4 Folding Kodak
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A SHADY PASTURE
Made with a 2C Autographic Kodak Jr

THE DATE OX THE FILM

WASTE no opportunities.

^Yhen yon make pictures be

sure that your film is fresh.

If you make a bad print 5^ou can

throw it away and make another.

When you make a bad negative

you may have wasted an oppor-

tunity that will never come again.

Take no unnecessary chances. As
a safeguard to photographers, an

'exi)iration date"', is put on all

Eastman Films, and no film should

be put to important use after such

date. Because films which have

been kept under proper conditions

are often good long after the expi-

ration date, some people get care-

less about this matter of fresh film

and sooner or later disappointment

follows.

Remember, too. that film will

deteriorate between the time of ex-

jiosure and the time of development

even more rapidly than before ex-

posure, owing to the fact that in

the process of passing through the

camera it is exposed to air and
moisture as w'ell as to the light that

comes through the lens at the

instant of exposure. In hot, damp
climates, especially, it will take up
moisture very rapidly and there's

then only one safe thing to do-
develop prompth'. It does no good

to wrap it up or put it away in a

tin box, for the moisture is now in

the film and the box acts like a

fireless cooker.

Before development, whether ex-

posed or unexposed, the film should

be kept in a cool, diy place.

Always be sure films are fresh

when you purchase them, and de-

velop them or have them devel-

oped as promptly ;i.s possible after

exposure.
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KODAK SERVICE

As a reader of Kodakery you are interested in

pictures. If 3'ou are always making good
pictures then the special service we offer to all

pliotographers may not interest you, but, if you have

encountered any difficulties in your photographic
work, or if you think you sliould get better results,

we wish to help you.

All we need is the negative and the print, with as

complete as possible a statement of how they were
made—the time of day, the month, the light con-

ditions, the stop used and the exposure given for

the negative, and, the name and grade of paper on
wliich the print was made.

What this service means to others is indicated by
the following extracts from letters, which are typical

of the comments we are constantly receiving from
those we have assisted

:

"/ thank you very much for your letter—and the

trouble to which you went in helping me in my photo-

graphic problems."

"7 feel greatly obliged to you for the pains you
have taken to set me right and am most sincerely

appreciative of your courtesy and kindness in this

matter all the way through."

"7 have yours of the 23d inst. and I am impressed

-icith your demonstration of ^service'."

"7 wish to thank you for the very courteous manner
in which you have put your expert knowledge at my
service."

All caiiRTa users can a\ail tlu'inselves of this

service, for which then- is 110 chargi', by addressing,

"KODAKERY," Canadian Kodak Co., Limitkd,

Toronto, Canada.
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For developing

the fih/is.

Price, S3. 00 up

The Kodak Film Tank

For making the con-

tact prints

\
Price, $7.50

The Kodak Amateur
Printer

In combination, these two Kodak helps make
every amatenr his own finishing department.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At Your dealer's.

\
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A Camera for the Naturalist

THE PREMO NO. 9

ProvidEvS all of the adjustable features that

are so helpful in bird and flower photography.

Whatever the conditions may be, you can

suitably arrange the size of image, composition

and focus.

The Premo No, 9 is furnished in three

sizes—4 X 5, 3^4: X 5 >^ and 5x7, varying

in price according to the choice of lens

equipment.

Premo Catalogue free at your

dealer's, or by mail

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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The presence of this seal on the

chemical container

means the absence of impurities in the

chemical itself. All Eastman Tested

Chemicals are identified by this seal of

safety.

Here are two of them:

Nepera Solution (a universal developer)

4-oz. bottle .... |0.30

16-oz. bottle .... 90

Kodak Acid Fixing Poivde?'

]i-\h. package . . . 80.10

Ji-lb. package . . . .15

1-lb. package ... .25

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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The R. B.

Auto Graflex

You see in full picture size, right side up, every

picture you take— as 3'ou take it. There is au

ease and certainty in getting the required

composition and focus with a Graflex that gives

added pleasure to picture making.

The effective combination of the Graflex Focal

Plane Shutter and high speed lens assures

pictures of any subject under any condition

when photography is possible.

General view, as well as close-up work essential

to the naturalist, are provided for with the

bellows capacity of the Revolving Back Auto
Graflex.

Ask for the 64-page Graflex Book
free at your dealer''s, or by mail.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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•^ri
The date

fhe lulm

oil

In just a few years you

will ask:

" This yjicture of John, was it made Ijefore or after the

war? And this of little Mary taking her first toddling

steps—how old was she then?

"How those snap-shots, made on our trip to Muskoka,

bring it all l)ack to us, except the date— when did

we go?"

Time plays the mischief with memory—but with

the date on the film you ma\- laugh at his tricks.

All folding Kodaks and folding Brownies are now
autographic and, with autographic film, provide the

means for dating and titling each negative as you

make it. It is all done in a few seconds, is as simple

as " pre.ssing the button" and though it may not

seem so at the moment, a date is a/ways icorth zvhile.

And there is no extra charge for autograi)hic film.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

Kodak catalogue free at your dealer's or by mail



For the picture

—

Kodak

For the negative

—

Eastmem Film

For the print

—

VELOX
CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA
At vein- dealer's.

i
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INSTEAD OF A TRIPOD

Kodapod
Price, $2M

This little device, which may
be carried in the vest pocket,

renders full tripod service

for outdoor work whenever a

tree, fence or similar object

is at hand.

Its jaws grip the wood,

and its teeth bite the bark so

tightly that rigid camera sup-

port is assured.

Optipod

Price, $1.00
Clamped to chair, table,

automobile, etc., it holds the

Kodak rigid during exposure.

Used in connection with a

tripod, however, the Optipod

gives the added advantage of

its ball and socket joint and

permits the camera to be

tilted to any desired angle.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO. CANADA
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If it isn't an Eastman
It isn't a Kodak



THE SPIRIT OF SUMMER
Made with sA Kodak; Y^ sec. exposure; stop, f.8
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THE MYSTERY OF THE ROBIN EGGS
BY HOW.\Rn TAYLOR MIDDI.ETON

Illustrated by the Author

AGREAT turmoil was in prog-

ress in wild-life land. The
- home of the Robin Red-

breasts had been desecrated, three

wonderful blue eggs destroyed, and
the owners were frantic with rage

and sorrow.

We arrived upon the scene in

time to catch a fleeting glimpse of

the criminal as he fled away
through the foliage, but could get

no clue as to his identity.

Desiring a picture of the ravished

abode, we set up our Kodak, mak-
ing an exposure of Vj second, stop

16. Having written the first
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chapter in our photographic de-

tective storj', we set out to acquire

the material for the next.

"Jay! Jay! Jay!" came to our

ears in strident tones from a group

of seedhng firs across the woodland,

and. journeying in that direction,

we came upon two young bluejays

calling loudl}' for their dinner.

This bird has a very unsavoiy rep-

utation among his feathered breth-

ren, and among the many crimes

laid at his door is that of nest

robbing. Therefore, we suspected

the parents of these youngsters of

being the guilty ones.

As the branch upon which the

young birds perched was in bright

sunlight, we snapped them at a

speed of 1-50 second, using the

largest stop.

Now that the material for our

second chapter was procured, we
decided to lie in wait for awhile in
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the hope of getting a photograph

of the old jays, thus completing

the tale, but although we remained
for quite an hour, we did not see

them.

Upon our homeward way, at the

edge of the woodland, a family of

crows was discovered in the v^er}'

act of breaking home ties, and they

greeted us with a hoarse chorus,

"Caw! Caw! Caw!" The young
crows were out of the nest and re-

ceiving their first instructions in

the art of aviation. It was work
requiring much patience and agility

upon the pari of the photographers

to induce them to assemble in a

group long enough to have their

portraits taken. This feat was
finally accomplished, however, and
the photograph was secured by
giving an exposure of 1-50 of a

.second, with the largest stop, in

subdued sunlight.

Corvius, the crow, is also exceed-

ingly fond of eggs, so our detective

story remains unfinished. Whether
it was Jim Crow or Sammy Jay
who broke the robins' eggs isstijl

a mystery.
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PORTRAITS IX THE HOME

THE impromptu portraits that

are made in the home, with

the home furnishings for a

background, are pictures that eveiy

family wants, and when they por-

tray the members of the family in

their characteristic attitudes or

engaged in their home occupations

and pastimes they have a value

which money cannot measure.

Such portraits can be made with

any kind of a hand camera, in any

room that has a window which re-

ceives the unobstructed light from

the sky, and one of the ways to

make them—a way which always

insures a pleasing lighting—is the

method by which the photogi'aphs,

reproduced on pages 7 and 9, were

obtained.

These were made in an ordinars'

room, with the subject and the

camera placed in the positions indi-

cated in the diagram. The subject

was about two feet from the wall

and four feet from the window. All

curtains and window shades were

removed and then a shade was

placed over the lower half of the

window for shutting out the hori-

zontal side light, so that the light

which came through the upper half

would reach the subject at a down-

ward angle of about 45 degrees.

Light coming downward at an

angle of 45 degrees places more

tones of light and shade on the face

than light coming directly from the

side, and it should always be used

when the conditions will permit.

In order to secure the kind of

lighting we are describing the sub-

ject must never be placed directly

opposite the window. It is nec-

essary that the position selected

should be a short distance diagon-

ally back of the window (a short

distance to our right or left when
we stand in front of the window,
facing it) so that the light will

reach a part of the shadow side of

the face, that is, the side which is

farthest from the window. This
guards against too great a contrast

in the lighting of the two sides of

the face, and furthermore, the posi-

tion we have indicated is the best

one in which to place such active

subjects as young children, for un-

less they turn the head so that no
direct light reaches the face, a pic-

ture can most certainly be ob-

tained in which the lighting of the

face is pleasing.

The camera must be placed on a

tripod or some other rigid support,

because indoor portraits cannot,

ordinarily, be made with snap.shot

exposures. By a snapshot we mean
any exposure which is as fast as

1-25 of a second. There are, of

course, exceptions to this state-

ment, but they onl.y apply to

rooms that are finished in white, or

some color that photographs very

light, which receive a flood of

strong light directly from the sky,

and to such places as conser\'a-

tories which have glass walls and
roof.

While the light conditions are

seldom favorable for making 1-25

second snapshots indoors, there are

many homes which have rooms in

which the light, close to the win-

dows, is bright enough, near the

noon hour on sunny days, for mak-

ing portraits with a 1-5 second ex-

posure when an /.6.3 lens is used

with its largest stop.
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Made With .,\\ Spkcial Kodak

Room with tight colored walls and ceiling. Exposure, i-j sec.

stop f.6.3; bright sunshine outdoors
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The way to secure the strongest

light indoors is to lower the top

half of the window and remove the

screen, if one is present. This can

be done without discomfort during

the summer months.

Our illustrations are typical ex-

amples of many indoor portraits

we have seen that were made with

the Special Kodaks and Premos
with 1-5 second exposures without

the window being open. These pic-

tures were made at about 11

o'clock, when the sunlight was veiy

strong, near a north window that

received the direct light from the

sky. There was no porch roof, no

tree or anv nearbv building to shut

out any light. The room had a

white ceiling and verj- light cream-

colored walls.

When rectilinear or single lenses

are used for making indoor por-

traits it will be best to give an ex-

posure of 1 or 2 seconds with the

largest stop. Splendid results can

be obtained with these slower

lenses, as nearly all children over

five can remain perfectly quiet for

one or two seconds, and younger
children will do so if they are in-

terested in something which en-

gages their attention.

Our illustrations were made
without the use of a reflector, be-

cause there was a window near the
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Made With 3A Special Kodak
Conditions the same as in picture on page J. Variation in t

print is suggested by changed center of interest.

imniing of
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camera (see diagram) which al-

lowed enough light to reach the

shadow side of the subject. When
no window that will do this is

available it will be best to use a

reflector for lighting the shadow
side of the face.

Any white cloth or paper, sup-

ported on two sticks shaped like

the letter T will serve as a reflector.

The upright stick maj' be tied to a

piece of furniture, so placed that it

will be from three to six feet from

the subject, in the position shown
in the diagram, but it must always

be so placed that it cannot be seen

in the finder, or it will show in the

picture.

The first requirement in portrait

work is a good lighting. When this

has been secured bj- the method we
have described good results can be

obtained by placing the camera at

any point along the line A—B in

diagram. The point along this line

from which to make the picture is

the one from which the most
pleasing view can be seen.

It is a wise precaution to shade

the lens by standing a little in

front and well to one side of the

camera (between the lens and the

window) so that the direct light

from the window cannot shine on
the lens. The onlj^ light that is

used for making the picture is that

which is reflected directly from the

subject to the film. All light that

enters the lens from any source that

is outside the area that is being

photographed only tends to degrade

the brilliancy of the picture. This is

especially noticeable when a strong

light shines obliqueh' on the lens.

Father in his easy chair, mother
sewing, sister reading, the young-
sters with their toys, all are splen-

did subjects for the kinds of pic-

tures that can be made nowhere
but in the home, and such pictures

can easily be obtained bj^ the

method we have described.

IN FLEET FORMATIOX
Made with a Premo
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A RESULT OF MARKs.MA.XslllP—t.KRMAX PLANE BROUGHT
DOWN WITHIN THE BRITISH LINES

From British Official Photograph

TEACHING AVIATORS TO SHOOT
BY PHOTOGRAPHY

How is it possible to tell

whether one aviator scores

a hit on another when the

fighting is make-believe, as at

training fields? It is needless to say-

that real bullets are out of the

question, and towing a target,

as they do in the na\y, is ex-

tremely hazardous. Yet accurate

and speedy shooting is, next to

expert flying, the essential of all

essentials in a war aviator's rep-

ertoire. The answer to the ques-

tion is wrapped up in another one
of those interesting phases of me-
chanical and inventive genius that

so helped to place the Allies on top,

particularly after America jumped
into the fray. Photography was

brought into play by means of a

special camera which can take the

place of a Lewis machine gun of

the cartridge magazine with oper-

ating conditions exactly the same

as in shooting real bullets. This

gun camera was designed by the

Camera Works of the Eastman
Kodak Company, and a picture i.-<

made for ever\' bullet that would

have been fired, showing the ex-

act position of the opponent's

aeroplane at the time of firing and
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MFXITAXISM THAT OrKRATES THE C.UX CAMERA

thus determining whether the plane

would have been hit in a vital area

or not. Xot onlj' this, but the time

of making each shot is photo-

graphed, so there can be no dispute

as to which aviator gets in the first

lucky burst of shots.

At the time of the entrance of the

United States into the war British

aviators were using a gun camera,

patterned after a Lewis machine
gun, with a long lens barrel substi-

tuted for the shooting barrel of the

machine gun. This camera was de-

signed to make twelve exposures at

one loading and for each exposure a

manual operation was required. In

other words, the aviator could only

make one shot at a time and
twelve shots before he would have

to reload. With the tnie co-opera-

tive spirit that was evinced by all

the Allies, and especially Great

Britain, in giving us the benefits of

their pre^•ious experiences in the

war, the British authorities turned

this gun camera over to our army
men who in turn gave the Eastman
Kodak Company orders to make
duplicates of it.

One of the Kodak Managers at

once questioned the need of a

heavj- separate gun camera with its

big lens barrel. Why not have a

special camera attachment that

could be fastened to the same gun

that the aviator is continually

using? The engineering depart-

ment of the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany was given the job of answer-

ing the question—and they did it

as the accompanying illustrations

will prove. Xot only did they build

a camera that could be attached

directly to the gun, in place of the

ordinary ammunition magazine,
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r.UX CAMERA MOUVTED OX LEWIS MACHINE CUX.
TIMIXG DENICE

hut they produced a camera that

could make 100 exposures on one

loading, that is, a number equiva-

lent to 100 rounds of ammunition
and,' like the machine gun itself,

fire in "bursts," that is, continue

firing automatically as long as the

trigger is under pressure.

The Gun Camera, Mark 1, as it

is officially called, weighs thirteen

pounds all told, and has a lens

barrel only eight inches long and

two and one-half inches in diame-

ter. It is of metal construction

throughout. The magazine of the

camera, in which is placed a strip

of film, instead of being circular, as

is the cartridge magazine of the

machine gun, is oval-shaped; it is

fitted with a Lewis gun magazine

lock which completely fastens the

magazine to the gun camera.

Soon after the gun camera was

put into use arguments developed

as to which aviator first "shot"

the other where both showed
"hits" on their film. A timing de-

vice which would record the time

of each exposure was then de-

manded and for a while this demand
seemed to present an insurmount-

able obstacle, for of course, every

one thought the timing would have

to be done mechanicallj', and what

that would mean in gears and
mechanisms can only be left to the

imagination. Finally, one of the

Kodak Research engineers sug-

gested that the timing be done

optically, and as a result of this

suggestion one of the most unique

developments of the war was

brought about. Moreover, what

seemed so difficult was really

solved in an amazingly .simple

manner. Use is made of a system

of min-ors, one attached to an arm

fastened to the lens barrel and the

other inside the lens barrel, which

reflect an image of the face of a

watch, attached to the lens barrel,

on to the same part of the film on

which the opposing aeroplane is
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photographed. Thus the time, in

spHt seconds, is shown on the film

for each exposure.

Each gun camera is ordinarily

provided with three magazines

which may be loaded in daylight.

If an embryo fighting aviator,

therefore, takes up with him these

three magazines loaded to capacity,

he can "shoot" 300 times. The
film in the magazine is ordinary

motion-picture film which travels

from a spool in the small end of the

magazine past a light trap, where

it is exposed, to a reel five inches in

diameter at the larger end of the

magazine. The magazine is 10%
inches long and 8 inches wide at

the larger end.

Now, in the Lewis machine gun

after a bullet has been fired, the

gases resulting from the recoil

eject the empty cartridge and auto-

matically replace a loaded cart-

ridge, so in order to continue firing

all one needs to do is to continue

pressure on the trigger. With the

gun camera something must be sub-

stituted for the recoil caused by the

cartridge charge, and so use is made
of a spring which is wound up with

a handle similar to that employed

in winding up talking-machine

motors. The spring is fastened

directly to the shaft that turns the

5-inch reel, and through a mech-

anism, called a Geneva movement,
which causes an intermittent ac-

tion, to the shutter mechanism in

the lens barrel. Thus, as the film

is moved steadily past the light

trap, the shutter opens and closes

for making the various exposures to

show the location of the opposing

aeroplane, each opening occurring

at the time a machine-gun bullet

would have been fired.

Photograph shozi'S that the "shot" was
fired at 43 minutes. 27 3.-3 seconds

past 10 o'clock

To facilitate spotting the shot

from the gun camera, a glass plate,

called a graticule, is placed in the

barrel at the focal plane in contact

with the film. This plate is marked
with a vertical and horizontal line

passing through the centre and one

small circle, wliich one might say

indicates the bull's-eye, and two

large circles drawn close together

describing the outer field covered

by the camera. These circles and

bisecting lines are recorded on the

film at each exposure and the posi-

tion of the opponent aeroplane is

indicated by means of them.

Of course, one must realize that

in aerial fights machines are going

at tremendous speeds and the posi-

tion of the opposing machine at

the time of firing a bullet (making

exposure) is not quite the same as

at the time the bullet reaches the

machine. One can tell, however,

fairly well by the direction the op-

posing aeroplane was going, as

shown on the film, whether it

would have been hit in a vital spot

ur not. Thus, if the machine is

pointed toward the centre or
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bisection of the lines and is very

close to the bisection, the chances

of its having been hit would have

been very good. If the machine
has been shown in the same posi-

tion with regard to the center point,

but going away from it, the margin
of speed would probably just about

have saved it from being hit. In a

straight pursuit a hit is indicated

when some vital part of the ma-
chine covers up the centre of the

field. How the opposing aeroplane

is shown in flight, in relation to the

lines of the graticule in the gun
camera, is indicated in the illustra-

tion on page 14 which is a repro-

duction of a strip of film expostd
in the gun camera from another

aeroplane.

The gun camera is registered

properly in relation to the sights of

the machine gun to which it is

attached by first sighting the ma-
chine-gim sight on some definite

point a certain distance away and
then moving the camera so the

point of the bisecting lines of the

graticule fall exactly on the point

on which the gun was sighted.

The advantages of a device, such

as the camera attachment de-

scribed above for Lewis machine
guns, which gives fighting aviators

necessary target practice under
combat conditions, are self-evident.

The story of the development of

the gun camera is one of the ro-

mances of the war. It provides

additional proof that the initiative

and untrammelled thinking begot-

ten of democracy can outdo the

heavy thought of autocracy in any
real test.

SOMIiKR LED INTO POSITION
British Official l^hotografh
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Invisible Limit of Violet Blue Blue- Green Yellow- Orange Red Deep- Limit of
Ultra-Violet Visibility Green Green Red Visibility

Fig. 1

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
BY DR. C. E. K. MEES

Chapter XYI—Orthochromatic Photography

IN
the last chapter we saw that

by passing a beam of white light

through a prism it is split up

into a band of color which is called

the spcctnmi, the splitting being

due to the fact that the light waves

are of different lengths, corres-

ponding to the different colors, and

that these waves are bent dif-

ferently by a prism according to

their length, the shortest waves,

which are blue and violet in color,

being bent most, and those which

are red in color being bent least.

If we look at this band of colored

light we shall see that the brightest

part of it is the yellow-green and

yellow (the position of the yellow

in the spectrum being between the

yellow-green and the orange) so

that the eve i.- most sensitive to the

yellow, yellow-green and red rays

and least sensitive to the blue and
violet raj's. (Fig. 1.) But if, instead

of looking at the spectrum, we use

a piece of bromide paper so that

the light of the spectrum may fall

on it, and then make a positive

print from this negative image, we
shall find that the photographic

action on the print is not produced

in the region that is bright to the

eye but in the region which the eye

can scarcely see, and, indeed, there

is a strong action in the part of the

spectrum beyond the visible spec-

trum, showing that there are waves
which are shorter than the violet

wa^es, which were discovered when
the spectrum was first photo-

graphed and are called the ultra-

violet waves. (Fig. 2.) This explains

Invisible Limit of 1

Ultra-Violet Visibility

Vclloz

Green
Orange Red Deep- Limit of

Red Visibility
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at once why when we photographed

an orange on a blue cloth the

orange was dark in the photograph

and the blue cloth was bright,

which is the opposite to the waj^

they appear to the eye. The bright

orange absorbs the blue light to

which the film is sensitive and the

blue cloth reflects it, so that al-

though the cloth looks dark to the

eye, it is bright in the photograph,

chromatic film is a great advantage.

The orthochromatic film is still

not sensitive to red, which to the

eye is a bright color, and so red

objects are still too dark when
in a photograph, but this is not a

great disadvantage for most work,

and it gives us the very great ad-

vantage that the film can be de-

veloped in a red light.

It is possible to treat a film with

Invisible Limit of I'iole

Ultra-Violet Visibility

Blue Blue- C>
Green

Fig. 3

Yellow- Grange Red Deep- L
Green Red Visibility

and the orange which reflects very

little blue and violet light is dark in

the photograph. Fortunately, this

defect, for defect it is, of photo-

graphic materials can be remedied

to a considerable extent.

If dyes are incorporated with the

emulsion the dyes sensitize the

emulsion for the part of the spec-

trum which they absorb, so that if

we put a pink dye of the right kind

in the emulsion the film will not

only be sensitive to the blue light,

to which it is naturally sensitive,

but will also become sensitive to

the yellow-green light, which the

pink dye absorbs, and if we take

a photograph of the spectrum on

this sensitized film we shall get a

photograph which appears as is

shown in Fig. 3. Film made sensi-

tive in this way is called orthochro-

matic, and in photographing col-

ored objects the use of an ortho-

dyes which makes it panchromatic,

that is, sensitive to all colors, but a

panchromatic film would have to

be made and developed in total

darkness, and that is so difficult

that it is better to be content for

most work with the orthochro-

matic film, which, when properly

handled, enables a good rendering

of colored objects to be obtained

and at the same time is easy to use.

Great care is taken to make
Eastman NC films as orthochro-

matic as will confer satisfactory-

color sensitiveness upon it without

.sensitizing it so far that it will be

difficult for the user to handle or

that there will be danger of fog

when developing it.

While the sensitizing with dye

makes the film sensitive to the yel-

low and green light, it is still much
more sensitive to the blue and

violet waves, as is shown in Fig. 3,
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and ronsequently it will still pho-

tograph blue objects as much
lighter than they appear to the eye.

This is a disadvantage in some
photography, and especially in

landscape photography, where we
have blue sky with white clouds.

White clouds are much brighter to

the eye than the blue sky. but if

thej^ are photographed on the film

in the ordinarj^ way the blue sky

appears too light and the clouds

are lost against it. In order to

overcome this and to enable ortho-

chromatic film to represent most of

WHEN LIGHT TON

WHEN making pictures, in

bright sunshine, of ex-

tremely distant landscapes,

boats that are 200 feet or farther

away on broad expanses of water,

and sandy beaches, with no trees

or shrubbeiy or other dark colored

objects in the foreground, give only

half the exposure that is needed for

the colors in their correct tone

values light filters are used

which absorb the excess of blue

light and prevent it from reaching

the film.

These light filters are, of course,

3'ellow in color, since yellow absorbs

blue light and thus, by the use of

yellow light filters, which are some-

times called color screens, the ex-

cess of blue light can be absorbed

and a much improved rendering of

sky and clouds can be obtained.

(Fig. 4.)

ES PREDOMINATE
ordinary- landscapes in which there

are prominent foreground objects.

A 1-25 second exposure, with stop

32 (/.22) is ample.

With fixed focus, single lens cam-

eras make a snapshot with the

next smaller stop than the one

you use for ordinary snapshot

work.
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ON THE SAXDS
Made 'with a No. s Folding Pocket Kodak

IN HOT W
SHOULD some of the negatives

that are made during the sum-
mer months have more den-

sity and consequently print more
slowly than those made in winter,

or should it sometimes prove dif-

ficult to make as good prints in

summer as in winter, the cause

may be found in the temperature

of the developer.

Those of us who live in cold clim-

ates heat our houses in winter, and

we try to keep the temperature of

our living rooms at about 70 de-

grees, Fahrenheit, but in summer,
when we depend on the heat that

comes from the sun, the tempera-

ture in our rooms often rises above

EATHER
The sun also warms the water

we use for mixing the developer so

that the temperature of the devel-

oper is higher during the hot sum-
mer than during the cold winter

months.

The length of time that films

should be developed in the tank

depends on the temperature of the

developer, which can only be de-

termined by testing it with an ac-

curate thermometer. When films

are developed in the tank, not in

the tray, correctly developed nega-

tives can be obtained, at all times

of year, with the developer at any

temperature between 45 and 70

degrees, by developing them for
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acted, within a specified time. Un-
less this is done the print will not

rightly record the various tones

that the negative shows.

The length of time that a print

should be developed, and the tem-

perature at which the developer

should be used, are stated in the

instructions that are furnished with

all development papers, and while

the time and the temperature can

be varied slightly, without detri-

ment to the print, the permissible

variation-s, with all papers, are

small.

The full scale of tones that Con-
tract and Regular Velox render

cannot be developed in less than

15 or 20 seconds, and Special

Velox, which prmts faster but de-

velops slower, cannot render its

full scale in less than about 30

seconds, when the Velox developer

is at a temperature of about 70

degrees.

Too warm a developer always

develops prints so rapidly that they

cannot rightly record the tones

that are in the negative, and too

warm a developer is verj' apt to

stain the prints.

When the developer is warmer
than 70 degrees it should be cooled.

This can be done by placing the de-

veloping tray in a larger tray con-

taining ice water. Another con-

venient method, which the writer

often employs when the tap water

THE MAN WITH THE PL(A\
Made ivith a No. S Folding Pocket Kodak
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runs at about 70 degrees, is to keep
a stream of water flowing through
a rubber tube into the larger tray

while the developing tra.y floats on
the surface of this running water.

Since the top of the floating tray

has always been well above the sur-

face of the water no difficultj- ha*

ever been encountered with either

of these methods, but should it

happen that water from the large

tray gets in the developer while

the small tray is being rocked
during the development of the

print, the diflSculty can be over-

come by placing a couple of long

iron spikes, or any narrow strips of

metal, under the developing tray so

that fully half the height of the

tray will be above the surface of

the water.

Equally important is the tem-
perature of the fixing bath. This

should be at about 50 to 55 degrees

F. When warmer than 55 degrees

it can be cooled by moving a chunk
of ice around in it for a few min-
utes just before the bath is to be
used, the ice to be removed, of

course, before prints are placed in

the bath. This will keep 64 ounces
of bath sufficiently cool for about
an hour, unless the temperature of

the room is over 85 degrees. If a

smaller quantity of bath is used it

can be kept cool by placing the

fixing tray in a larger tray con-

taining ice.

When ice is not obtainable it is

best to make up the needed quan-
tity of a fresh acid fixing bath for

each batch of prints immediately
before, not a long time before, it is

to be used. The reason for mixing
it just before use is that hypo cools

the water in which it is dissolving,

but after it has dissolved the tem-

HOMEW.ARD BOUND
Made with a I'est Pocket Kodak

perature of the bath gradually
rises until it has become as warm
as the air in the room.

The influence which temperature
has on development and fixing is so

great that it should never be
ignored. Those who do ignore it,

and those who try to determine
the temperature of a solution by
placing the finger in it (a ver>' un-
reliable method), take the risk of

encountering wholly needless com-
plications, and it is for the sake
of protecting the photographer
against these complications that

the accurate Eastman Thermome-
ter and the Stirring Rod Ther-

mometer are furnished bj' Kodak
dealers. These thermometers are

of the special designs which have
proven most convenient for the

photographer's use.
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KODAK SERVICE

As a reader of Kodakery you are interested in

pictures. If you are always making good

pictures then the special service we offer to all

photographers may not interest you, but, if you have

encountered any difficulties in your photographic

work, or if you think you should get better results,

we wish to help you.

All we need is the negative and the print, with as

complete as possible a statement of how they were

made—the time of day, the month, the light con-

ditions, the stop used and the exposure given for

the negative, and, the name and grade of paper on

which the print was made.

What this service means to others is indicated by

the following extracts from letters, which are typical

of the comments we are constantly receiving from

those we have assisted:

"/ thank you very much for your letter—and the

trouble to which you went in helping me in my photo-

graphic problems.''^

"/ feel greatly obliged to you for the pains you

have taken to set me right and am most sincerely

appreciative of your courtesy and kindness in the

matter all the way through.^''

"/ have yours of the 23d inst. and I am impressed

with your demonstration of 'service\"

"/ wish to thank you for the very courteous manner
in which you have put your expert knowledge at my
service."

All camera users can avail themselves of this

service, for which there is no charge, by addressing,

"KODAKERY," Canadian Kodak Co., Limited,

Toronto, Canada.
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KODAK AUTO MASK
PRINTING FRAME

A metal mask that ma}- be adjusted to fit

an}- of the regular amateur size negatives is

one feature.

The fact that mask, negative and paper

are kept in perfect contact, whether for one

print or a hundred, is another.

There is no better printing frame than the

Kodak Auto-AIask.

Price, $1.1^

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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The
POCKET
PREMO

A zccaltli of toiviuicnce and quality in small dimefisious

This little camera makes 2% x 3^4 P^^'

lures, 3'et is only an inch and a quarter in

thickness, three and a quarter inches wide

and a shade over four and a half inches long.

With all working parts fully enclosed when it is

shut, it still opens to focus automatically when
the front board is dropped. It loads in da\light

with Prenio Film Packs—just insert the i)ack,

])nll out a paper tab and you're ready—the sim-

ple.st of all loading devices.

Has a meniscus achromatic lens,

Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter, reversible

finder and tripod sockets for either

vertical or horizontal exposures.

Covered with a fine quality of grain

leather and is genuinely good all the

way through.

At anr Kodak Dealers

fionl board

It opens into

focus autoniati-
allv -when the
rs dfofiped.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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No one can develop negatives by any

method better than you can with a

KODAK
FILM TANK

The outfit is self-contained, there is

room for it in your suit case.

Price from $3.= up

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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GRAFLEX
The camera that does the difficult

things in photography— and does

them well.

The automobile racers are going b^' j^oiir

point of vantage at a hundred miles an hour;

a quick snap of the ball from the pitcher's

box to "first" has caught the runner nap-

ping; the children are romping at pla}^ on

the half shaded porch—impossible pictures

for most cameras, but simple with a Graflex.

€)
The Graflex catalogue—free at your
dealers or by mail—tells you why.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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For the picture

close- up,

put a

Kodak
Portrait Attachment

over the regular lens equip-

ment.

Through this means your

camera is brought into sharp

focus at close range and the

result is a correspondingh'

large image.

Price, 50c.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.



VELOX
Makes a good print from a fair

^ negative, an excellent print from

I a good negative and the best

print possible from an}^ negative.

I CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

^H At your dealer's.

mm:
—

I



For pictures '7^ound the world or \ound the

house—for the story of the tour or the history

of the household—

34 Autographic

Kodak
Post Card Size Pictures

Price, $25.?5

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

Ai your dealer's.
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MAGAZINE 7&^ AMATEUR.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited.

TORONTO, CANADA,



Keep a Kodak Story of the

Children
SrCH pictures, preserving forever the childhood days, mean a

world of comfort to mother s heart—yes, and to father's too.

And just a few years afterward: "That's you, Polly, when
you were—let me see. Oh yes, the film says it was August

eight, nineteen nineteen, your fourth birthday. And Junior

was five."

Every picture worth taking is worth at least a date, if not a

title. It's all very simple with an Autographic Kodak, as

simple as pressing the button. And Autographic film costs no

more than the other kind.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.



If it isn't an Eastman
It isn't a Kodak
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IN THK SUNLIGHT OF SOUTHERN FRANCE
Made with a 3A Kodak; stop, 16; exposure, Y2 sec.
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THE LESSON WITH THE NEEDLES
Made with a Premo

GENRE PICTURES

MANY hundreds of outdoor

portraits have been among
the negatives and prints

that our readers have sent us for

criticism. These came from all

over the countiy.

Greatly as these portraits neces-

sarily differed from each other, most
of them were, in one respect, strik-

ingly alike, for they represented

the subjects consciously posing and
looking at the camera.

We do not wish to criticise this,

because it is a perfectly natural

thing for people to do when they

are being photographed, as is evi-

denced by pictures that are made
of the people of all races and na-

tionalities in all parts of the world,

and it is as impossible as it i.s un-
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FOUR-FOOTKU FRIENDS
Made tc/V/i a Premo

desirable always to eliminate the

evidence of conscious posing from
pictures that are not intended to be
anything else than formal portraits.

But those who confine their

efforts in portraiture solely to the

securing of good likenesses are

neglecting splendid opportunities

for making genre pictures, that is,

pictures that realistically depict

scenes from everyday life, and,

since it is the everyday life of our

friends that make them what they

are to us, the pictures that remind
us of this will prove valuable as

supplements to the formal portraits.

It is the things that people are

in the habit of doing that make up
their everydaj- life, and anyone
who is engaged in anj^ occupation

or pastime that is a part of the

day's routine presents a subject

for a genre picture.

Since such pictures are not por-

traits, the making of them, out of

doors, is as simple a matter as

photographing a landscape. It is

usually snapshot work which can

be done with any kind of a hand
camera, and the only difference be-

tween landscape work and genre

work that the photographer needs

to consider is, that a landscape

never poses for the camera while

the subject of a genre picture

sometimes does.

This posing, which is due to the

consciousness of being photo-

graphed, is the chief difficulty the

photographer has to contend with.

If the subject's attention is cen-

tered on the camera or on the pho-

tographer, instead of on the occu-

pation or pastime that furnishes

the motive for the picture, the re-

sult may be a pleasing portrait, but

it will not be a genre picture.

The way to eliminate this handi-

cap is to persuade the subject to

keep right on working or playing,
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W.WSIDK TRKASTRHS
Made icith a Kodak

and to avoid looking at either tlie

camera or the photographer, after

all is in readiness for making the

exposure. Most pcoj)l(' can do lliis

if they arc not distin-bod with sug-

gestions or coniinents and are not

allowed to know when the exposure

will l.c ukkIc.
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THE CATCH—.1/aJ^ -u'lf/i a Kodak

Genre pictures can be made
wherever men or women or children

happen to be engaged in any ac-

customed pursuit, or in doing any-

thing that is characteristic of their

age or station in hfe. The carpen-

ter erecting a building, the mason
mixing mortar, the flagman stop-

ping traffic at the railroad-crossing,

the street cleaner wielding his

broom, the gardener at work

among his flowers, the children

playing in the sand pile, and all

the many varied occupations of the

members of the family about the

home, in the hours of work or play

or rest, suggest but a few of the

limitless possibilities of this kind

of work.
Photographers who once enter

this field seldom abandon it. They THE bWOF door—Made
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AN AD\liXTURlv
Miule with 2C Cartridyc I'roiiu
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quickly discover that it furnishes

an inexhaustible supply of picture-

making material.

Such pictures tell a real story of

life—the most interesting thing in

the world.

Our illustrations represent sim-
ple, eveiyday pictures of the type
we have described. Simple as these

pictures are, they are of general,

rather than of merely local interest,

because they possess a character-
istic wliich pictures that are of

purely local interest never have

—

they appeal to many who are not
acquainted with the subjects or the
scenes portrayed, and the reason
why they do this is that they tell a

story which contains human inter-

est—the stoiy of the everyday life

of the actors in the scenes. These
are not portraits, they are genre
pictiu'es, and they are the kind of

pictures that, when enlarged and
framed, compel those who glance at

fhf'in to i>MUso and road their story.

ROCK AXn SPRAY
th .^.4 Folding l\oJnL\ Exposure. stop. f. 22
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AVIATION CAMERAS
ONE OF THE IMPORTANT PHASES OF THE KODAK COMPANIES-

WAR-TIME ACCOMPLISHMENTS

THE Kodak Companies figured

prominently in the indus-

trial mobilization that fol-

lowed the outbreak of the World
War and because of fhoir hifjhly-

trained personnel and elaborate

manufacturing equipment \v(-n>

asked to make such widely dixer-

sified products as a special fire-

proof varnish for aeroplane wings,

aeroplane machine-gim sights,

trench periscopes, special tripods

for engineering corps and eye-

pieces for gas masks. The Kodak
Research Laboratorj'. moreovei
did important work on a special

instrument for determining the
value of camouflage systems and
in aerial photographic experiments.
But it is in the development of

special aviation cameras that the
Kodak Companies have excelled

particularly and it is the purpose
of this article to dwell especially

upon this feature of its war en-

deavor.
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It has become a common saying

that aeroplanes are the "eyes" of

a modern army, but this appella-

tion would not be so widely quoted
were it not for the steady, faithful

service of aerial cameras which
penetrate mists through which the

human eye cannot see and accu-

rately record that which the fallible

airman's memory will not hold.

Photography, therefore, has played

a very big role in this war and
without it numerous clever strata-

gems and the quick stoppage of

many a well-planned offensive

would not have been possible. It

has, in fact, given the General of

ever}- army that greater security

and confidence which any one in

defensive or offensive work would
obtain by accurate records of the

other fellow's position and opera-

tions as shown in frequently re-

peated photographs of the area? in

which the opposing forces are

working.

The aero cameras produced by
the Kodak Company may be di-

vided into two groups, one includ-

ing se^-eral types of hand-held

cameras for oblique pictures and
the other those attached to the

fuselage of the aeroplanes for

vertical pictures used in photo-

graphic mapping. To these may
be added an ingenious gun camera
(described in the September
Kodakery) which ma..- be mounted
on a Lewis Machine Gun in place

of the ammunition magazine and
which gives the fighting airman the

necessaiy target practice, obtain-

able in no other way. exposures

being made on a motion pictiu'C

film instead of firing actual bullets.

Back in 1915. the first Eastman
Aero Camera of the hand-held type

was developed. At that time little

information was available regard-

ing the special requirements of

aerial photography and considering

what obstacles they had to over-

come, the designers of this first

camera, the F. & S. Aero Camera
Model A, as it is called, turned out
a very creditable instnmient. This
camera was quickly followed by
improved models of the same
type.

After the United States entered
the war, experts from the Eastman
Kodak Company were called into

consultation with the militarj' and
naval authorities at Washington
and Langley Field and, with the
assistance of trained photographic
men from the allies, plans were laid

for the construction of new aerial

cameras embodying all the latest

requirements in large quantities

commensurate with the enormous
aeroplane construction program
promulgated in the United States

at the time. Intensive experiments
and field trials to determine the

exact type of material best adapted
for the purpose were immediately
in order. A large part of the
Eastman technical staff, and a good
part of the manufacturing space of

several of its plants, was at once
devoted to the development of the

new war equipment. In spite of the

obstacles caused by shortages in

materials and the many new prob-

lems encountered, great success

was speedily realized in the de-

sign and construction of service-

able aero cameras for the various

purposes desired.

Prior to the war, most of the

high-grade optical glass used on
this continent came from France
and Germany, A new source of

supply had to be at once created

for the production of the large
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number of aero camera lenses re-

quired. Realizing the critical na-

ture of the situation the lens

designers of the Kodak Company
were at work early on the design

of aerial lenses for high-speed

operation, while representatives in

Europe looked into the glass situa-

tion. Excellent co-operation was
obtained from the Geophysical
Laboratory at Washington, and
from several prominent American
manufacturers of glass, and as a
result, within the short period of

twelve months, a new industry for

making optical glass in quantities

to satisfy the enormous military

demands was created. Moreover,
in the development and perfection

of the Hawk-Eye Aerial Lens, the

engineers of the Hawk-Eye work.s

of the Eastman Kodak Company
attained one of the big triumphs
of the war.

In the design of the Hawk-Eye
Aerial Lens, small covering power
and highest definition and speed
were required. The first Hawk-
Eye Aerial Lens was of 10 inches

focal length designed to work at

/.4.5 and to cover a 4-inch by
5-inch plate, and proved very suc-

cessful. Hawk-Eye lenses of other

focal lengths, of which the 48-inch
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lens is particularly worthy of men-
tion, were subsequently produced.
These lenses, designed under the
stress of war conditions, represent
the very best in the way of optical
performance.
The 48-inch Hawk-Eye lens

works at /.8.8 with a plate about
7x9 inches in size, and is believed
to be the first one of its size and
type designed especially for aerial

work. It is, in fact, the long-range
"gun" of the aerial photographer's
battery. With this wonderful lens

it is possible to get photographs
from the highest altitudes showing
objects on the earth with almost
microscopic detail. The lens is

mounted in a special camera five

feet long, which is fitted into a

plane especially designed for the

pui-pose.

Owing to the persistence of the

anti-aircraft guns, or "Archies," as

they are slangily called, photo-
graphs in the war zone must
usually be taken at heights of 10.000

feet or more. For photographic

mapping and operation at these

heights the Eastman Model C-2
(Fig. 1), and Model K-1 (Fig. 2),

Aero Cameras, are particularly

worthy of mention, the C-2 being

designed for use with plates and

the K-1, which is entirely auto-
matic in action, for use with films.

The C-2 (plate) Aero Camera is

hand-operated and mounted in the
floor or on the outside of a one or

two-passenger aircraft. It is of

aluminum construction through-
out. Two metal magazines, with a
capacity of 24 plates, 4x5 inches
in size, are provided, the plates

being fed by gravity to the record-

ing plane. Exposures are made by
a slight pull of the forefinger upon
the shutter release lever. Shutter
speeds range from 1-120 to 1-435

second. This camera is fitted with
a Hawk-Eye Aerial Lens with an
equivalent focus of 8V2 inches,

having a fixed aperture of /.4.5,

in adjustable standard mount. The
total weight of the camera, includ-

ing lens and two magazines, is

21 pounds. Flying at definite alti-

tudes, so that the negatives pro-

cured are made to scale, it is easily

possible to fit prints or enlarge-

ments together with remarkable
accuracy and thus produce photo-
graphic maps or mosaics of long

strips or wide areas of territory.

The K-1 (film) Aero Camera is

one of the most ingenious cameras
ever produced. It is entirely auto-

matic in action, being operated by
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a rfpccial wind motor. Mounteci in

his single-seater plane, the pilot

need only start the operation of

the wind motor by means of a

lever, and then one or as many ex-

posures as are within the limita-

tions of the roll of film may be

made at will. The roll of film is

9V2 inches wide by 75 fest long,

sufficient for 100 exposures. The
Hawk-Eye Aerial Lens is of 20-inch

focu<. /.6. iind is provided with an

ad,|ii-i;il)li (I I vice for carrying co 111-

peii>;itirig niters directly in front of

the lens. In the development of a

film aerial camera of this type the

vibration of the machine presented

an obstacle that seemed almost
insurmountable. The scheme of

holding the film firmly in the re-

cording plane by con.^tant vacuum
suction produced by a Vcnturi tube

finally solved the problem. The
time between exposures can be

regulated b\- a daiuper I'outiol

mechanism for tiie wind motor.

When the wind motor is started,

exposures are made at predeter-

mined fixed intervals to suit the

photographic re((uirements. Flying

at a height of 10.000 feet, an area
two .square miles in size can be
photographed with the K-1 Camera
at each expo.fure.

In spite of the fact that most of

the routine photographic work in

the war zones is done at high alti-

tudes, there are times, however,
when lower flying is done, and foi'

this purpose a light-weight, easily

operated hand-iield camera is de-

sired. For this purpose the Kodak
Company has developed the Model
A-1 (Fig. 3) for use with plates

and the Model B-1 (Fig. 4) for use

with films. The shutter release on
these models is so located a^ to be
easily operated by the observer's

right thumb. As a protection

against expo.su re of the lens to fog,

mist or dirt, u.se is made of a safety

shutter in front of the lens. A
direct vision tubular finder, having
intersecting vertical and horizontal

wires, provides prcjper sighting fa-

cilities. Both camenis arc fitted

with 10-inch Hawk-Eye Aerial

Lenses and (Jraflex Focal Plane
Shutters. With the B-1 Camera
da\light loailing also can be ac-

complished.
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Looking toward the peace-time
development of aviation, these
hand-held cameras, Models A-1
and B-1, make a strong appeal to
the civihan aviator. Today pho-
tography occupies a large place in
the affairs of every one of us, and
these two cameras broaden the

scope of photography so as to in-
clude the realm of air. The C-2
and K-1 mapping cameras will also
be available for making peace-
time photographic maps in place
of ordinary survey maps and for
photographic progress and valua-
tion reports.

COMIN' THROUGH THE) RYE
Made with a Kodak
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AUTUMN COLORS

The woods at this season present

to our eye nearly the whole range

of colors to be found in the spec-

trum with the exception, possibly,

of blue and violet; we have some
of the deepest and most gorgeous
shades of red intermingled with
browns of every description and
numberless examples of yellow and
green.

The inexorable march of the

seasons provides us with many in-

teresting changes in the face of

nature which we wish to record

with the Kodak, but surely none

so replete with color as the wood-
land scenes which are to be seen
at this time of the year.

To obtain the proper mono-
chrome values for these colors we
must give sufficient exposure or
the preponderance of reds and yel-

lows will not have time to record
themselves. More satisfactory re-

sults will, however, be obtained by
using a Kodak Color Filter, and
giving ten times the normal ex-

posure, supporting the camera
rigidly, of course, to prevent
movement.

X A I'VKKXXES VII.L.XGE
Made with a Kodak
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
The concluding article in Dr. C. E. K. Mees' interesting and highly

successful series on "The Fundamentals of Photography," will appear
in the November issue of Kodakery.

©
LET THE KODAK WRITE THE LETTER

BY PHILIP

IT^NTHUSiASM over letter-writ-

( . ing is one of the manj^ things
-^ that has been entirely left

out of my system. And so general

is this failing that I suspect that

not only has it been left out of my
sj'stem but the solar as well. Let-

ters to the cousins out west or to

Brother Ed in Nova Scotia, or to

the folks back home, while they
are highly necessar>', never fill our

MOXTROSE
cup of happiness to overflowing, as

one of our better poets so aptly

puts it. It's nice to get letters—

but most of us would rather do
something else than write them.
And if we don't write them, we
won't get them. There you are.

Some months ago, an advertising

phrase caught m^- eye. It went
like this: "Let Kodak tell the

story." And as I read it the

THE GENTLE READER
Made with a sA Folding Kodak
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thought came to me—"Let Kodak
write the letter." Pictures of the

new baby, occasional pictures of

the children, pictures of our new
home—such pictures are obvious
and we usually send them on to

people who, we feel, are most in-

terested in us. We know that mere
words are inadequate on such
special occasions; but mere words

are always inadequate and mere
words are hard to write and take

a lot of valuable time.

Why not let Kodak write the

letter? Unless you are unusually
gifted and have plenty of time at

your disposal, your letter falls

short of the mark in any event.

Let pictures finish the story that

words only begin.
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WHEN THE SUX STEALS THROUGH
Made ;i'i7/i sA Folding Kodak, i sec. c.xfosurc; stof'. f.

You write, "We've built a new
porch on the side of the house and
it's a great improvement." Cousin
Jennie reads this and is able to suc-

cessfully conceal any evidences of

undue excitement. After a few
seconds, in fact, the letter goes into

the waste basket. You write, "I'm
sending you a picture of the new
porch we've built." Cousin Jen-
nie's interest is aroused at once
and she looks at the picture. She
sees Cousin Edna comfortably sit-

ting in the porch hammock and
little Eddie playing with his blocks

on the steps. She recalls that she

sent him those blocks. She sees

that the porch is a distinct im-
provement and that it makes the

house look considerably less like a

police station and considerably
more like a home. She sees that
Ed .senior, has bought some new
porch fiu-niture.

The picture chats with her.

You write. ^'V\e started a gar-

den and for an amateur I don't

think that I am .so bad." That
doesn't mean much. But you have
enclosed a picture of yoiu' new
garden and that means a great

deal. Cousin Jennie sees that, as

you have implied, you have a

pretty pretentious looking garden.
She notices that your tomatoes
seem to be doing very well and that

your pea \-ines are higher than the

ones in her own yard. She sees

that you have corn planted and she

wonders whether you won't have
a corn roast when she visits you
in the fall. She notes that you
have cut down the apple tree

that retired from active business

years ago. The picture chats with
her.

She looks at these pictures a long

time and then she takes them over
to Xellie and she looks at them and
wiipu Harr-\- comes home he will
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look at them. Later Cousin Jennie
will look at them again.

Cousin Jennie was a very poor
correspondent. She seemed to

shun the interesting and her let-

ter was usually confined to a

description of the weather and
the statement that everybody was
well. But Cousin Jennie's Kodak
is like anybody else's Kodak, and
in a few days you see with j-our

own eyes the stunning new car

Jim has bought; you see that lit-

tle Clara is old enough to ride

a velocipede and that Jim has

fi\e "hands" on the farm now
and that the new barn is a really

handsome structure; you see that

Cousin Jennie's own garden is

nothing to sneer at. Cousin Jennie

may be a poor correspondent, but
her Kodak has a nose for news

—

ever.ybody's has.

Let Kodak write the letter.

BCrr

WASHING FILMS IN LAKES AND PONDS
AN EMERGENCY METHOD

THE weather was extremely
sultry during our stay at the

lake a few summers ago; in

fact the humidity was so great that

our clothing, which was damp at

bed time, still felt damp ne.xt

morning.

We had exposed a roll of film

and, knowing the injurious effect

which hot, moist air has on all

sensitized photographic products

with which it comes in contact

—

and in sultrj- weather this kind of

air does come in contact with the

section of film that lies in the focal

plane inside the camera—we de-

cided to develop the roll at once,

if the necessary equipment could

be found.

Our hosts had a Kodak Film
Tank and a small fixing tray, to-

gether with the necessary chemical

preparations, but they had nothing

that we cared to use for a washing

tray, so we concluded to take a

chance on washing the films in the

lake.

This was three years ago and as

all these films are still in perfect

condition, those who sometimes
find themselves in a similar predic-

ament may be interested in the

method we employed.
The roll of film was developed in

the evening and after it was taken
from the fixing bath a film clip was
attached to each end of the roll.

One of these clips was tied to one
end of a board about five feet

long and an anchor rope, with

stone attached, was tied to the

other end. This device was then
put out in the lake where the water
was about ten feet deep. The chp
on the free end of the roll served

as a weight which kept the film

hanging straight downward in the

water.

As the lake was large and deep
and the water was cool the film was
left in the water all night. This was
not necessary, as 45 minutes of this

kind of washing is ample, but we
wished to see if the fishes or the

turtles would interfere with it.

Thev did not touch it. You see it
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contained no negatives of minnows,
frogs or other items that usually

appear in a piscatorial menu.
The only precaution we took was

to place the film far out from shore
in the clearest and best sheltered

water we could find that was free

from weeds, so as to guard against

any sand being washed against it

in case a wind should arise and
stir things up.

While this method of washing
films is thoroughly practical it is

only recommended as an emer-
gency measure, and when the

method is employed, the following

precautions should be carefully

observed

:

Always use a jresh acid fixing

bath and leave the negatives in this

bath half an hour or longer, moving
them about in the bath occasion-

ally so the bath will have free

access to both the front and back
of each negative.

The water in small lakes and
ponds is pretty sure to be warm in

July and August, and unless the

gelatine coating on the film has
been well hardened by thorough
fixing in a fresh acid fixing bath it

is apt to frill, that is, pucker up or

leave its support, when left a long

time in warm water.

If the thermometer used for

testing the temperature of the de-

veloper shows that the water is

warmer than 55 degrees do not

wash the film for more than 10

minutes, then, after it is diy, it

should be washed again, at home,
for a full hour in running water, or

in twelve changes at five minute
intervals, in a tray. It takes longer

to wash the chemicals out of films

after they have once dried than
immediately after they are taken
from the fixing bath.

Should there be any sediment on
the films when they are taken from
the lake this can be removed by
gently drawing them between the
thumb and fingers, under water,

and, should any dirt be left on
them they will feel gritty when dry.

This dirt can easily be removed at

any time, but the only way to do it

without injuring the films is to

place them in clean water for half

an hour before undertaking to
clean them. Clean both sides of

each film by placing it on a sheet of

glass and gently swab it with a

large tuft of absorbent cotton.

In the writer's opinion it is risky

to wash films in the current of

running streams, as most streams
carry sediment and other forms of

solid matter which will scratch the
negatives, but if a quiet pool can
be found it might be perfectly safe

to place them in it for a few min-
utes, then dry them and give them
a thorough washing after reaching
home.
By the exercise of a little inge-

nuity films can be perfectly devel-
oped, fixed and wa.shed under
nearly all the conditions that

confront us on our outings.

tef

WHEN' TO USE A TRIPOD

NEVER hold the camera in

the hand when making a

bulb or time exposure. If

you do the picture will be blurred.
Always place the camera on a

tripod, or some other support that
is perfectly rigid, whenever you
make an exposure that is longer
than 1-25 of a second.
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Bcri-aii-Bac from the top of wliicli the pi

opposite pcii/e was taken

A KODAK AT THE FRONT
BY CHARLES C. EATOX
Illustrated by the Author

THE region where the Aisne and as bloody an angle as any spot

Ri\er crossed the battle lines on the western front. There, at

in the Champagne country the town of Beri-au-Bac, the little

was, perhaps, as well fought over canal running along the bunk of
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the Aisne wus joined at right on two sides by the angle of the
angles by another canal running canals, on a hill known to the
south through the city of Rheims French as Cote Cent-Huit (Hill

to the Marne. 108).

The Germans, in 1914, had taken To attack them the French had
up their post of defence, protected not only to cross the canals and

" proiiuccd by a two-hour exposure at night, shozaiiig the transit of

liir shells over Gerinaii lines and No Man's Land as revealed

by Iheir illumination
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storm the hill, but for a mile
or two before reaching the canal
banks their operations had to be
carried out in a low-lying field of

sugar beets, where every trench
and dugout was clearly visible to

the enemy and open to his fire.

It was no wonder there was need
for a dressing station for the many
French soldiers that were wounded
in this field. This "poste de
secour," nature and the piety of

the old French peasants had sup-
plied. Once it had been only a

curiously-shaped mound, the size

of a small house and overgrown
with trees. But many years ago
the peasants had hollowed out a

chamber in the soft earth of the

mound, had faced it with brick and
stone and built a chapel (shown on
page 24), where the traveler might
stop to rest and worship under
the trees. And on the top they had
placed an iron crucifix almost as

tall as the trees themselves.

It was from between the trees,

on the top of this mound, that a

magnificent view of the battlefield

could be obtained, but to make a

daylight picture that would actu-

ally show military operations along

the German lines two miles away
was impossible, as the distance

always appeared hazy and indis-

tinct in the daytime.

But if such a picture could not

be made by daylight might it not

be possible to make it on a dark

night, by the light of the star

shells that were constantly lighting

up the front during the hours of

darkness? The thing was worth

trying, at any rate, so the camera

was set up on the mound, and at

ten o'clock at night the shutter was

opened and left open for two hours.

The star shells were flickering

over the distant hues, sometimes
falling on the ground so that for a

moment the thin line of trees along
the banks of the canal would stand

out in clear relief, at other times
mounting high into the air—fifty

times as high as the trees—before

they burst into light and fell in

long, graceful curves on their

silken parachutes. Now and then
a string of colored beaded lights,

intended as signals for the artil-

lery, would drift upward and
away and suddenly extinguish in

mid-air.

There were moments when the

scene was one of beauty and gran-

deur, but how much of this could

be caught on the film of a Pocket
Kodak?
A few days later the question

was answered. The film was de-

veloped in a bomb-proof dugout
darkroom, by the red light of an
automobile tail lamp, and then

eagerly printed, and there, on the

print (page 25) was the record that

the accumulated light of scores of

star shells had impressed on the

film.

An enlargement made from this

film negative distinctly shows the

wide field, the barbed wire, the

trenches, the distant ribbon of an

unused road, the poplar trees

along the canal, the far-off crest

held by the Germans, and even the

star shells themselves, among
which could be distinguished, by
their different directions, the artil-

lery signals intended for friend or

foe.

To one who is a true lover of

the sport of amateur photography
the Kodak has its victories no less

in war than in peace.
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INDEX TO INSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES
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MO. PAGE
Album—According to Subject July 15

Armies, The Eyes of the . Dec. 3

Autographic Records, June 12, Nov. 14
Autographing Negatives . . Feb. 25
Autumn Colors Oct. 15
Aerial Cameras . Sept. 11, Oct. 9

Backgrounds . . Dec.
Bird Photography . May

May IS

July 3

Aug. 13

Cameo Portraits . Feb. 13, Tune 14
July 24

Chemicals July 26
Cloudy Day Clouds . . . Dec. 22
Color, The Nature of . . . Aug. 18

Developer, Tank .... Aug. 22
Developer—Premo for Premo

Film June 24
Developer—The Temperature

of the Jan. 21
Developers, Cold .... Mar. 14
Developing Solution, The . Nov. 18
Development w.th Pyro . . June 6

Eclipse of the Sun, Photo-
graphing the Jan. 12

Enlarging From \'est Pocket
Kodak Negatives . . . May 10

Film—Order by number . . Dec. 25
Film, The Gelatine . . . Jan. 18
Films—Making Them Lie

Flat Dec. 23
Fixing Baths for Negatives
and Prints Jan. 8

Fixing, Washing and Storing
Negatives Dec. 12

Flowers, Photographing . . July 10
Foliage—Photographing
Spring April 20

Fundamentals of Photography
—Continued . . . Nov. to Sept

Genre Pictures .... Oct. 3

Hot Weather, Developing in Sept. 21
Hot Weather—Washing in

Emergencies Oct. 22

Ice, The Shore .... May 6
Image—Rate at Which it

Grows During Development Dec. 18
Image, Structure of the De-

veloped Feb. 18
Improvements, Simple . . Jan. 26
Include Yourself in the Pic-

ture June 7

Intensification, Simple . . June 14

Kodak—.\t the Front—Night
Work Oct. 24

Landscapes, Distant . . . Mar. 24
Lenses, Cleaning .... April 13

Light, How Distance Affects
the Strength of ... . May 14

Light, Working Against the Nov. 8

Lightning, Black Images of Aug. 11

Moonlight, Exposure to Give
by Nov. 24

Mounting With Kodak Dry
Mounting Tissue . . . May 22

Negatives, Perfect, Mar. 18, April 18
Night Work on the French

Front Oct. 24

Orthochromatic Photography Sept. 18

Panoramas, The Making of . June 17
Pictures That Tell the Ob-

ject's Size Jan. 24
Portrait Attachments, Jan. 9, May h

Portraits In The Home . . Sept. 6

Positive Instead of Negative April 24
Printing for Foreground
Tones in Snow Scenes . . Mar. 22

Printing Methods .... May 18
Printing Paper, The Choice of June 20
Prints, White Margin . . . Jan. 22

Reversal in Development . .April 24

Separate Fixing Baths for
Negatives and Prints . . Jan. 8

Sepia Pictures April 10
Shutter, Never Oil the . . June 10
Silhouettes April 5

Snow Scenes—Details In . Mar. 6
Snow, Picturing Against the
Sky April 20

Snow Time, Outdoor Expos-
ures In April 10

Snow—When It Comes . . Feb. 7

Spotting Negatives and Prints Mar. 9
Subjects That Face North . Tune 25
Sun, Photographing The . . Jan. 12
Surface of the Paper . . . May 6

Tank Developer, Mixing the Aug. 22
Temperature Feb. 10
Tone Values—Reproducing in

the Print July 18
Tones—When Light Ones
Predominate Sept. 20

Twilight Pictures .... Aug. 8

Washing Films in Lakes and
Ponds Oct. 22

Washing Negatives . . . Dec. 12
When Was the Picture Made Aug. 10
Wild Flowers, In the Homes

of the July 10
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There is lots of room in your vaca-

tion luggage for the

Kodak Film Tank
Take it with 3^ou.

"77?^ experie7ice is in the Tank''

Priced from

$3.22 ^p

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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The
POCKET
PREMO
$10.2

A wealth of conveiiiejice and quality in small dimensions

This little camera makes 2% x 2>% pic-

tures, 3^et is only an inch and a quarter in

thickness, three and a quarter inches wide

and a shade over four and a half inches long.

With all working parts fully enclosed when it is

shut, it still opens to focus automatically when
the front board is dropped. It loads in daylight

with Premo Film Packs—just insert the pack,

pull out a paper tab and you're ready—the sim-

plest of all loading devices.

Has a meniscus achromatic lens,

Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter, reversible

finder and tripod sockets for either

vertical or horizontal exposures.

Covered with a fine quality of grain

leather and is genuinely good all the

way through.

j4/ any Kodak Dealers

opens into

/ucus automati-
cally zvken the

front board is dropped.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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The definite temperature specified in each

formula should be rigorously observed to

insure best results.

Eastman
Thermometer

Price, 75c,

Serviceable for either

tray or tank develop-
ing, but through its

curved back and hook
top especially adapted
to the latter.

Ther-

mometer
Stirring

Rod
Price, $L00

\
Handy for crushing

chemicals as well as a

dependable method of

checking the tem-

perature.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your dealer's.
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GRAFLEX
For that difficult picture—A Graflex

On the speedway, at the athletic field a Graflex

will get the picture in a thousandth of a second.

On the dull cloudy days, when you can take

only time exposures with other cameras, you can

make a slow, hand-held snapshot with a Graflex.

In the shade of a tree, on the porch, even in a

well lighted room indoors, you can catch those

fleeting pictures of the children at play—the

unconscious, unposed pictures of happy child-

hood— with a Graflex.

The Graflex Focal Plane Shutter, the Graflex

lenses, the Graflex mirror, that shows the pic-

ture right side up at the very instant of ex-

posure—it is this combination that makes these

©"impossible" pictures, possible.

The Graflex uses Kodak film

cartridges, glass plates or film

packs, as you choose.

Cataloguefree at your dealer's or by mail.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA
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With a

KODAK SELF-TIMER
everybod}^ is in the print

—even the man who made

the picture.

It presses the button for

you.

Pnce, $1.25

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

At your Scaler's.



You can't get a better print than

the best print you

get on

VELOX
CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA

I

At your dealer's.

I

I



ANASTIG
77

The time was when the photographer with a high

grade lens used it on several different cameras. Perhajis

it had a seven-inch length of focus and was used on a

4x5 plate at its full opening—say, /.6.3, and another

time did duty as a wide angle on a 5x8 at /. 16.

These were good lenses and cost a lot of money to

make.

The Kodak Anastigmat lenses are made for a specific

]nirpose. They cover the size for which the>' are listed

as well, perhaps better, than am' lenses made. But you

can not stop them down and use them as wide angle

lenses in a larger camera. They are not dual purpose

lenses—that's why they cost less to make and why the>-

sell for less.

On the cameras they are listed with, no other lens

will give better results— if as good. And ninety-nine

people out of a hundred never want to shift them

—

at least not to a larger camera.

Kodak Anastigmats sell for less because they can't do

the things you don't care anything about having them do.

CANADIAN KODAK GO.
TORONTO, CANADA

LIMITED










